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SUMMARY
This study forms one of two related studies set up to examine the
relationship between marital status fu~d hospital use. These studies .~se
from the analysis of data collected in the Hospital In-Patient Enquiry and
the Hospital Activity Analysis,Hhich pointed to the existence of substantial
differences in the rates c,f use of non-psychiatric in"~)ati<mt care by non-
married cOlll'}ared ;;ith married pecple. Fo!' exampl(,. it was calculilted that
in England and Wales, 1973, if non-m'U'I"ied people h"'d experienced the Mme
rates of admission and length of stay as married people they would have
occupied about 23,000 fewer oocl;~ 0\0,:;). As might be expected the majority of
this ,"dditional bed use by non-married people was concontratod among those
aged 65 ye'ws and over. H01fever the higher rate of use by the non-married
was found among both men and women imd apPf,are(] to occur in both acute and
long-stay and geriatric hospitals.
One of the funda-nental issues underlying the present study is that of the
appropriateness of resource us,", In p~rticu1~~, it is concerned with the
question of whether the higher rate of use of hospit ..::l beds by non-married
compared with married people is due to their greater clinical needs for
hospital care or whethfo!r it is due to differences in the mecio"l profession's
perception of their social needs for care. In addition ~lis study seeks to
identify the specific social factors ",Mch result in the higher rate of
bed use by non-married people "nd to determine wheth"r such use is concentrated
among particular groups of non-w~ried people. Besides looking at the medical
profession's perception of the relc,tive needs for care of m~rried and non-
married people this study illso looks at th,., home circumstances of maN'ied and
non-marricJd people and is concerned to establish I'lhether th'o!r(, is a great.)r
unmet need for social ce~ among the married. While the present study is
primarily concerned with the USE) of hospital 1>"o.s by married and non-married
J..eopla it is hoped that the !"~lated prQspective study of eL:orly ;:>eople in th,)
community will provide infornk~tion on pathways into care ~d the usa of a
wide range of health and social services by m".,rri'H'l and non-marri"d people.
wr~ch will contribute to our understanding ef the observed relationship be~Aeen
m~~ital status and non-psychiatric hospital use.
The present study consists: ('.If t\'10 parts. One part consists of a review
of a consecutive series of 'l24 elderly p'30ple admitted to the medical ill.d
surgical we~ds of a district general hospital during a nineteen~~eek period,
while the second part consists of follow-up interviews conducted with as many
as possible of this same group of ?eople shortly after thdr discharge from
ii
the study wards. The review provides information as to the reason for
the pa,tient' s admission, whether, and if so why, any delay occurred in
their discharge and the reasons for the place of discharge of patients who
did not return to their usual home. The fOllow-up interviews provide
information on the patients' experience of hospitalisation and on the
factors associated \dth their medical and social needs for care. Thus
information is collected on the circumstances surrounding their admission to
hospital, their views as to the appI'opriateness of the length of hospital
stay and on how they managed after being discharged as well as more general
infoI'IDation on their perception of their usual state of health and activity
restdctions, their' social contacts and availability of caI'''' and the
amenities available in their homes.
The study is restricted to people aged 65 years and over admitted to
acute hospital in-patient care. The age group 65 years and over was selected
for study because it is the elde!'ly, and especially elderly non-mawied people,
who account fer the largest propertion of hospital bed days. The decision
to focus on pati(mts entering acute hospital care ,ras taken because while
there is considerable evidence concerning the use of long-stay hospitals for
primarily social I'easons. less is known about the use of aoute hospital beds.
The main findings and recommetldations arising from the study aI'e
briefly smnmarised below:
Utilisation reviews as a r<osear.,£i2...!ool The experience of carrying out the
present review indicates that such a review could be set up and cawied out
by the hospital staff themselves. J!owever, attention is dI'awn to seveI'sl
faci:ors which need to be taken into consideration in undertaking the type of
review cawied out in the present studjr. Perhaps of particular import,\l1ce is
the fact that while the method of follewing individual patients through their
stay has the ad'/antage of enabling the numb<or of days spent in th') study wards
to be id'entified it does require (\ fairly long study period. This in turn
necessitates the rl;lgular participation of staff in the review over a
considerable period of time and may lead to particular difficulties if there
are frequent changes in personnel, and particularly in thos" acting as
revieHers .
With regard to the interpretation of the findings of a review it is
shown that considerable diffiCUlties exist in making comparisons between
the findings of the various ad hoc reviews which have been undertaken due
Hi
to differences in their methods which exert an important influence on t]w
results obtained. It is suggested that the use of a more standardized
method of review, &,d especiaJ~y in terms of the criteria used in assessing
a p'1tient's need fot' hospital in-patient care, l~uld serve to increase our
understanding of the t'elationship between the findings of reviews and the
chat'ucteristics of the hospital sett1ng.
Interpt'etation of routine hospital statistics The study draws attention
to the problems involved in the interpret'ltion of routinely collected data
on mean durations of hospital stay. Such data is generally based on the
length of stay in a particular mcility. This may however be very different
from the patient's total length of hospital stay in situations where there is
a high rate of transfer bet~lBen hospitals. Comparisons of lEmgths of stay
over time or between hospitals should therefore take into account possible
differences in the rate of transfet' between hospitals. The study also points
to the existence of a fairly hig.~ rate of re-admission over a shot't period of
time and raises questions as to the causes of such mUltiple Cidlnissions and the
extent to which it results in the conc;;ntt'ation of hospital bed use among
particul'W groups of people. Such information is not available from the
routinely collected statistics. as these relate to admissions rather than to
patients and do not permit the; linkage of different episodes of in-patient
cere.
Bed use in the study wards The t'eview shows that Olf:lOng the study population
non-married people had a higher rate of admission than mat'risd people. This
finding corresponds with the a~alysis of the national HIPE data on the rates
of admission of married and nOJ1-llk,rried pBople. H01.reV"1' in contrast to the
pattern revealed by the JUPE data there was no consistent difference in the
lengths of stay of mart'ied aIJd non-lllilrried people among the study popUlation.
In addition. the admission '.3.'1d retention of patients in the study wards fot'
primarily social reasons was found to be fai.rly "",mly divided b"twen married
1l!ld non-married peop!t). It is hypothesized that th" lack of any m:wked
difference in the use of beds by married and non-married people in the pres:::nt
stUdy is associated with the particular characteristics of tho study wards,
1l!ld particularly th" short mean l"ngth of stay and high rate of tr&'1sfer of
sUt'gical patients, which resulted in only 10 pet' cent of the bed days used by
medical patients and 5 per c,mt by the surgical patients being recorded as
occupied for social and/or amninistrative ~easons.
Marital state and t~eed for c,,r>e Tb" present study together with the
review of the literatuN suggests that tho substantial variations in hospital
use between married and non-married people revealed by the analysis of the
HIP£: and HAA data arises as a r()sult of both the greater clinical need for
hospital care of non-married people and their use of beds for primiwily social
reasons. However the hospital review showed that the USe of beds for
primarily social reasons was not confined to non-married people. Indeed the
study provided some indication that as a group elderly married people may
have greateI' oomet needs foI' care them single and ~ddowed :;:>eople due both
to the incapacity of their spouse and to the fact that they weN less likely
than those who lived alone to be transferred to another hospita~ or to be in
receipt of community services on returning home. Thus atter.tion is drawn to
the need to consider in relation to admission and discharge decisions not only
the pI'esence of other hous':Jhold members but also their age ;)nd ':'l.bility. It is
suggested that such infoI'lllation shOUld be routinely recorded on the patients'
hospital forms and that particular attenticn should be paid to the needs foI'
care of both eldeI'ly maI'ried people and those who live alone.
Those who lived alone did not appeal' to havo eny special difficulties on
discharge, which was pI'obably partly du'; to their longer averag'" hospital stay
and their being more likely to bc. in receipt of community ser'"ices on :returning
home. Ho'..rever therie ~ms evidence that single and ~ridc',led poopl« living alone
may "ncounteI' pI'oblems in contacting assistance in tim"s of i1ln0ss. This
draws attention to the important rolo that can be played by neigllbours in
ensuring that ,,,ldeI'ly people ar" not isolated and that theiI' needs are made
known and lends support to the development of •good ncigllbours' schemes.
Altern,"tive provision Ttw two main alternatives to acute hospital care for
those vmo are currently admitted or retained due to their home circumstances
are care at home or care in a lower level facility. Attention is drawn to
the need t(l ta.'<e into account both the availability and ability of family
members and the social costs of providing home car'. in Nlation to any
pI'oposals which serve to increase the extent to whioh the family is reli,.d on
to care fat' the sick. In particulaI' the information gain:od in the present
study concerning the I1Qffi<"_ cireulllst,mces of th3S€ elderly ]?<3.tients suggests
that any d<.~crease in the extent to Hhich acute b",ds are used to OI'ovidcl
primarily social caI'e shOUld depend on the provisicn of alternative residBntial
facilities. Such provision may take the form of nursing hom<os or community
hospitals. HoweveI', the advantag:;> of developing these types of facilities
vrather than using acute hoslJital beds will necessarily depend on the relative
social and ecc,nomic costs of the different types of service use. Thus it is
suggested that further costing studies aI''' undertaken in relation to the
provision of care for those who do not require. or who no longer require. the




Differences in the rates of hospital use bet>Jeen m=ried and non-married
people have been well documented~ and especinlly in r~lation to psychiatric
hospitals (e.g. Kramer, 1969; Baldwin, 1971; ~cKecrmie, 1972). Less information
appears to exist on non-psychiatric hos;?itals but a similar over-representation
of non-marI'ied people has been documented both for this coul,tI'y and in North
America (e.g. Abel Smith ""..,d Titmuss, 1956; National Center for Health Statis-
tics, 19738; 19731». However, although it has long been known that non-married
people have a higher mte of hospital use them !I}",.rried people. there is little
information about the total number of bed days involved, or about the relative
influence of admission rates and lengthS of stay in contributing to their higher
rate of use. Tho routinely collect"d Respitel In-patient Enquiry data, which
relates to admissions to all non-psychiatric hosDitals in EnFland and Hales,
provided ",.n opportunity of examining th·",,~ questions. Th,~ results of the
analysis {)f HIPE data for the years 1964-1970 were pres.3ntecl in an intl~rlm
report, together with Cl. revie!.' of the liter",ture on the r-elationship b0tween
lJl<-"ll'ital status, illness and the use of health s(.,rvices (ButioI' and .t1organ, 1974).
Subsequently, ",.n analysis w·as carried out of the 1973 lUPE data, whi.ch forms the
most rocent roPOI't to haw inCluded tabuli'\tions by marital group of daily beld
use, discharge rates and m-3em durations of stay. In additien, sp"cial tabula-
tions were obtain'i>d of the Hospital Activity Analysis for the 2.outh East Thames
region, 1975, which overC2.me som'" of thCl limiti3tions of the published HIPE data
in exa'llining tile I'<,la.tionshi;:> bet\/E",n marital status and hosJ?it.~l use (Butler
and Horgan, 1977).
The analysis of HIPB and Hl1.i\ d~;lt~
Analysis of the IHPE (j."lta for th,,, years 1964-1970 2nd 1973 confirn,;>d the
pattern reported by previous studies of a hif)ler rate of hospital USf-~ by non-
*m-arried compared with married people. 1':'.is differenc." occu,,""T'Jd among both men
and women and in each broad age grou, over' 25 years nnd app€:ared to J>J due to
differences in admission ra,tas a.."'ld in length of stay. The l:'S>lativo effect of
diffe!'l~nces in admission rates and in l<:mgths of steW in contributing to the
higher !'<"'lte of hospital use by ncn-tJJ,''lrried peO',?l;;! varied with c~ge. In glSnerCll,
the differcnc(;' in thei rates of admission of mar'ried and non-maI'ried p~J.jVle
------------
The HIPE tabulations classU"J people into 1:"<10 broad groups of m,lrTi'ld ;'lIld
'other'. This latter' category, Which is here r>efer.Ti;ld to as the
non-maI'I'iecl, th"r£fore consists of single. wid<:l1'Ted and divorced people
and also those whose marit'''ll state was not recorded.
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tended to decrease with rising age, whili) the difference in the ?verege length
of stay tended to increase. For examl'llla, it wcs calculated using the 1973
HUE data that 71 pf.,r cent of the additional b,cA f""ys used by non-married r""ople
aged 25-34 years 11'<,$ due to their higher "'dmission rate and 29 ",'1r cent to their
greater length of St1~~Y" 1-rhile ~~llong those aged 75 years and over the ~ercontagf-:li~1
were reversed, with only 29 per c"nt of the addition",~ bed days used by non-
married pGo];>le in this as" group being due to their high'"r admission rate end
71 per cent to their greater length of stny (Butler and Morgan, 1977). Although
the difference in the rate ef bed use of married "'..nd non-married people we.s
found in each broad age group over 25 years, elderly people aged 65 years and
over accounted for about trlree-quarters of the additional bed-days used by
non-marr>ied peoph. The high concentration of additional bed days among
elderly non-married people is dUi'! both to the substantial differenCes in the
rates of use between elderly mar'!'i"d and non-l'fIArried peopLi and to the li:lrge
number of non-married peo;;>le among those aged 65 years and over.
The published HIPE dat", has three llk"ljor limitations in :rele.tion to the
present analysis. Ona limitation is thCl.t it classifies patients into two
broad groups of married and 'oth"r', with the l,~tter !~UP including thOSe clf
no known marital status. ,'not]""r limitation is that it COJS not dletinguish
between different types of non··psychie.tric hospital, whil" a third limitation
is that it [.JI'ovides no indication of' the extcmt of re-admissions or of transfers
betwefJU hospitals. In orc!ro,r to OV1:ircome these deficiencies, special tabula-
tions of HAh data were obtained for the South East Thames Region, 1975. HAA
data for this region suggested that the higher rate of bed use fou,'1d among
non-married patients as a whole are maintained for both ti,e single and widowed
considered separately. In addition, differences in the rates of hospital use
between married and non-narried people were apparent in each of the categories
of acute, long-stay and geriatric, convalescent and specialist hospitals. The
actual number of beds required by non-married people to sustain their higher
rate of bed U<'Se was, however; greatest in the acute hospital group, due to t!le
large nu!1lb';,r of beds in this sector (Butler and 110rgan, 1977). ~io information
is available from the HM on the question of re-admission but it is possible
to distinguish between patients discharged home and those transfeI't'f.ld to
another hospital or convalescent horn". Information on place of discharge from
the HAA data for the South East Theme:> Region showed that in 1975, 7 per cent
of men and 8 ]?'-.:>r cent of women were transferred to another J.TI{S hospital or
convalescent home. with the rate of trMsfer being higher for single and
wida.T"d than for married patients and the difference 1.ncreas:i.ng Nith rising age.
This suggests that a part of the higher admission rat", among non-rnarricd
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patients may result from ~ansfers rather than new admissions. Tnc varia-
tions be~deen marital groups in rates for new admissions could therefore be
smaller tha."l suggested by the HIPE data, while the differenoe in the length of
stay between married and non-married pi'ltients is probably greater than the HIPE
data indicate, as a patient who is transferred to another hospital would be
recorded as two separate admissions and hence as t,1O separate (and shorter)
periods of hospital stay.
One possibility that must be considered in relation to tho apparant
differances in the rates of hospital use between n~ied and non-married people
is the question of whether they lll<"ly he due to artefacts in the data. In
partioular, it is possible that the differenoes in rates of hospital use between
mm'r'ied and non-married people e.x-e at least partly expl~fned by the size of the
age bands used in the HIPE tabulations. At all ages, but particul<lrly in th",
two highest age groups (65-74 and 75 years and over) the ag$ distribution is
different for IDarri'3d and for non-rna=ied people. Within the ag1i! groups
65-711 and 75 years ;md over non-married people appear to have an older age
distribution than ITk.rried people, reflecting the greater risk of widowhood
with increasing age. This ffi(3a'1S that the age bands used in calculating rates
of hospital use off"r only a partial control for the effec'cs of o.ge. It is
theNfore to be expected that by using narrower age bands too differences in the
rates of hospital use between married and non-married p'~o:ple would diminish.
In order to gauge the magnitude of this discrepancy, estimates were made of
the t'ates of bed use by married and non-married patients within quinary age
groups between 25 and 90. By oomparing the additional beds 11',,,,d by non-
married patients, derived from the calculations based on the HIPE age groups
and the rate calculated from the quinary age groups an .1stimate Has reached of
the distortion Nsulting from the large size of the HIPE age bands. The
results suggest that the data on the additional beds used by non-llk.rried men
should be deflated by about 7 per cent and the additional beds used by non-
married women by about 40 per cent (ButlE'r and l-lorgan, 1977). However, even
after allowing for this, there remain substanti"l differences in the rates of
bed us" by w.lrricd a'1d ncn-married people. 1'0)' example, the 1973 HIPE data
show that after applying thes<-, deflation factors the additional beds used by
non-married people was in the region of 23,000 ids ec-<:n Co-1- 'This
represents about 30 per cent of all beds in non-psyclliatric hospitals used by
people aged 25 years and over. 'Thus, although part of th" apparQnt diffeI'anc8
in the rates of hospital USe be~deen rr~)'ried and non'~larried people appears to
be due to differences within broad age" bands, there still remain substantinl
differences which cannot be acco~'1ted for in these terms.
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The research approach: need and service use
The demonstration of substantial differences in the use ef facilities and
services between popuJ.:'ltion sub-groups gives rise to a lo>.rge numb",r "f questIons
concerning the causes and consequences of tlw observed var-iations. However-,
one of the central issues from the point of vi"l< of health care policy and
planning is that of the question of the r-elationship between need and service 1,lSe.
~1hereas the price mechanism serves to dis'L-ributc resources in the m,~rket
place, under the National Health Service facilities ?-!ld services are free at
the point of cons1xnption. Th1,lS, the primary objective of the health <,.nd
social services is to distribute roSOUr-Cf'S in relation to needs. rather than in
terms of the ability to pay. with the aim being to ,;usure what is regiwded as an
equitable, efficient and effective distribution of services and facilities.
Although the notion of need he.s a central place in social policy and forms
the fm\d<:'Lmental criterion for th", distribution of services "nd facilities, the
conc'opt of need has no single accepted meaning and has been variously defined
or left undefined (Cooper, 197!f; Culy€r, 1976). Howover, an important
consideration underlying most definitions of the need for a serviC€ is that the
service is an instrumental means of achieving a desired end and is the:rofore
only needed insofw .:is truJ end or outcome is needed (Cooper, 1975). It is
also recognised that the need for a particular service is gmeraJ.ly not an
absolute need, for several means usually exist to achieve El given end and
choices therefore have to be made, whl1e what is r<egarded as a desirable aim or
outcome is d,'lpendent on the prevailing cultural and social values. As well as
the question of the type of judgement thnt is being IOCLde there is also the
question 8S to 14110 makes the jUd!l'!~mant as to the need for a service. One
possibility is for the judgement to be l"ft to the individual in'Jolved. In
such Cl. case the judgement of need takes the form of self-perceived or fe~t need
and can ba equ?ted \"itll t~ant. A,'). altemative ap"roach is that of normative
nec.d Hhich exists ,then judgements of need arc made by experts or i'rofGssionals
(BI'-:ldshal1, 1972). The e"'Jert:> or professionals may be concemed ',ith judging
individual needs for particular services or facilities oX' with judging the
needs of population groups. Such judgaments are made in terms of both the
technical means available to achieve a desired end and :tn term" of the curr,,,nt
philosophy and values of SOdCity and of those directly involved in the
judgement.
The existence of substantial variations in serv:Lc<J use b'~tl1een social
~'Oups gives rise to the question of whether the diffeI'-ances in rates in use
reflect differ!lnces in normativ" needs for the particular seX'vice or group of
5servioos under consideratio:l. On the one hand it is possibl'" that the
difference in the rates of service use reflect differences in professionaJ~y
defined needs. In this cass the grGater use by a particular group is
explained in terms of their grcat',r need and thus need and use can be regarded
as being in relative balo..ce. A second possible cause of differences in the
retes of service use between population groups is that this arises as a result
of the existence of unmct need (or a greater amount of unmc,t need) among the
low-user group. In this situation the low user group can be regarded as being
in comparative need (Br-adshaw, 1972). A third possible 6"1'lanation of such
variations in sewice usc is that the rate of use by the high user gr'oup is
highE'.r' than is considered necessary in relation to what is r,,,garded as its need
for the particular service or facility in question. Ho~reve:t'. whether or not
a rate of ser-vice use ;rhich is judged to be greater than can be justified in
terms of professionally defined need for tIle, particular service under considera-
tion \dll be regarded as evid~,nce of unnecessary or inappropriate use, will
depand on the reasons for such use and the context in Which such judgements are
being made. For example, a medical practitioner, who is primarily concerned
with the needs of the individual patient. may vieH such use as necessary use in
the absence of alternative (lm,r"r-level) facilities and services. The poliC'.1
maker and pl?~ner on the other hand i~ primarily concerned with the total needs
of the population &.d of ordering relative needs and d,~tel:'!llining priorities.
and may therefore view such use as unnecessary or in",.pprollriate in that it
does not represent the most efficient use of resources for aohieving the desired
goal or outcome.
While it is possible to identify three types of explm1ations of the
differential rates of service us" bat1feen social groups, it is recogn:csed th,.t
these do not necessarily form alter-native explanations and that two or more
types of explanations may contribute to the observod variations. For example,
the high rate of service use by El particular group may be due in part to their
having moN conditions of thr!. tJrpe that art'J normally jUdged to require a
particular service~ Ho~revr~rs 'the high user group may also be using thl;l.se
facilities or services for conditions which are judged to have a 10'" j)t'iority
on the claims of the particulnr se!"ric" under consideration and Nhich could be
catered for in other ways, whi.lc. at the same time th() rat" of use by the low
user group may be 18s6 them is considered appropriate it, relation to their n"eds.
The question of the causes of variations in service use
between soci".l groups has been of considorable concern in t11e health CClr'2 field.
Thus, Cl lcng-sta"lding and fundamental issue has te"en that of whether the
6variations in rates of service u~e between social groups reflects a possible
inappropriate non-use of services and facilities by the low user group. This
approach has been termed tl1C humanitarian app~lch to noed with the main
emphasis being on the identification of unmet need (Acheson. 1978). Concern
over the existence of illlmet need arose from th" finding cf substantial varia-
tions in the use of health services between social groups and of an iceberg of
illness in the commu\'lity despite the removal of the financial barrier to health
care. This concern has mainly focused on the use of primaI"jr medical care
and particularly on the question of the causes of the differences in the rate
of generaJ. practi1:ioner consultations by social class groups (Titmuss. 1968;
FBin, 1969; Hart, 1971; Townsend, 1974; Forster, 1975; Le G~and. 1978).
Similarly, in the field of pwvcntive health care there has long bt~en concern
over the differences in rates of use by social class and p:wticu1arly of why
the lower social classes have a smaller uptake of such services and thus what
is deemed to be inappropriate non-use in relation to their needs (Alderson. 1970;
Cartwright and O'Br-ien, 1976). 1'.'hile the question of the inappropriate non-use:
of health services has been o~ continuing concern an increasing emphasis is
being placed on identifying the E'xt,mt to which variations in service use point
to the existence of a higher rate of USE; tha"J is considilrsd necessary, in that
it arises from catering for a need 'ihich h,ls a 10\1 priority in the hierarchy of
claims on the particular servic" or facility and could be met more efficiently in
other ways. This emphasis on th',; ways in \Jhich resourc3s are deployed has been
termed the resourca-oriented approach to need (Achesc.n, 1978). The emphasis on
the resource-orient~d app~~ch to need springs from the recognition that not
aJ.1 felt Or' normative n8,03ds can be met by the available resourcee, for while
needs for' health services are infinite, t~sources' are finite, and thus ways
must be devised. for ordering needs and allocating r<;<sources on ~Ihat is Q"ellled
to be an equitable and efficient basis (Culyer, 1976). Whereas the identifica-
tion of inappropriate non-us" hns probably been the dominant concern in relation
to studies of primary medical care. the question of the inappropriate use of
services has been the major emphasis in relation to hospital in-patient care.
and especially acute hospital care. Th" emphasis on the identification of tJ-w
extent to which hospital in-paticnt cart) is used in circumsta~css when the
patient's needs could be as effectively met in a lO~ler level facill ty is
probably due both to the rdgh costs of in-patient care and to the existence
of long waiting lists and an ever-increasing demand for hospitQl services. Such
concerns have formed a major' facto!' underlying both thco mandatory r€views of
hospital use undertaken in the United States and the ad hoc r0views carried out
in this country (Stuart And Stockton, 1973; ~wchanic. 1978; Carstairs ,md
H""'JmC\."l, 1974).
7Harital state and tha need foT' hospit1'll care: ;'\ revi<:m of the literature
•
The possible relntionships between n<:;ed and s'9rvice~·usc outlined in the
previous section ""re shmm in figure 1 in reltttion to the diffe1"<mtial rates of
hospital use of married and non-married peopl",. One possible explFmation of
such differenCBs is that non-merried people have a greater clinical n"ed for
hospital care than married people due to their expe:dencing r.'.ore ilL"less of
the type thi.1t is normally judged to require in-patient care. To the extent
that differences in the rates of hospital use between w.arital groups do reflect
differences in their clinical need for in-patient care, the higher rate of use
by the non-married may be regarded <'.3 ml entirely appropriate use of !'<;sources,
and the need and resour<::es USe by the t~lO groups can be regarded. "'.s being in
relative b;;J.ance. A second possib1<) cause of the observed variations in
hospital use is that married people h"vo a greater unm2t need for hospital
in-patient care, through their being less likely to enter hospital for conditions
which could henefit from hospit01 treatment. Th8 third possible caUSe of the
differential rates of hospital use is that non-married people are more likely
to be admitted to h~'spital and retained in hospitel because their physica.1
and/or social environment is regarded as being less suited to domiciliary care.
To the extent that this occurs, there is the q,uestion of whether this rep1"<;sents
~l appropriate use of resources or whether such needs could be c~tBred for as
effectively by other lower cost facilitif's and services. This question is of
particul"lr concern in reh")tion to acute hospital care. whc,re the dominant
emphasis is an active medical intervention. for axa"1lplc~> th", 1962 Hospit,'.Ll
Plan stated with regard to the 61d"rly, that they require treatm..nt in an acute
hospital when acutely ill, "but that he or she should normally only I"main in
such a hospital for the period in which !J>')dical or surgical c,,:re was requir<;d"
(Minis~y of Health, 1962).
i'ig:ure 1
Possible explanatbns of the r;igoor rate of hospit~~:i.
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BA literature revioH was un'hrtaken to examine the evidence concerning
the three types of explanations identified in figure 1 for th,,; higher rate of
hospital use by non-rrarried compared with married !)eoph. One way of identi-
fying whether such differences may be due in Dart to the greater clinical need
of non-married people is to look at the reL,tive morbidity experience of married
and non-married people. Mortality rates have traditi"nally been used as an
indicator of the extent of morbi.dity L, the population, for death is usually
a clear and easily JncasUJ:'8d event, while no such sharp dist:1,nction exists
between a healtlyand a diseased stato in an individual. !10W&WH', whereas
morbidity and mortality weire cJ.eal'1y linked in earlier tilr-i'ls, th3 extent to
which diffe!"lnce$ in mortality rates may be Nif'lrded as a valid indicator of
diseaSe in today's advanced industrial societies is unclear, for much morbidity'
is of a chronic nature. Nevertheless, despite such dra~lbaCks> mortality rates
still form the most readily available cnd widely used indicator of the extent of
morbidity in the population. iii th regard to the mortali t"J rates of marital
gI'Oups it has long been known that married people generally display lower
mortality rates than the non-mc:rried. In 1859, William Farr reported that
'a remarkable series of observations extending over the ~,hole of Fl:>ance enables
us to determine for the fir'st time the effect of conjugal condition on the life
of the population'. and he concludl~d on the basis of these observations that
'unmal'l'ied people suffer from disease in undue proportion ,"nd the have-been
married suffer still more'. (Felrr, IB59). In 1912 March pUbHsh'.;d some
extensive data on age-specific d'sath rates by marital status for France,
Russia and Sweden during the period la86-1B95, which shoHed thilt for both seKes
and in almost all age groups, ffiOI'tality rates were lowest for.' tc,e llk"1rried,
rather higheI' for the single and highest for th" widowed and divorced (l.!a.rch,
1912). Moro recent tk,tional data confiI'llls the continue.tion of this trend.
For example, data for Englmld and Wales 1951 and 1961, relating to single
year.' ages between 22 and B7 years showed that in both yen.~ the mortality
rates for both men and women ~rer,'l higher for the single and widowed than for
the married. except among single women at a ffN selected ages (Registrar
General, 1957, 1968). 1his pattern of a higher age-specific mortality rate
of non-married than mi'l.rried people h,'t$ Rlso been found to be characteristic of'
recent mortality data fOl' other cOlmtries (U.S. Dept. of H,.;alth, Education and
Welfare, 1970; Koskenuvus et al •• 1978).
DiffewncGs in the mortality rates of marrir"d and non-married ,c,ople are
to some extent associated with differential mor'tality from certain specific
conditions. However, a particularly striking aspect ef the national
mOI'bidity data is the higher death rates among non-marrt"d compared with
9married people for almost every nk,jor ~,use of death. In fact, the 1965-7
mortality data for England and Wales showed no cause of death, eitller among
men or women, for which the S~lR of married parsons was greater than that for all
the non-married categories (General Register Office, 1971).
it, "thera is no disease that kills impartially, that kills
unmarried alike" (ShuI'tleff, 1956).
As Shurtleff put
the married and the
Ill!ll
Several authors have pointed to possible artefacts in the collection and
pI'ocessing of the data that may in part account for the observed variations.
For example, it is kno~Jn that a high propoI'tion of deaths from paI'ticular
causes, and especially roed traffic accidents, occurs to persons of unknown
marital status. and these are conventionally excluded from the numeI'ator in
calculating madtal-sp'3cific death rates. However, it seems generally
accepted tllat although such defects in the data may account for some of the
eXcess mortality of non-ma=ied people they do not explain more than a small
part of the difference.
MON direct evidence on the e,(tent of morbidity in the population than carl
be gained from mcrtality data is that obtained f!'Om personal interviews or
Nports or by clinical examinations. Tht'N is. hoHev"r, a wide discrepancy
between self-reported illness and the volume of disease dete~nined on the basis
of clinical examinations (t1eltzE;Y' and Hockstein, 1970, Haddox and Douglas, 1973).
In addition, few such studi",,;: provide data by marital state. One study which
does p!'Ovide information on self-reported illness by marital state is the
General Household Survey (Office of Population Censuses and Surveys, 1973. 1976),
The results of this SUI'V'-"y show that in each broad age group and for both men
and women a higher proportion of widowed, divorced and sepaI'ated than of married
people reported a long-standing illness, disability or infirmity but there was
no consistent difference bet~ffien single and married respondents. A further
question Has asked about activity restrictions through illness in the tIro
'deeks preceding the interview; the anS,1ers again showed t:'at fewer> married
persons reported such restrictions. This pattern of \rido~""d and divorced
people reporting a higher proportion of both acute and chI'onic illness thfu.
married people has also been foood in studies undertaken in thf' United States
(Lahol'gue, 1960; Hen, 1972). However. it must be wmembered that part of the.
difference in the incidence of self-reported illness may be due to the gI'eater
age of widowecl than merrihd peopl'", with the CLiffs:t'(lUce in their age distribu-
tion ever occurring within broad age bands. In arldition. tb'ere is the
question of the extent to ..hich such findings may be i.nfluenced by differenceS
in the attitudes and p€rceptions of married and non-married people. Neverthe-
less, such data, together with the finding of substantial differences in
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mortality rates between marl'ied and non-mard,ed people do.% suggest that there
is a real difference in their morbidity patterns.
While it is possible to point to differences in the mortality rates, and
self-reported morbidity of married and non-ma=ied people the question ari(;es
as to the extent to which such differences necessitate a greater use of
hospital in-patient care. As might be e~cted the I'elationship between
morbidity, mortality and hospital us" has been shown to var:J between disease
categories. Thu.'l, for example, in 1970 diseases of the circulatory system
have been shown to accQunt for about one-half of all deaths but only 12 pel'
cent of hospital discharges and 7 per cent of all sickness in genel'al practice,
while on the other hand diseases of the musculoskeletal syst,em and connective
tissue I'epresented only 0.4 p,,,r cent of deaths but accounted for 1\ per cent of
hospital discharg"s and 8 per cent of episodes of illness in general prectice
(Forster. 1978). Howe"",l'. despite stJch variations, West has shown there to be
a signific&~t correlation between ratee of hospital use a~d disease categories
within six of the eight leD dise,ase chapNrs examined (West, 1978). Thus,
while the extent to which the higher mortality and morbidity rate.s of non-
married compared with married people accounts for their greater use of hospital
in-patient ca.ne .is uncertain, the' iavaili!hl<'>' data indicates that at least tlal't
of such use is associated with their greater clinical need for care~
1'he second type of exple:nation of the o,':>served variations in I'ates of
hos'.'ital \,I,se identified in figure 1 .is thtlt married people have a groater unmet
need for hospital in-patient care compared with married people, through theiI'
being less likely to enter hospital for conditions which could lY,m,di t from
treatment. '" l<'irge numher of surveys ha,v" provid",d evid.omC0 of a substantial
amooot of ootreated illness in the community (s.g. Last, 1953; Israel and
r."ellng-Smith, 1967; HadsHQrth, Butt0rficld and Elaney, 1971). ']'he demonstra-
tion of a large po<>l of untrtlated :Ulness in the community, the so-called
'iceberg' of disease, which has r<il1llained despite the removal of the financial
barriers to medical care has beun of considerable concern since the early 1950s
and has led to a large number of studies 1'rhich have sought to identify the
various social and psychological factors which influence the decision to seek
medical care (Stoeckle et al.., 1963; R,)binson, 1971; Zola. 1974; Dingwall,
1976). However, whil<'> it is V)ssible to point to the exist,:mc';; of a large
amount of untreated illness in the comm1.ll1ity. and thus of what can be regarded
as the inappropl'iate non-use of 1OOdioal ser',ices, little is knmm about the
distribution of sU(',.h u.ntI"~at",d illness betw"en marital groups or of the extent
to which such illnesses might warr~,t in-patient care (McKinlay, 1972).
Similarly, studies of illnsss behaviour have identified various factors which
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influence the take-up of medical services besides the severity and nature of
the condition, including the personality and psychol01,ical make-up of the
individual, the attitudes and values of significant others and other aspects of
the individual's social situation, hut littl'. is known about the possi.blc ".. ffect
of such factors in producing differences in th,~ illness behaviour of married
and non-married people. Thus, it appears that the possiblo existence of a
greater Ullmet need for hospital cere mnong lnarried people must not be ovor-
looked, although the available evidence does not pr""ide any indication of the
distribution of untreated illness between marital groups or of differences in
their illness behaviour.
The third explanation of the higher rate of hospital use by non-marrir.d
compared with married people is that non-married people may be more likely to
he admitted to hospital and retained in hospital because their physical and/or
social environmont is regarded as being loss suited to domiciliary care. Thus,
it may be the case that the lOOdical profession is more likely to admit or retain
non-married people in hospital hec~use they are perceived as having greater
social needs for care.
There is relati"ely litth information on the factors which influence
medical decision-making although th"re has been shOI-ffi to be cons.iderahle
variations in medical practice and referral behaviour (ThY~ia, 1975). H~~ever,
a large number of studies have looked at the outccme of medical decision-~~ing
in terms of the use of beds. Such studies have pro"idad
estimat"s of the extent to Nhich patLmts are occupying hi,ds for w:b.at can be
broadly classiHed as social reasons, wi th the proportion ranging from 3 to
ovaI' 30 per cent (Carstairs and Beasman, 1974). Although feN such studies
provide information on the ffirJrital distribution of patients coming into this
ca·tegory, the reasons most n'l€lquently givan for such use ar-e thr~ lack of close
:relatins end the fact that the patient lives alone, both of \~hich most commonly
occur among the non-rnarri"d (see for example, Hackintr.,sh, McKeotm and Garratt,
1961; Meredith et al., 1968). Further di!'€ct evidence of tha influenc" of
these factors is provided by a study of a sample of p'""pl·" during the last year
of their life (Cart1<1I'ight, Hoc,.1(,.y and Anderson. 1971). This showed that
single people and particularly sll1gle woman were relatively lixo1y to die in
hospital while married people and particuL.rly married men 1~0re mora likely to
be discharged to di(.' in their own homes. Important factors responsible for
such differences were identified as boing the presence of other household l~mnbers.
and th<l availability of children to provide care and ",specially daught",r;;.
Similarly, Isaacs, Livingstone end Nevil.l'" found that non-marri",d l?"'oplc and
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especially those L~cking children were over-represented among those classified
as being admitted to a geriatric unit because of 'insufficient basic care'
(lsancs, Livingstone and Neville, 1972).
The over-representation of non-married people in :residential care is not
confined to hospital in-patient care but also appears to be characteristic of
old people's homes. Thus, for example, on the basis of information contained
in the 1971 census t'f England and 'ilales it was calculated that less than 1 par
c",nt of married men and ~Iomen aged 65 years and over were in hornes for the old
and disabled compared with 7 per cent of widowed men and 3 per cent of widowed
women and 6 per cent ()f single wen and S per cent of single .!Omen. Such
differences could not be explained by differences in their age distribution
with the greater representation of non-marritld people bdng f01l.'1d in each
five-year age group (General Register Office, 1973). Studies of admissions
to old people's homes have sho>lIl that the primary reason for admission is thet
of the lack or inal:iility of relatives to provide the necessary care, with such
a lack being most common amoog the single and among childless wido~,ed people
(Kay, Beamish and Roth, 1952; Townsend, 1964).
In contrast to the wlc.tively high rate of use of in-patient care by
single and widowed people, it appears that the latter use out-patient services
most extensively. Evidence of this is provided by Forsyth a.'1d Logan's study of
50,000 new outpatients in BO hospitals, which showed that married people were
over-r<:!presented in relation to their proportion in the total popUlation, While
single and widm~ed persons ~1ere under-repres,mted (Fcrsyth llnd J..ogan, 1968).
Similar results were fotu'1d from a sample of 1,556 new outpatients attending
Gl.fj"S hospital in 1962 (Buttc"rfield and Wads\{orth, 1962). The I'esults of
these studies suggest that thee preponderance of non-marriGd people in in-patient
care may arise partly from the fact that, in cases where hospital admission is
not overwhelmingly justified on clinical grou...ds, the non-married tend to be
admitted for in-patirmt care and the rrarried to be treated on a dRy-patient basis.
Th" review of the 1iterature therefore indicat'es that each of the factors
identified in figure 1 may he"v" contributed to the higher rate of hospital UEe
by non-married compared 'Iith married people. However, it is not :'08si11e on
the basis of existL,g evidence to assess the r<:!lative contribution of th85"
factors and thus to determine the extent of inapproproiate use or non-use of
oos1'ital beds among madtal gt'oups. In addition there is littl", precise
information as to the nature of the social needs and home circumstances of those
who are retained in hospital or of the extent to which the higher rate of use by
the non-married is concentrated among particuh-w groups of people.
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It FEATURES AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The fieldwork ::n'ogranille set up to examine th<! relationship bet';;een
marital status and hospital us e consists of two parts. One part. which forms
the subject of the present report consists of a cross-sectional study of
elderly people admitted to a district general hospital. This study is
primarily concerned with looking at the ways in "micn hospital beds are used
by married and non-married people. The approach adopted is that of a
resource-oriented approach, with the main aim being that of identifying whether
the higher rate of hospital use by non-married people is associated with their
having a greater clinical need for care. or whether it is due to their being
more likely to occupy hospital beds for primarily social reasons. However.
besides looking at the general question of the appropriateness of hospital use,
this study also examiMs the type of social factors which result in additional
bed use and looks at the distribution of such social needs within the, groups of
married and non-married people. In addition attention is paid to the question
of the distribution of unl!let needs for care among marital groups.
The second part of the field"rork programme is viewed as complementary to
the present study in terms both of 11:s aims and methods. This study consists
of a prospective study of a small group of elderly I'eoplr, in the community and
is based on an initial sample of 120 elderly people who are bdng intervi,med
,..
at six-monthl~' intervals ov",r a th:Ne-year period. The; method of follo\dng
a small group of people through time should allow issul;s of particular interest
to be studies in depth and changes traced over time. In addition it is hoped
that this study will enable a variety of questions to be studied concerning the
caUSes of the Observed variations in hospital use by married and non-married
p",oplQ which are beyond the scope of the present study. and in particular that it
will providQ information on the use of a wide range of h"alth and social
services by married and non-married people and on their ilL"leSS behaviour and
pathHays into care.
In the present cross-sectional study of nospi tal patj.ents information was
coll(~cted in two ,rays. Information OIl the US" of beds was collected by mea"lS
of a :reviel1 of hospital be,d use among a consecutive seric$ of patients admitte<i,
to in-patient care, whill'; information on thf) patient's home circumstances and
social needs was collected by intervim<ing as many as possible of this same
gr'OUJ? of people shortly after their dischi~rge from th,s study ,m,rds. The m>3thod
of collecting info!'fllation OIl hospital use by means of a utilization review has
been widely employed, >lith such revi-:l\>/S being used fo!' two maL'"! purposes. On
the one hand a utilisation review may be fo~~lly instituted as a means of
* This study forms the subj",ct of a sep"..l'-"\1:e report being prep'1red by
Dr. J.R. Butler.
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controlling the costs and monitoring the quality of care in a },l<'lrticular
facility, through the educative effect of the Nview on the physician and
through the provision of sanctions in terms of the non-reinibursement of fees
for sorvices or clinical care that is deerJed to be inappropriate {Rudov, 1975;
Brook and Avery, 1976). This type of utilisation revic~7 has not been employed
in Britain but is •..id"'ly used in the United States, where hospital accreditation
is contingent on the e:dstence of a satisfactory revio~1 programme, and utilisation
reviews are required by both pJ:'ivate insurance carriers and gOV'!lrnment·sponsored
prcgN.llllOOS. The other main use of a hospital review is that of a research tool
designed to collect information on the use of facilities and servic,"s for
pl<'lllJ1ing purposes. However, t.;hile a large number of ad hoc reviews ha",. been
undertaken in this COtmtry with the aim of providing information for planning
pu.voposes. the present review has s,werel important features ~!hich distinguish it
from most previous reviews of hospital use. One notable feature of the revie;!
carried qut in this study is that rather than being basad on all patients
occupying a hospital bed at a particuhr point in time, it is be.sed en the revi"M
of individual patients at specified points during their indi,ridual hospital stay.
This method enables the total numhsr of bed days used hy individual patients to
be identified, as well as the nuniber of days inVolved in social admissions or
discharge delay. Another important feature of the present review is that it
is conibined with patient intervie~lS. The follow-up interviel<s were designed
to supplement the information recorded on the review form and also to provide
detailed information on the home circumstances and sccial needs of married and
non-married people and of differences within mRrital groups in terms of factors
which mig,~t be associated with their needs for c~.
Due both to constraints of time and personnel it was n8cessm:"j to :restrict
the fieldwork to elderly poop1e, and in the case of the presant study to those
admitted to acute hospital care. Tb" "gc group 65 years and over was sel.",ct",d
for study because elderly people as a group make the greatest demand on the
hoa1th services, including hospital care, and in 1971-72 accounted for 48 per
cent of the average number of beds used daily in non-psychiatric hospitals in
England and Wales. Also as the alk"l.lysis of the routine HIl'E data indioated, the
nuniber ef additional beds :required to c,:>ter fur the higher rate of hospital use
by non-married oompared with married people was gl¥)atest amcng: those aged 5S
years and over. An acute hospiti'l,l was chosen as the location for the study as
acute hospitals form the largest non-psychiatric hospital grwp in terms both.
of nUinbers of beds and of financial resources. In addition, it is in the acute
sector that the emphasis on om'ing as opposed to providing social care is most
apparent. Initially, it had been planned to include all pathmts age 65 years
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and over aelmittad to the study hospital under th,] fi VG consultant physicians
and the three consulti'lIlt sluogeons. Hm<ever, in vi$w of the wo!'k-to-rul{~ by
the junior hospital staff, which occurred bet-,o/'"en the pilot and the main study,
it was decided to include only one SUI'gory firm in the main study. This 110$
b)cause although the work-to-rule had little effect on modical admissions it
may have affected the backlog of cold admissions to the surgical wards. The
one surgery firm included was. hOli'eVer, r'Jgarded by the mf;dical staff as having
experienced very 1ittl", change in i 1:$ ~1orkload du'~ to th;') HorK-to-rule.
The hospital which forms the setting for the study is a 430-bed district
general hospital serving a semi-rural area. The study hospital forms one of
six hospitals classified as acutE! in the health district with a popu12tion of
276.400 residents. 1~se six acute hospitals have a total of 920 beds. In
addition there are five hospitals classified as long-stay or geriatric with a
total of 580 beds and five specialist hospitals with 400 beds, as ~mll as
llk,ternity WIlts and psychiatric hospitals.
It is difficult to provide prods<1 infoI"llk'1tion as to the number of oods
available for medical and surgical p"tients in the study wards as in some wards
primlll'Uy devot<1d to thes;" speoialths a Sll>31l nUJriber of beds were oocasionally
used by other speoialties. Ho,qever, it appeared that norm6-l1y about 90 beds
were occupied by l1l€diC<"1l patients and were distributed among five wards, 11hil"
the one oonsultant surgeon involved in the study was responsible. for about
20 beds (one third of all general surgery beds) although the aotual nUJriber of
patients under a partioular consultant varies according to which firm is
•on take! in a particular week. The distribution of be<i':l between men and
~Iomen patients appeared to be fairly flexible in the case of general mcdicino,
as only two wards were single-sex wards a.nd thre~) were mixed, Hith the relativu
numbers of men and women patients varying slightly according to d~mand.. The
two surgical wards involved in the study "ere single-,sE'x 10Iards providing approxi-
lTh'ltely equal numbers of t$ds for men ?.nd 110men p"tients.
Soma :indic<,tion of th,) level of activity in the, study hcspital c<;n be
gained from the routinely collected statistics. T~)le 1 provides information
on the mean length of ste'Y and nUll1b"r of discharges and dr;)aths fcr all general
medioal and surgie-:tl patients a~.mitted to the study hospital in 1976 and for
all such patients in non"'psj'ohla.tric hospit<''lls in EnglaTld. This draws
attention to the relatively short moan dm'ation of stay of p'ltIents'-.i.n thE! study
hospit!'ll, 'cmd especially among medical a<i'llissions, and also points to the e:ds-
tence of a high bed occupancy r·Ue, particularly in the sllrgical wards.
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Table 1 Indicators of activity: the study hospitill_
and all non-psyghiatriCJi'Ospitals in England, 1976
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The study consists of a reviO:lH of. hospital use among a consecutive seric,s
of patients aged 65 years and over i'ldmitted to the gener1Jl medic,"tl and general
surgical wards of a district general hospital, together with fo11O\'1-u]) inter-
views with as llk"lIly as possible of. this same group of patients shortly after
their disch~.rge from the study w~. The hospital review WB.S conducted among
all patients aged 65 yorirs and over admitted under the six consultants involved
in the study during a nineteen-week period during ~1arch-July, 1975, while the
follow-up interviews were completed by ee.rly Scptem1er of the same year.
Design of the review
The design of a hospitaJ. reviow will necessarily vnry according to the
purpcse of the revie~-I, its official sta""lding CL'1d the amount of rosources
available. Ho+1ever, it is useful to consider the three main f,)atures of a review,
namely the timing, the persoIh'1el undertaking the revie>! and the criteria used in
assessing the patie~t's need for and use of hospital in-patient care.
With regard to the timing of et revim< a distinction mny be made between
retrospective reviews that a!'<3 c(".h"!lJ?leted after the patient has been discharged
from haspital and conC1ll"1"<?nt revi"Ms th"lt are carried out while the patient is
in hospital. Concurrent reviews m<;y be conducted on one particular day a~.g
all patients in a particular speclalty or ward, irrespective of the patient's
individual length of stay. or they may ba conducted at a specific point
(or points) during an individual patient's stay. Host ad hoc studi{,s have
used the forner method, being concerned >rith identifying the total number of
patients who could be regarde," as inappropri,".te users of ho.;31'1t1'.1 in-patient
CaN (e.g. r.lacPhail and Bradshaw, 1967; Eutl.,r and Pearson, 1970; Loudon, 1970;
Chant et aL. 1975). l'or!Jk'll utilisatio,"1 reviotqs on the oth,r hand have
generally specified points during an individual pnt1ent's stny at \"hich a revi"N
should he carried out. The approach adopted in th" p:ros<mt study '<as that of <'.
concurrent review carried out at different points during the individual patient's
hospital stay. It ~ms hoped that completing the revie" during the patient's
stay would serve to reduce the problems of recall and retrospective ratiomdisa--
tioo. Also, the method of reviewing the patient's use of hospital in-pi'ttient
care at difbrent points during the individual ptttient's stay has the advillltaw"
of allowing the total number of bed d,ws used by individual patiEmts to be
identified and the number of bed days involved in social admissicns or disoharg8
dEllay.
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The personnel carrying out a revim< may consist af cne physici,m acting
independently. or a team ,dther> m,"de up entirely of physici:ms or of a mix of
physicians :md other personnel. There is also the qu(Ostion of Hhether the
reviewers are drawn from the hospi.tal in to/hich they are conducting the review
or from a different hospital. The approach adopted in the present study Has
that of having each patient :reviewed by a single revie~Jer. Those ,mdertaking
the reviews were the junior hospital doctors attached to the fiI'l11 responsible
for the care of the study patient. The re-:l20n for asking the junior doctors to
act as reviewers was due in part to financial considerations in undertaking the
present study. and also neca1,l..'le one of the main aims of the study 1'las to develop
a low"'cost method of review which could ,~a,-"ily be set up and carried out by the
hospltal doctors themselves. It was recognised that the method of having a
falrly large number of people to act independently as reviewero would probably
increase the eleIrentof roviewer variability a."ld that the method of asking docto1'1:
to review the patients under their care might lead to an under-reporting of the
amount of hospital use due to the patient' s social circumstances. In order to
try and reduce the element of reviewer variability and what might be porceived
as the threatening nature of the reviet~. regular discussions were held with the
reviewers concerning the m8thod of review a."ld the type) of judgements required.
In particular it was emphasized that the aim of the revi.m" Has m€,rely to identif-J
the factors which influenced their decisions to admit or retain a patient in
hospital or to arrange thdr transfer to a.t.,other hospital, and that no judgement
was b"ing made as to the appropriaten-ass of their action. The possible effect
on the recording of both the fairly large number of reO!iewers and their pesition
in the study hospital is considered in Appendix A.
Perhaps the most important feature of the desi.gn of a revi.ew is that of the
't'fpe of hospital use that is being Nviewed and the criteria used in judging the
patient's need for in-patient care. I-lith rega.rd to the type of hospital use
that is being reviewed, it is possible to identi.fy thr"oe main caus,as of t<hat may
be broadly termed as I u.'1Ilecessary, hospital use. These are the admission of a
patient due to social or a&~inistrati~~ factors. th~ delay in perf~ling
in-hospital proc,,,dures and delayed discharge arising from social a.'1d administra-
tive factors. Previous studies have Sho-AA that delays in performing in-hospital
procedures make the smallest contribution to the total 'unnecassary' hospital
use, while the main component is that of discharge delay arising from social or
administrative factors (Hun·ter, 1972; Zil1lWJr. 1974). Thus the m'L'1datory
:reviews carried out in tha lJnited States and many of the ad hoc reviews of
hospital use have focused primarily on the question of discharge delay. The
present study reviewed both the patient's !ldmissian and discharge from the
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hospital wards. The existence of delays in performing in-hospital procedures
was not recorded, except insofar as this was responsible for a delay in the
patient's actual discharge date, as there was no reason to suppose that such
delays were differentially distributed between married and non-married people.
Reviews of hospital use have employed a wide variet'J of criteria for
assessing the appropriateness of patient placement. SOIW" studies haN largely
relied on the reviewer's subjective assessment of whether the patient has 'medical
needs at a hospital level' (Cl.g. Crombir, and Cross, 1959; Mackintosh, HcKeown
and Garratt, 1961). The use of such broad criteria lends itself to considerable
reviewer variability, with the results depending on the reviewer's understanding
of 'medical need', and on whether such a judgement is made in terns of the health
care facilities which exist at present, or on the assumption of optimaJ. health
care facilities (Zimmer, 1967, 1974). Another type of approach ~lhiclt provides
more specific criteria for reviewing patient placem,)nt is to ask the reviewers to
judge whether the patient' s needs could have been met in a particular type (or
typ&e) of lower level fadIity (loudon, 1970; Chant, !-lcGinn. Triger and Hales.
1975). An alternative method involves the use of an index of care, with patients
being classified in terms of th'lir nursing needs into categori'os of care. These
categories of care are then related to predetermined levelS of care, which are
regarded as being associatod with different needs for facilities Cllld sel'Vices
(EarI'. 1964; Heredith, t~derson and Price, 1968). This latter apI,roach over-
comes the problem of t'oquiring a judgemnt to be made as to the patient f S Med
for hospital in-patient care but the problem r;;:,mains that the judgemente made on
eaoh patient's medical and nU!~ing dependency are subject to individual variability.
In order to try and overcome the problems of reviewer variabilit',/ the method
adopted under tha Profeseional Standards Review Organieations set up in the United
States, is that of specifyi..'1g noms of care and the l(mgtll of stay for each
condition (Rudov, 1975; Goran et aI, 1975). A similar type of approach has
been employed in studies of hospital use based on the concept cf the 'right stay'
in hospital, although in this case thCl target date for disoharge relates to the
perceived needs of the individual patient rather than t'l a pre-determined norm
relating to a particular condition (Simpson et al, 1977).
The> aim of the present revie-er HaS to identify the extent to which considera-
tions of the patient' s home c:I.rc1.J,'llstanc"s had influenced admission and disoharge
decisions rather then t-rying to control physician behaviour. Thus instead of
imposing a rigid standat'd it was decided to present the revie>rers with a series
of questions concerning the patient's hospital use. However such questions were
more precieely defined than has been the case in some previous etudies. . liith
regard to admission the reviewer was asked:
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Could have been treated in the out-patient department or by the
general practitione.', if the patient f S h01Tk1 circumstances l.rere fa'!ourable?
In the case of discharge the rovi()wer WetS asked:
(i) whether the provisionel discharge decision !>'as delayed as
a result of the patient I is home circumstances, and
(ii) the reasons for a"'ly delay between the provisional and actual
discharge date
In addition the reviewer was asked to l'€lcord if the patient was discharged
from the study wards to another hospital, and if so, to give the reasons for
their transfer.
The design of the study and the method of review ~las developed after the
author had spent several weeks talking with the medical and surgical staff in
the study hospital and had acc0rtl11anied sem<:l of the doctors on their ward rounds.
The review foI'lll consisted of a five-page questionM.ire I,hich had mainly multiple
choice questions and so was quick to complete (Appendix B). Both the n1JlJlber
and type of questions asked on the raviel~ form were limited by the fact that
the review \,'as being conducted by thl~ hospital peMonn"l, for it ~las recognis<:>d
that their participation was adding an extra task to their normal duties. When
the paot review form had bean drawn up it Has submitted together with details
of the proposed study to the hospital ethical committee for approval.




review V!aS piloted during a four-week period during
Th,~ pilot study was based on all NHS pat:Lents aged 65 years
under t~IO consultant physicians and one consultant surgeon,
1llllI
"'hieh gave a total of 64 patients. Some minor modifications to tha review
form were mada as a result of the pilot study and a brief repe"!'t of the pilot
stage was prepared. Copies of the report of the pilot stage w'ra distributed
to the hospital staff in order to provide those involved in the study with a
rapid feedback as to its progress.
111" main study was pleunad to follow-an shortly after the pilot study
and to last for aix months. HO\lcver, in '!how of the worlc·-to-rule by the
junior hospital doctore "hich began in October 1975, the start of the main study
,{c.s postponed. The decision to postpone tho main study was taken because
although the junior doctors exproessed their willingness to co-operate in the
study, it was felt that the work-to-rul,' would probably affect the pattern of
admission <L.'ld discharge > particularly in general surS'."l!'Y. In addition, th"re
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was the fear that the actioo might be escalated and so jeopardise the continua-
tion of the study, The main study therefor-e began d=ing the last week in
March 1976, and ran until the end of: July 1976. It was decided not to continue
the study after the end of July as a nurrJ:>el' of the hospital staff involved were
going on holida;r. The main stlldy theJ:'EJfore covered a nineteen-...eek period
during the spring a'ld early summer months.
The study population was distributed over seven wards, with the responsibil-
ity for ens=ing that: patients in t1w. specified categories were included in
the review resting with the ward sister and ward clerk in ea~~ of these wards.
When a patient aged 65 years or over was admitted under one of the six consul-
tants participating in the study, Part ! ef the revie1,r form, which requil'ed
information similar to that recorded on the HAA foro was completed by the ward
clerl<. The review foro was then placed in the patient' s case notes to await
completion by the reviewer. Part n of the form concerning the r';lasons for
the patient's admission was designed to be completed by the reviewer as soon as
possible after the patient'S first ward round; Part HI at the time the provis-
ional discharge date ~1aS set, and Part IV when the patient's disc.'1arge summary
was written. The review form was then removed from the patient's cas.. notes
and placed in a folder on the <1ill'<i trolley to await collect:! on by the research
staff.
The ~sta collection was sw}ervised by the author and a research assistant
who went round the study wards two or three tilOOs a week to ensure that all
new admissions had been included in the review and that the data COllection was
progressing smcothly. In addition, the awival and departure of junior
doctors due to their taking up a new post or going away on holiday or for a
period of study-leave rne2nt that it was necess~J to explain the ai~~ and
methOds of the study a.'1d seek the co-oper~,tion of a fairly large number of
doctors d=ing th", stuco/ period, with a total of fourteen doctors acting as
reviewers,
Patients were not questioned at any time d1lring their hospital stay.
This was partly because it was thought that this would prove too great a
strain for many patients and might be rather disruptive for the hospital staff
and in addition it was hopad to gain som,~ information on how patients manag<,d
after discharge. Patients were therefore intilt'viewed 2-3 weeks after discharg<,
from the study wards. A two-three week period after discharge was chosen for
the follow-up interview becau.'Se the pilot study indicated that this was not
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so long after discharge as to C<:UlSOl problems of memory, but on the other hand
ensured that most respondents had r"covered sufficiently to he <IDle to give an
:i.nterview.
A letter was sent to all general practitioners informing them about the
study and explaining that some of their patients might he asked for an interview.
Th,;; actual distribution of these letters to the general practitioners ~r"l.S kindly
organised hy the Family Practitioner Committee who enclosed tham with their
regular mailings. The patients themselves were not notified in advance about
the interview, eKcept in the case of a fairly small number of people who lived
10 miles or so from the research unit. In the latter case it was hoped that
a letter in advance explaining the purposes of the stu<t] and statJng that an
intE;rviewer would call on the morning/afternoon of a certain day would perhaps
help to ensure that the respondent ~?ould be in wh0n thl'> interviewer called.
However, in general, it W,'lE thought best not to notify people in adva1'lce
because elderly people tend to he vorried by the thought of an unfamiliar event
to take place in the futurE;, and as the pilot study indicated. any £Cars tend
to be allayed when thoy see a fI'iendly person on the dooretcp who is able
personally to explain about the s1:Udy and to answer any queries they may have.
A further advantage of not notifYing people and setting a date for tl1e intarvie,r
in advance was that this allo~,,)d the inter"rie"ers greater flexibil:i.ty in their
schedules. As '~ldarly people who have recently been in hospit"l tend to b" at
home for most of the day> calling at a time ~?hen the respondent was at home
generally posed fEm problems.
The inter"ie" schedule consisted of a miKture of structured and open-ended
questions covering the r<~spondent's household composition and the physical
characteristics of their home, their health and leisure activities, social
contacts, sources of assistance and care and their recent experience of hospi-
talisation. The schedule was piloted by the author and by an exper>ianced
interviewer ,dth the names of people to be interviewed in the pilot stage being
taken from the admissions, book in the study wards. One of the rilain findings
of the pilot study was that of the limited ability of elderly pa.tient~> to
recall past events. such as pl'e'Tlous episodes of hospital in-r,atient care.
which was therefore tak"n into account in designing the schedule used in
the main study.
In the main study th", interviews ~~ere administer-ed by one of a team of
five women interviewers who were specially tra:i.ned for the study. An inter'-
vi"'14$1'3' nanual was prepared for the training which took the form of two
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days' office-based training plus practice interviews supervised by the research
staff. Host of the int~!'vi~'HS were carried out in the patient t s usual horne
but a few were interviewed in a relativets horne and eighteen people were inter-
viewed in a medical institutioo, ,rith most of these people having b<-~en discharged
there f:rom the study wards. In general, people were very happy to be inter-
viewed, with m,my spontaneous romar>ks in pr>aise of the hospital and the care
they had reeeived. However, as is usually the case, a few people gave the
interview grudgingly but in only two instances \~as an interview refused.
After completing an interview the interviewer gave the roespondcmt a
letter which thanked him/her for co-operating in the study and briefly
explained the purpose of:' the study. It was hoped that this might s",rve to
reduce the possibility of any misunderstanding arising and provide an aasy
way for the respondent to explain about the intervie;1 to others "'ho might
enquire (Appendix B, page 141).
Study population~
During the nineteen-week period of the hospital study there wc,re
437 admissions aged 65 years and over to the general medical and general
surgical wards ,meter one of thn six conS1.ut6J.i.ts participating in the study.
These admissions ,mcluded the few patients who were admitted to another
spec1.alty a."ld than subsequently transf,n"'I'Eld to the study wards.
A total of 424 admissions ,,"'re reviewed and consisted of 327 !1'.edical
reviews and 97 sUr'gical !';;:;views. It appeared that 13 admiss1.ons werae lost
f:rom the review. due sither to their not having a revis-" form pIae.ed in their
case nO".es, or from the furm being misplaced or not completed for other reasons.
Thare was therefora a 97 per Climt completion I'Q.te, although 12 per cent of the
reviel<s U11deI'taken had sow: :!.nformation omi::ted. Th'" 424 rovi'ms w"re bas..d
on 407 patients. as sevente"m l:H:lople ""re admitt..d more than once to the study
~rards_ People who were adimttBd mo."\~ thaJ1 once to the stud'J wards H{lre
reviewed on each occasion but :tl1terviewed only once.
In the follO'<1-1..1' study 2"54 people were successfully interviewed, and
comprised 58 per Cent of the admissions and 60 per cent of th'J patients
reviewed in the hospital etudy. Thh, diff",rence Olt'ose nec,Juse those who
were admitted more th,'lll once to the study \4ere intervieH,~d on only on" occasion.
Other groups who were not follo,;ed-up were those who dio!! in the study ~rards,
these who '~ere discharged to a psychiatric or sp'Jcialist hospital and thos0
I<he lived too far away to be interviewed. As a result of these various
factors a total of 26 per cent of all admissions were Dot followed up.
Of the patient:s followed up, 81 per cent WCrE: successfully inteF..rievled.
tlS figure 2 shows, the main reasons for not achieving a follow-up interv:te;1
"lerethat the patient had been re-admitted to hospital or had died after
leaving hospital. In the case of ;rhat l~e:re classified as 'other non-contacts' •
the reason for the patient not being at their usU<.u home >Tas tmclear but it is
likely that in many cases this was because the patJ.ent had gone to stay in a
relative's home.
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IV PRESENTATION OF THE FINDINGS
Too results of the study a.."'e preSented in t"o parts. The first part.
presented in seotions 1-5, giVEiS the findings from the hospital Nvie:<
concerning the rates and. ty'ile of hospital use of the lfu-wried a':ld non-married
people admitted to the study wards. Section 1 provides information on the
demographic characteristics a~d route of admission of the 424 admissions to
the study wards, 1<hil" section 2 pl",sents information on their length of stay
and place of discharge from the study ~Iards. The follovdng section is
concerned Hith too patients' use of beds in the study ~lar<:ls and presents the
hospital doctors' judgements concerning the factors influ.:IDcing th"dr admission,
length of stay and placo of discharge. Section 4 gives informat5.on on
tra.'lsfers and multiple admi1.1sions, while section 5 concludes ,d. th a considera-
tion of too pattern of hospital use in the study wards JOevealed by too present
review.
The second part of the findings is presented in sect5.ons 6-9 and is
chieflY concerned ;dth the qUClstion of the causes of possible variations in
hospital use by llk"1rried aTJd non-married people.,. These.! secti'ms 6l"2, mainly
based an information from thE' follow-up interviews, and particularly on
information gained from the 245 pnopb inti3t'viewed who usually live in a
private h01.:Sehold. Section 6 pr,~s(J!nt5 information on the marital history
and self-perceived health of those interviewed and thon looks at tHO factors
which may affect hnalth, n,1mely the loss of a spouse and feelings of loneliness.
Sections 7 and 8 focus on aspects of the home circumstances of married and
non-maITied people 14hich may affect their needs for social car(:'! 11 and especially
that of tOOir perceived availability of assistance and car" and the, amenities
available in their homes. Section 9 looks at people's actu<".l exp~rience of
hospitalisation and relates the information from ttw hospital review N:lth that
obtained from the follow-up inteI'vietis.
The patients are referred t(1 by :in.itials.
to ensure the: an~:;nym.ity of the study patients ~
'l'h~":!se: havt-;! been altared so as
11 THE USE OF HOSPITAL BEDS
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.1. ENTRY INTO THE STUDY WARDS
This section first describes the demographic characteristics of
patients admit~ed to the study wards and provides an estimate of the relative
admission rates of different sex and marital groups. Information is then
given on people' s entry into the study wards in terma of their route a.'1d
reason for ad~ission.
Characteristics of admissions
All patients in the study were at least 65 years of age, While about
one-third were aged 75 years and over. As might be expected, almost all these
people had retired from full-time employment, although a small number still
held part-time jobs and a large proportiOl) of the women had never been in
gainful employment (see T&bles C25, C25).
An examination of the marital distribution of the study patients showed
that overall 59 per cent were married, 9 per cent single and 28 pCI' cant
widowed, with the proportion of Hido1'1ed people being greater among thosl~ aged
75 years and over (43 per cent) than in the younger age band (20 pCI' cent).
Only eight patients were recorded as divorced but it appeared that in SolOC'
cases divorced people had been recorded as wido~led both on the review form
and on the HIPS return (see page 136). The proportion of men among tb)
study patients was greater than the proportion of women and especially among
those aged 75 y"ars and over. Thus, overall, 56 per cent of the study
patients ware men a~d S9 per cent of those aged 75 years and over. As in
the population as a whole, a larger proportion of the male than femal~
pathmts were married and a smaller proportion were singl<:l or \JidO>l<ld, with
only 44 per cent of the women in the study population b"ing married compared
with 71 per cent of the men.
Th" higher proportion of ll'.en theL'1 women patients was fo\md among both
the medical and surgi".al pati",nts reviewed. There was, hO>1e'r"r, some
difference in the age and marital distribution of patients in these tNo
specialties, with the surgical admissions having a rathsr older age distribution
and inclUding a higher proportion of non-married, and especially ~lidowed,
patients (Table Cl).
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Table 2 Sex): age and marital status of study patients
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- 7'1 192(69) 22(e} 55(20) 6(2) 5(2) 280(100)
75 I:. over 58(40) 18(12 ) 62(43) :Hl) 1+(2) 144(100)
Both sexes 250(59) 40(9) 117(28) 8(2) 9(2)
The numbers in th,~ study 'Ii'Elre I'ather small for precise comparisons to be
made between the characteristics of the study population and those 0"" the
community as a whole, However, some indication of the :relative rates of
admission of different groups in the population was gained by comparing the
charact"ristics of pati"nts in the four local authority areas from which
69 per cent of the study patients Here drawn with the population in these
districts. This indicated that men t~GI"', ovor-repr<1s,outed among patients
admitted to the study wards. Altogether 53 per cent of the ]?c"ltients from these
four local author! ty areas "..rere lOOn but only 37 per cent of the elderly people
in the community (Tab),;, C't). As Table 3 shows, the relatively high rate of
admission among men was not confined to a particular age or marHal group.
The higher rate of admission of lOOn than women which ocourr'ed in the study
wards appears to be a characteristic pattern among non-psychiatric admissions
as a "hole. For example. the analysis of HIPE data fa!' all non-psychiatric
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hospitals in England and Wales for the years 1964-1970 and 1973 sho~red that
in each year analysed the admission rate was higher for elderly men than for
elderly women a'l1d that this differenc" held for both married i'.nd non-married
people in each of the broad age groups, 65 - 74 years and 75 years and over
(Table CS). The higher admission rate of men than women in each marital group
may b<:l due in part to differenoes in the incidence and nature of morbidity of
men and women and/or to differences in what is p''lrceived to be their social ne<:ld
for in-patient care. However, another important factor is that of possible
differencas in the supply of bed:> for men and women patients and in their pattern
of bed use. In the present study the proportion of beds allocated to lll'Jn and
women surgical patients was almost identical, with the larger number of mal,~
admissions being mainly due to the shorter duration of stay of m(m than '<omen
patients in the age group 75 years and over. However some of the
medical wards '~ere mixed sex wa!'Gs which allows a more flmdble distribution
between men and women patients. 'l'hu,.'l, it is possible that in th", medical wards
a ~orger proportion of the beds may hava been occupied by male patients.
Table 3 Admission rate per 10,000 population E3' 3&0, sex
~ marital state f~study paB0nts ad.'l1ittad
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65 - 74 yrs.
111111
Total 165 227 182
Women








Total 95 81 93
.....--------l--------------.---.- .
" Population figures weN taken from Census, 1971 County Report (Kent)
Tablf) 8 (sea Table Clf)
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The similarity in the pattern of admissions betl<reen men and ,,,omen and
between married and non4!k"1rTied people in the studY population and in the RIPE
data is remarkable. particularly in vif.lw of the fact that the study is based
on admissions to an aout", hospital and is confined to tHO specialti.es. BOHever,
such data can say nothing about the extent to which the higher rate of admission
is due to a greater incidence or severity of conditions requiring hospital
in-patient care, or to non-r~ied people being more likely to be admitted to
hospital in-patient care due to their less favourable horne circumstances.
Route and reason for admiss~_
Table 4 shows the route of admission to the studY ,~~ds recorded on the
patients' review forms. tlo distinction has been made in this table between
admissions through the casuali:+.f department which were :r>afer:rod by the general
practitioner and othe~ casualty admissions, as this information was not always
available to the ward clerk who was, ~~sponsible for entering this on the review
form. In addition this catego~y includes som:> people whose admission was
arranged directly with the medical firm by th.j general practitioner. (''nly six
admissions were recorded as having resulted from a domiciliary consultation, but
interviews with the patients suggests that such consultations were under-recorded
on the :review form, with SOItl<) patients being classified as admitted through the
casualty depa~tment rather th"\n as having a domicHiary consultation.
Table 4 Route of admissi,2P of study patients to the lJl3dical
and su~gical wards
Route of Admission General General
medicine: surgery
Via casualty department 263( 60) 33(3'f)
Directly from out-pati,'mt
department n( 7) 1(1)
Waiting list 10(3) 52(:,3)
Regular adrd,ssiol1 12(4)
Domiciliary consultation 5(1) 1(1)








The inforT~tion recorded on the patient's route of admission points to
~lO important differences between married and non4Tharried people. One difference
is in the proportions admitted for 'regular therapy'. which consisted mainly of
people admitted regularly fol:' blood tral1sfusions a.'1d cytotoxic therapy. The
twelve ad'l'lissions for l:'egular theNPY related to eight patients of ';thorn all but
one was mal:'l:'ied. ft.nother difference is in the lal:'ga proportion of non-married
people among those who were admitted to the study wards from another hospitaL
Altogether twelve people were both admitted from and transferred to another
hospital, with all but one of th·;:,se people being admitted from a geriatt'ic or
psychiatric hospital. Of the ten people in this group whose ~'I'ital status was
recorded, three we1"~ married and seven were single or widcwed. while of the fout'
people who were admitted from another hospital but who went home on leaving the
study wards. one was married illld three were single or lddowed. The rel,"ltively
large proportion of non-married people who were admitted fTOm or tra'1sferred to
BJ10ther hospital probably reflects the greater number of single and t~idowed
people in long-stay hospitals and institutions.
I~~~)ason for admission of study patients to






















Th(~ majority of medical patients Here admitted for therapy Ol:' for diagnostic
reasons. with only seven patients being recl?rded as admitted for nursing care
and four for observation. In the cnse of surgical admissions, four-fifths of
the patients were admitted for surgical procedures and only three for nursing
care. AJ. together just over four-fifths of the medical admissions and one,-fifth
of 1:1'.(; surgical admissions were classified as emergency admissions.
No info!'1lliltion was obtained as to the ;)ossible diagnosis at the time of the
patient's admissiorl. as the pilot study indicated that this Nas likely to be
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omitted by the reviewer except in cases where the diagnosis was fairly certain.
However, information on the principal diagnosis was collected for all live
discharges. This showed the expected pnttem. with the main category of
conditions among medicnl discharges being that of diseases of the circulatory
system, particulat'ly myocardial infarction, followed by neoplaS1'!ll'HIDd 4iseases
')f the respiratory and digestive syst-ems. 'rh" main cat'~gory of conditions
among the surgical discharges was that of diseaSes of the digestive system.
especially hernias and diseases of the gall bladder (Table C6).
The number of ca$es was rather small for ll1c"lny comparisons to be made
between married and non-married people in terms of their reason for admission
to the study wards. 1k>l«"'1er, it was noted that of the ten people admitted for
nursing care, eight were married and only two were wio1o~red.
Information on admissions to the study wards indicates that the rate of
admission was higher for men than for women in eac.'1 broad age group. Among
men the rate was higher for the non-married than for the married but there was
no consistent differencel between married and non-married women. The main
differences identified with regard to the reason for admission of married and
non-m.-J.rried people >rere that non-married people were rather under-represented
among those who >lere admitted foJ:' regular theI'<'::tpy and for nursing care. In
contrast, those who were transferred to the studY wards from another hospital
consisted mainly of single and I'd-dowed people.
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2. LENGTH OF STAY AND PLACE; OF DISCHARGE
This section first looks at the length of tiro," patients spent in the study
wards and at where they went on leaving the study wards. The patients' mean
length of stay in the study wards is then related to their type and place of
discharge.
Length of stay in study wards
The mean length of stay in the study hospital appeared to be fairly short
and especially for medical admissions, with the mean stay recorded on the SH3
returns for medical admissions of all ages being 10.1 days and 8.0 ~~ys for
surgical admissions, compared with means of 12.2 days and 8.6 days in England
as a whole (DHSS, 1977b)' The mean stay for the study popuhtion W!S just OV\lr
11 days for both specialties. This is rather higher than the mean stay for
patients of all ages, due to the tendency for length of stay to rise with
increasing age. However, in view of the age of the study population their
lellgth of stay in the study wards was fairly short. and comp'3res with a mean
stay for medical admissions in England and Wales, 1974, of 16.8 days £Or those
aged 65-74 end 20.5 days for th" age group 75 years and over, with the figures
being 13.4 and 15.0 days respectively foI' surgical admissions aged 55-74 and
75 years and over (DHSS, 1978).
An examination of the distribution of lengths (If stay of th::; study patients
shows that n,.ar1y one-quarter of both the lOOdical and surgical admissions spetlt
four days or less in the study wards. This group included all those admitted
for therapy and a fairly high proportion of those who died in the study w;rds.
At the other end of the distribution were 20 admissions who spent 30 d"ys or
more in the study wards, which is conventionally l'egarded as constituting a .
long-stay. Twelve of thesG people spent between 30 and 40 days in the study
wards, while six spent over 40 days and included two people with stays of 60 days
':;r more. Thus. it appears that the fairly low average length of stay of the study
patients, was aesociated with a high proportion of stays of less than 10 days
duration (49 per cent of admissions) and only a very small number of admissions
coming into tr~, long-stay category (4 per cent).
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Table 6 Lengths of stay of married and non-married











52(26 ) 20(17) 2 74(23) 12( 25) 11(24)
49(24) 31(26) 3 83(25 ) 12(25) 17( 37) 2
75( 37) 47( 39) 1 ' 123(37) 11(23) 12(26) 1
16( 8) 16(13) 32(10) 10(21) 4(9)
10(5) 5(4) 15(5) 3(6) 2(4)
--_...
202(100) 119(100) 6 : 327(100)' 48(100) 46(100) 3,
,I General medicine General surgery
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Overall, the mean stay in the medical wards was rather higher for
non-married than fol:' marTied people- However.'1 breakdo"m of these figures showed
that this difference only held for men. For women patients in the medical
wards and among both men and women in the surgical wards, the mean duration
of stay was rather highar for married than for non-married people. Also
as Table 7 shows. there was no consistent increase in the mean length of stay
of married or non-married people between the age-gl'oups 65-7'~ and 75 y~ars and
over. Th<ilse findings are in marked contrast to the findings from the analysis
of the national RIPE data for all non-psychiatric hospitals, which showed that
the length of stay was higher for non-married than for married peopl" and that
this hald for both men and woman and ill each broad age group. HO'1<lVer, the
findings concerning the length of stay of admissions during the nineteen-l<leek
study period ~rere broadly similar to those for the study hospital for the year
as a ·"hole obtained from the EAA data (Table e7). This indicates that the
absence of the expected pattern probably t'aflects p"'rticular characteristics of
the study hospital rather than being due to particular f,eatures of the studY
period.
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Table 7 t1ean duration of stay of study patients
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~'( Thi-)se figures exclude the nine people for whom no !t}:-;rrital status
was recorded
TX7e of place of discharge
Those discharged alive c~T.prised 83 per cant of pedica1 afu,L\ssions to the
study and 90 per cent of surgical admissions.. Tlli,re did not app(,ar to be
any difference in the overall proportion of live discharg~s among married and
non-married people. Hmrever, a rather smaller proportion of men "than women
were discharged alive (82 p~r cent compared with 89 per cent of women),
despite the younger age distribution of male admissions.
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Table 8 Type and place of discharge of study pati~nts
from the medical and surgical wards
Specialty and type
I
. Non- Not All
of discharge Married 1llIlX'ried knQ\oiTl cats.
General medicine
Died I 35(18) 19(15) 55(17)
Other disc.harges:
medical institution 13(5) 11(9) 3 27(8)
usual home/other
private household 152(75) 87(73) 3 2"2(7'+)
other 1(-) 2(2) 3(1)
Total 202(100) 119(100) 5 327(100)
General surgery
Died 6(12) '+(9) 10(10)
Other discharges:
medical institution 8(17) 22(48) 1 31(32)
usual home/other
private household 3"(71) 20( 43) 2 56(58)
other
Total 48(100) 46(100) 3 97(100)
The majority of the 272 medical iL'1d theJ 87 surgiC<ll admissions ~Iho were
discharged live from th'" study wards mmt straight to their Q\oiTl home or to that
of a friend or relative. However. 23 medical admissions and 31 surgical
admissions were discharged to another hospital. Some of these people were
either transferred to a specialist hospital or I'Gturned to their original
hospital, but most were discharged to another hospital for rehabili1:ation or
nursing care. The proportion of surgery patients who Were discharged to another
hospital for rehabilitation or nursing care was much hi~fter than among medical
patients and formed 40 per cent of the live discharges from the surgical wards,
compared with 6 per cent from the medical wards. The high proportion of
surgical patients who were disoharged to another hospital for rehabilItation or
nursing care reflects the policy on the part of the surgery firm of discharging
patients to another hospital in order to relieve the pressurs on beds and
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increase the throughput in the district general hospital. These patients are
mainly transferred to a pre-convalescent hed in a hospital classified as a chest
hospital. Here they remain under the overall supervision of the surgical firm in
the district general hospital. with regular ward rounds being made by a senior
memller of the firm. This hospital has a total of 30 beds, of Which ten are
usually occupied by surgical patients transferred from the study hospital, with
the majority of these being elderly patirmts ooder the c...JTlsultant surgeon perti-
cipating in the study.
Table 9 Study pa~s discharged to another
medical inst1tution by place of dischar&e
--------""T
,
General surgery lt----}-,on-----:;ot j-A-n :
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* Percentages are based on nU~1er of live discharges in eaoh marital group
Th" proportions of marri'ld and non-marriad medical admissions -,rho weN
discharged from the study wards to anothElt' medical institution was faiI'ly similar.
However, thI'ee times as many non-married than married surgic.'ll admissions weN
discharged to another medical institution. This appeared to be associated with
a larger proportion of non-married surgical patients requiI'ing skilled nUI'sing
care at the time of their discharge from the study wards, which may in part
reflect the older age distribution of non-married people.
As Table 10 indicates, there was a marked variation in the length of time
the study patients spent in the medical and surgical wards by place of discharge.
As a group. those who had the shortest average stay were those who were ad~itted
from and returned to their original hospital. or who wer'" transferred to a
among patients who were discharged
nursing care.
specialist hospital. The longest
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average stays on the other hand occurred
to another hospital for ~hahilitation or
Table 10 Mean length of sta¥ of study patients in the medical
and surgical wards by, me and place of discharge:
Type of discharge




(2) Another hospital 15 18.7
(3) Nursing home 4 10.7
('I) Usual home/other
private household 2..2 11.1


















This section has drm.'!l e,ttention to the fairly short m"an length of stay
by patients in the study wards and has shown how len",'th of stay varies by place
of discharge. In contrast to the pattern of a higher mean lellgth of stay among
non-married comparod with married p{;ople revealed by the i'..nelysis of HIPE data,
the Iroan length of stay in the study population appeared to be higher for married
poople, except in the case of men admitted to the medical wards. Possible
explanations of those findings \~il1 be considered in section S.
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3. REVIEW OF ADllISSION AND DISCHARGE
This section is concerned with the patients' use ef beds in the study
w~ds and presents the hospital doctors' judgements concerning t~3 patients'
need, for admission and length of stay. In addition it locks at the factors
which influenced the hospital doctor's decision as to the patient's place
of discharge.
Review of admission
The reason for the patient's admission to the study wards was examined
by asking the hospital doctors to record shortly after the patient's admission
Whether. in their judgement, the patient could have been treated in the outpatient
department or by the gGneral practitioner if his/her home circumstances were
favourable, and if so. to record the reasons for the patient 1 s admission. As a
result 15 patients were reco:t'ded as not requiring hospital in-patient eaI'<:!. of
whom 12 were admitted to the medicel wards (4 per cent of admissions) and 3 to
the surgiCil1 wards (3 per cent of admis sions ) •
Table 11 Reason for admission and treatment Nimred by peo12le
admitted for conditions which could have been treated in
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I Total B? I
t..1 .._-l- ._.---l
l'..s Table 11 indicates, the question concerning the patient's need for
admission to the study IJards \,a5 interpreted fairly broadly and showed that
a rang€ of situations and circumstances had resulted in these 15 people being
admitted. One pati"nt ~~as recorded as not requiring admission as his condition
had changed whilst he was on the wa1ting list, while thI'<:!e patients were recorded
as being admitted to the study wards due to the general practitioner's request,
or because, nG.? not vIi11ing to treatH • No further information was given but
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it is possible that the G.?' s request may have been prompted by his knOl_ledge
of the patient's home circurrstances. This possibility is supported by data
from a follow-up interview with Mrs. D.H. who was recorded as being admitted
because, "G.P. not willing to trent". Hrs. D.H., a widowed woman aged 73 years
was admitted for and diagnosed on disch"rge as suffering from migraine. She
lived on her own and did not have any relatives within easy reach. As she
stated in reply to a question about whether there is someone whom she could rely
on to help lool: after her when she i'l ill in bed at home:
"My neighbour would do what she could in an emergency but
I haven't anyone down here."
Of the otheI' nine people for whom a reason for their admission was given,
three appeared to have been admitted for temiMl care and cu,,,d after sy.anding
a few days in the study wards, while two people appeared to have been admitted
because they were sent in late at night. Mr. A.C. a married man aged 7B years
was, "Sent in late at night a1: a time when adequate services to 100,",< after him
could not Dil mobilised;;, while Mrs. \';'P., a widowed wome.rt aged 7$ years was,
"Sent in by G.P. in evening. Admitted because there was some douht as to the
patient's ability to manage at home." In cases where the home ci.rcumstances of
the patient n,sulting in their being admitted was recorded, the reason given for
their admission was that the patient lived alone or that their relatives were
unable to provide the necessa!"'! caI'e. In two cases, that of Mrs. P.B. and
M.r8. A.S., their admission occuI'I'ed because their spouse. on whom they were
dependent foor assistance and C"...re, needed to enter hospital. tlrs. P.B. walked
with a zimmer and stated in the follow-'up interview, "! can peel wgetables &'ld
do sitting-down jobs but my husband does most things." Mrs. A.S. was even more>
severely restricted in her activities, being unable to gat around indoors by
herse lf, g<lt in or out of hed or to the ;!. C. by herself, and was unable to wash
her hands and face or perfoX'rrl other self-care tasks.
Although there appeared to be considerable variation in the circumstances
of thos" recoI'ded as being admitted to the study wards for conditions ~lhich
could have been treated by the G.P. or in the outpatient departlllent, many of
these people were recorded as ~"e'1uiring nursing caI'e and accou!,t'.K1 for nine of
the ten people in the study 11ardS Hho Here acmitted for nursing care. In
addition, lllOst were recorded as being Nferred by their g;meral practitioner
and, as already notea,in t~~e instances the reason for the patient's
admission was actually stated to be that the G.P. had requested it. This
points to the important role of the general prectitioner in acting as th,?
initial decision-maker and gatekeeper and seY.'ving to select a"1d chann,~l people
for in-patient care. Although the fOI"lllal role of the general practitioner
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goes no further than referring a patient for in-piltient care, it was felt
by the hospitaJ. doctors that in some instances general practitioners were
employing strategies to ensure that a particular patient gained admission to
hospital. On the one hand this appeared to take the form of Cl direct demand
ror hospital admission for a p",rticular patient, while the hospital doctors
also pointed to instances in which they felt that the possible diagnosis
recorded by the G.P. had pl'Obably been influenced by the desire to secure the
pede-mt's admission. It is also possible that sending a patient in at night My
in some instances occur because it is known that the patient is more likely to be
admitted in the evening when it is more difficult to arrange alternative care.
Evidence of differences between general practitioners and hospital doctors in
their perception of the patient's need for acute hospital care has bean noted in
other studies and possibly reflects differences in their interests and their
knowledge of both the patient's home circumstances and cf the underlying medicaJ.
condition (Torranc'9 et aJ.., 1972). There are also known to be considerable
variations between G.Ps. in their rates a'1d pattern of referral, although the
raasons for such differences are at present unclear (Ashford and Pearson, 1970).
Table 12 Marital status of i(atient3 rucord.!9....<lS being admittsd
for conditions which could hav'! been treated in the:;, outnatient

























The present review of hospital admissions did not provide any evidence in
support of the view that non-married people were more likely than warded p-~ople
to be admitted to hospital because of their home circumstanc(ls, for of the
fifteen people who were recorded as having conditions which did not require
hospital admission, ten were married, four were widmred and one separated.
Bven among the six people who were stated to have been admitted because their
'+1
home circumstances were unclear or unfavourable, three were married and three
were non-ma1"l:'ied. In addition, those who were admitted for conditions which
could have been treated elsewhere appf.lared to be fairly evenly divided between
men and women. As a group these people appeared to be fairly advanced in age,
with seven being aged 75 years or over.
Diseharge delay
Questions concerning delay in diseharge were divided into two parts.
Firstly, at around the time the patient I s provisional discharge date was set
the doetol" was asked to record whether the date for discharge was delayed due
to a consideration of the patient I s home circumstances. Secondly, when the
patient was actually discharged they were asked to record whether there was any
delay, for whatever reason, between the patient's provisional discharge date and
their actual discharge. These questions were designed to be completed for all
patients who were discharged alive and who were neither transfel'red to a
specialist hospital nor returned to a hospital from which they had been admitted.
However, ane persOII who was recorded as· having been admitted for social reasons
was also recorded as having his discharge from the study wards delayed fat'
administrative reasons. All the total length of ste.y in the study wards of
patients whoa" admissicn was recorded as J,eing due to social Cl' administrative
factors was generally regard"d as being u.'mecessary in terms of their clinical
condition. this person was not included in the present analysis in the category
of delayed discharge. Thus, the analysis of delayed discharge was based on th'"
reviews of 255 m"dical and 81 surgical admissions, who comprised 78 and 83 per
cent respectively of the total number of admissions to these specialties
(Table CS).
A total of 31 patients were recorded as being involved in some kind of
discharge delay. with six patients experiencing a delay in their discharge for
medical reasons. due mainly to complications developing or to a less favourable
response to treatment than expectad, while 24 patients were delayed for social
andlor administrative reasons. ~~at were classified as administrative delays
consisted of delays in the patient's actual discharge from the study ward due
for example, to difficulties in arranging transport or alternative accommodation
or to awaiting the results cf tests. Of course, in some cases people were
delayed in the study '",ards for more than one reason, as when a patient experienced
a delay in the setting of their provisional discharge date due to their medical
condition, or their home circumstances. and this was follot'1ed by a delay in their
actual discharge due to difficulties in organising social services at home or in
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arranging alternative accOllliJodation. In such cas,,,s the patients were classified
as being delayed in hospital due to th~ original cause of delay.
Table 13 Patients whos',; disch,lrgi;l was del~d by main reason. for dela/ 1 ),
~
, General medicine i General surgeryf" ,-, ..", •• , ",_."... __"" .".'" .. "".,._"'.,...,,,.,..,, "".. '-
Main reason for INon- All Non Alldischarge delay






























people whose disct~ge was
None of these people w~re
reviewed but no marital status was
~corded as delayed in the study wards
There appear+,d to be little difference in tht) proportions of m,;u'ried and
non-marr-kd people whose discharge was delayed because of their home circumstancios
or for administrative reasons. with 14 msr-ried, B "l1do;/':;d a"d 2 singlG people
coming into these categories. Hithb this group those ,:hose delayed discharge
appeared to be prinarily du::; to their home circu."llstances were also fairly eVlilnly
divided between married a'ld non-marri"'d people. ,tith 7 being lll<':trried and 8 non-
maITi"d people. The seven m&'"'l'ied people "ho wer<> delayed beceuse of their
home circumstances were illl marri<::>d men whose unfa'loUl"able home circumstances
were due to the fact that their spouse Ims urlable to >,)'ovide the necessary
assistance ana care due to their own health or to their other- commitments. Th"
eight non-married p;:;ople ~,hose discharge was delayad dIB to their home circu,'1l-
stances appeared as a group to be fairly adva.'lced in age. with only one person
being under 73 years of age ~ld t~~ eldest heing 93 years of age. All but one
of these people lived alone and this appear-ed to be the main factor responsible
for their being retainad in the study wards.
Sed use in the study w~
As Table 14 shows. about two-thirds of those ,:ho were acl:rnitted or whose
discharge was delayed due to their l'.ome circumstancas or for admbistrative
reasons. spent four days or less in the study wards from this caus~. One group
who spent a partiCUlarly small number of extra days in the study wards \1ere those
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whose discharge was delayed for administri'ltive reasons, with seven of the nine
people in this c<?tegcry spending only one additicnel day in the study ward.
The only person I<ho spent mors tha'l 20 additional days in the study wards and
who came into the category of what is tI'aditionally regarded as a 'bed blocker'
was Mrs. D.T., a 75-year old married women di.:tgnos"d as suffering from senil"
dementia. Mrs. D. T. was recorded as spsnding 54 days in the study wards due
to discharge delay out of a total stay of 60 days. The )roblem was rscorded as
being that of finding sotll:lwhere suitable for her to boO discharged to in view o:f
her condition. Eventlli,lly she was discharged to what was described by the
reviewing physician as 'lodgings', Mrs. D.T. was classified as being delayed
in the study wards for administrative reasons, as there was no indication on the
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bed days 93 155 248
(1)
(2 )
This represents the total nurnb,n' of days the )-'rtioot SP'lUt in the
study wards
This represents the additional nu''l'.Der of days spent in tLt'! study
wards due to discharge delay
An examination of the total length of stay in the study "lards of patbnts
who ,lore admitt,~d or d::llay,d due to social or administrative factors showed that
their total length of stay in the study wards was fc.:L1'ly short, with only six of
these patients spending 20 days or more in th,~ study wards. This is in line
with the findings of a study by Zimmer, which showed that although attention has
traditionally focused on the long-stay patient, a large prcportion of what he
termed 'misutilisers' are found among people spending a fairly small number of
days in a partioular facility (Zi~~r, 1914).
TAble 15 Total lenijth of stay in the medical and surff,:Lcal '12.Nl!, of
study pati",n1:s l'<!'coNed as adudtted or de}ayed due to
social or administrative factors
Percentages are based on the total number of patients
in each lcmgth of stay c.'itegory
The results of the review of admissi.on and discharge in terms of the
number of admissions and bed days occupied due to the patient's home circumstances
or for administratiVG! reasons aw summarised in Ti-lb1e 16.
10 per Cent of the medical admissions and 5 per cent of the surgical admissions
were recorded as being either admitted for conditions which could have been
treated in the outpatient department or by the general practititmer, or were
delayed in the study wards for social or ad."1linistrative reasons, ~lith the
proportion of bed days occupied f-rom these causes being 6 and J. por cent respec-
tively. A.'l examination of the distribution of such use b",n,,,,en marital gl'Oups
sho_d that 11 per oent of mnrried admissions were admitt"d or Ntain"d inthc'
medical waI'ds fur social or adm:L"'1istN,j:ive reasons and 6 per o"nt of surgkal
admissions, with such patients accounting for 7 per cent of the be,d days occupied
by married patients in the medical wards and 1 p"'r cent in the surgical wards.
The figw::'€ls were; very simila.r for non-married people. (lverall 9 per cent of non-
married admissions being admitted or retained in the medical wards for social or
administrative reasons and 4 per cent in the surgical wards, with such patients
accounting for 5 per cent of the bed days occupied by non'~arried patients in




















Patients who came into this category are not included among
those whosu discharge was delayed.
This is based on the tot!?.! n1J!llber of days spent in the study
wards by those whose admission was recordBd as being due to
their home ciroumstances or tn administrative factors and
the nu."I'J:;er of addition".! days spent in the study wardS by
those whose discharge was delayed.
factors affecting place of (lisCh:trG~
As part of th<;; review of discharge the hospital doctors wer:, asked to
record the level of care required by all patients dischurged live from th~
study wards who were neither I'<:lturning to their orii.lnaJ. hospital nor bebg
transferred to a specialist hospital. This group formed 81 per cent of the
medical and 87 per cent of the surgical admissions. A total of eleven medical
and four surgical patients in this category who were discharged to anoth€'.l"
hospital were recorded as requiring only non-skilled care at the time of their
discharge from the study wards. 1ffi'.1 then were these people discharged to
another medical institution? It appeared that in the case of eight married
people this mainly occurred because their spouse was unable to provide the
necessary assistance and care due to their own health or other commitments.
The Seven non-married people who were disoharged to another medical institution
fol' non-skilled care were mostly people of fairly advanced age. Five of these
people lived alone, and this was given as the reason responsibh~ for their place
of discharge in the three OSSes ~rhere this infor_tion was provided. The two
non-married people who lived with others ~1<lre a widowed man who spent five days
in another hospital because, "Changes needed at home of friend Hherc he lives".
and .Ir. E..P.. who was delayed in the study wards and >-las than transferred to
another hospital because the :relativ<:>s ,nth whom he lived did not "mnt him back
home immediately as they were going away on holiday.
About three-quarters of the patients discharged to a private household
from the study wards were jUdged to be capable of self-care at the" time of
discharge. while the others required non-skilled care. The proportion of those
discharged to a private household who "teN capable of self-care was rather
greater among the surgic-"l than among the medical discharges. which probably
reflects the larg<lr proportion of transfers among the surgical patients (Table C9).
The proportion of non-marri.ed medical patients discharged to a private housohold
who were judged to be capable of self-care was rather greater than the proportion
of married medical pationts, but in the case of the surgical patients the
position was rev"rsed ·..rith a larg<;!X' proportion of married patiEmts being record"d
as being capable of self-cal'e. These differencas in the care requirements of
IDar'l:'ied and non-marri'"d lll(~dical and surgical patients may be p,'lrtly due to
differences in their length of stay in the study wards. with the mean length of
stay being 10",er for married than for non-married peopl" in the medical wards
but higher in the surgical wards (Tables 6 and 10). Ne consistent information
was given on the review form as to how many of those discharged to a private
household J:'(!turned to the:tr o.m home and l,ow many "'Emt to a friend' s 01" l'elative t s
home. hut information from the follow-up interviews indicated that a large
proportion of those who livBd alone .wnt to a relative's hOlOO.
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Table 17 Level of care required by atu$f patients at time of
dischel'ge by ;tYPe of discharge
Non- Not All I
Type of discharge r~arl'ied mal'ried known cats. Ij
Died in study waI'ds 42 23 65 I,
Original/specialist hospit<".l 3 5 3 1~
Another hospital ~j
'i
Medical/skilled nUl'Sing carte \) 20 1 80 '1
:1
Non-skilled C<.U'e 5 5 10 !




Non-skilled care 2 2 I!j
Private household r
INon-skilled care 129 19 148Self-care 50 74 124
I
Not recorded 7 10 17 I
I
i
Res.horne/other 1 6 5 12 -1,
i
Total 250 165 9 424
,
.;
Relationship bet"..reen bed use and place; of discharge
Table 18 provides inforrontion on the patients' bed use in the m"dical and
surgical wards by their pla('.<! of discM.rge. 'X'his indicates that the pattern of
discharge of patients recorded as being admitted or' delayed for soci<,,~ or admin-
istrative factors was very similar to that of all otOO1' live discharges, w:tth
just over one-tenth of both groups of patients being discharged tc, another
hospital fer rehabilitation or nursi.~g care. In the majority of cases the
transfer of patients to another hospital app",3I'$ to have taken place without
any delay occurring in the study waI'ds, reflecting the efficiency of the
discharge planning, ''1hile those who Here delayed in the study wards were mainly
discharged to their usual holl1'-" OJ:' to another private household rather than to
in8titutional care.
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Table 18 Relationship J:""t\1een bed use by the study patients
~heir place of discharge
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The review of the patient's need for a~~ission and length ef stay in the
study wards has shown that only a feirly small proportion were recorded by thE'
hospital doctors to have been admitted or delayed in the study wards due to their
home circumstances or for administrative reasons. Of the 39 ')at1$nts Who did
come into this category ,the majority spent only a s!Ilallnuroer of days in the
stud,)! Hards, ~Jith only 5 of theSB patients spending 20 days or more in the study
wards. The prop0l'tion of those "'ha wer'" admitted or delayed in the study wards
becaus$ of· their home circumst~,ces or for administrative reasons and who were
subSBqoontly discharged to anoth",r hospital was also very similar to that for all
live discharges. With regard to the marital state of pati'mts> tn", revieH
showed that those who were admitted or delayed in the study wards hecause of
their home circumstances or for administrative reasons were fairly <lveuly
divid",d between married and non-married people.
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TOTAL HOSPITAL USE
This section looks at the patient's total hospital use in terms both of
the total number of days spent in hospital by those whose hospital stay 'Nas
not confined to the study wards, and in terms of the extent to Which people
were re-admitted to the study wards ft'om the community.
Length of hospital stay
The study patients who spent their entire hospital stay in the study wards
cOlllprised 92 por cent of the madical admissions and 6B per cent of the surgical
admissions. A small proportion ef the study patients in each speeialty were both
admitted from~ discharged to another hospital, and consisted mainly of
people who were admitted ft'om a geriatric hospital and who returned there on
discharge from the study wards. A rather larger proportion were either admitted
frem s: discharged to another hospital, with the majority coming into this
latter category. The proportion of non-m'U'ried people vlho spent only part of
their hospital stay in the study '~ards was rather higher than for married
people. with B per cent of the married and 21 per cent of the non-married
admissions coming into this category. This difference CTOse partly because
the majority of those who were admitted from a psychiatric or geriatric
hospital and who returned to that hospital after a period in the study wards
were non-married people, and partly because a high+:lr proportion of non-married
than married general surgical patients were discharged to another hospital for
reh<~ilitation or nursing care.
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In the routinely colkcted flAA data each admission and discharge is treated
as a separate spell of in-l?<::ttient care. Thus, 11 high transfur rate lull tend
to reduce the apparent length of stay and increase the admission rate, while a
low rate of transfer between hospitals will have the ravers" effect of increasing
the apparent length of stay and reducing the admission rate. Th~ rate of
tI'<.msfer is known to be rather ·higher for patients admitted to acute hospitals
than for other types of hospitals, due largely to people being discharged from an
acute hospital to another hospital to complet" their period of in-patient cart,.
In addition, the rate of transfer is particularly high for elderly people
(Butlar and Morgan, 1977). However, little is known about the tota~ length of
hospital stay of those patients WhOSE! in-p<'1tient care is divided b",tween two or
more hospitals. In the present study IL."l attempt was made to gain some informa·'
tion as to the pati"nt's total length of hospital stay thrc-ugh fol1o~ring-l.lp the
15 medical and 28 surgical patients who were dis~~al'ged to another hospital fdr
rehabilitation or nursing car''', and recording the number of days spent in the
hospital they were discharged to. The 1;3 patients for whom this information
1'1aS recorded comprised 65 and 90 per cent resI>ectively of the medical and surgical
admissions who entered another hospital directly on leaving the study tlardS.
Most of these people had been admitted to the c1tudy wards from the community
but three had been admitted from another acute hospital.
T&::ble 20 Moan length of stay of study p<3tients discharged
















Total hospital stay 45.5 28.1
Based on 15 general n~dical and 28 general surgical 0dmissi~ns
The 15 medical "td'11issi.ons who entered a"lother hospita~ for rehabilitation
or nursing care had as a group the longest average stay in the study wards
(Table lO). In addition, they spent an average of about 27 days in th,~ hospital
discharged to from the study vnrds. giving a total mean langth of hospital st.gy
of OVBr 45 days. The 28 surgical admissions had a rath,':lr shorter average stay
in t·ha hospital discharged to from the study wards, but even so, their total
hospital st.ay Has about 28 days. If the number of b'3d-di'lys occupi€d by tbese
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~3 patients in 1:he hospitals to which they were dischElI'ged from the study wards is
addcld to the length of 1:1100 spen1: in the study 'lards by th" total study population,
this produces an average hospital stay of 12.7 days for the medical patien1:S
and 16. 0 days for surgical patients. As we have seen. even 1:hese figures do
not reflect the to1:al hospital stay for all patients in the study. as they
exclude the leng1:h of time spent by patients in specialis1: hospitals. This
finding is similar 1:0 that reported by Hunter who found that 18 of 1:he surgery
patients in one of the three hospitals she studied were 1:ransf€rred to a
continua1:ion hospi1:al where 1:hey spent a 1:otal of 138 days (Hunter, 1972). She
calculated that if the length of tima spent in the continuation hospital were
added 1:0 the 1:otal of in-patient days, the average length of stay of the SS
patients would be raised from 9.61 to ll.15 days. As she points out, it is
difficult to assess whether a patient's total time away [-rom hOlll'l was bfluencecl
by their 1:ransfer to a con1:inuation hospital. HOHever, with regard to the
influence of a continuation hospital on length of stay data she concludes:
"It is not, therefore, realistic to compare the avoI'age length
of stay in this hospital with hospitals which do not have a
continuation hospital .•••• " (Hunter, 1972, p.29).
The possibili1:y that the relative lengths of stay of married and non-maI'I'ied
people in the study ward might have been influenced by the high rate of 1:I'ansfer,
and especially in the case of surgery pa1:iants, was examined by lookbg at th;-)
length of time spent in the second hospital by the 16 married and 25 non-married
patients transferred from the study wards to another hospital foI' rehabilita1:ion
or nursing care. This showed tha1: if the length of time spent in the second
hospital was added to the total nUlllber of days spent in the study wards by all
patients, the difference in the mean lengths of stay were wduced. but the
married surgery p<""ltients still had a rather gt'eater length of stay than the
non-marTied. On the basis of these calculations the 1:ota1 mean hospital stay
was 12.5 and 13.5 days respectively for married <.md non-married lllfidical
admissions and 15.2 and 14.B days respectively for the surgical admissions.
Multiple admissions
Another issue besides that of the total length of time people sp(~d in
hospital during an episode of illness is that of the 1:otal number of episodes
of illness which result in hospital care during a specified period. Informa-
tion concerning the rate of transfer between hospitals suggests that at least
part of th.] higher rate of adrrJ.ssion by non-married people may be due to their
being more likely to be 1:ransferI'ed between hospitals, but do 1:hey also
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experience a greater number of separate spells of in-;:>atient care? Information
on the number of se;:>arate spells of in-patient care expsrienced by individual
patiant is fairly limited. However, a study by l1ackenzie and others, found that
of 452 adult male patients who had survived a full year after discharge, 25 per
cent had been re-admitted to hospital on one or more occasion, while the Oxford
Record Linkage study found that 11.6 per cent of the patients in the study
population who were discharged live from hospital on the first occasion were
re-admitted from homo and discharged again at least once during the calendar year
(McKenzie et al, 1962; Acheson and Barr, 1965). The Oxford Record Linkage study
indicated that the re-admission rate rose thro~~out adult life until the age
group 75 plUS, with the readmission rate being 17.4 per cent for those aged
55-74 years but 15.2 per cent for those aged 75 years and over.
In the present study thirty people were recorded as being re-admitted to
hospital, representing 7 per cent of all ~~tients. These consisted of 17 people
re-admitted to the study ~""lrds and 13 people who the interviewer was told had
been re-admitted to hospital when she called for th'" follow-up interview. Tb.)se
multiple admissions were mainly concentrated among the m(~dical p~,ti,mts with
twentY-seven being from the medical wards and three from th,o surgical. They
also included a large nu.'1lber of married people with 21 being oorried and only 9
being single or widowed, which probably partly reflects the higher proportion of
married people admitted for regular therapy. These figures do not however,
provide a complete picture of the total amount of hospital use by the study
popUlation during a nineteen-week period, as some of those admitted to other
hospitals, or to other wards in the study hospital, would not h"'1e been picked
up in the study and proh-:ll:>ly accounted for somo of thrt non-contacts in the
follow-up intervie~ls. In addition, those who entered, the study wards n;a,.ar the
beginning of the research period h",d a much gr'c,ater cha."lcC c,f being re-admitted
to these wards and being included in the review on a second occasion than di.d
those who entered the study wards tom,rds the end of the research pelriod.
Hmlever, while only p1\rtial infc'rnation on multiple admissions vas gained in the
present study it does draw attention to the fact that a considerahle portion of
total bed usage is probably concentrated among particular groups of peopl~.
Information on the study patient's total length of stay has pointed to the
influenc,., of the transfer of pati"mts to another hospital on the menn length of
stay in the study wnrds. !n addition attention was drawn to the existence of "
considerable number of re-admissions during is fairly short ?m:-iod of time. While
the rate of transfer was highest among pe,tients in the surgical wards and
S3
particularly among non-married patients, the proportion of re-admissions was
greatest among thu medical patients, and particularly among married people.
Illlll
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5. COMPARABILITY AND INTERPRET~TION OF THE FINDINGS
Tnis section compares the findings of the present review of h(~pital usa
with thos,,, of pr€vious studies and identifies the factors which llk'ly be
responsible for thc widely varying findings of hospital reviews. It also
considers the findings of the PNS<mt review with I'€!gard to the rates of
hospital use by married and non-nart'itld people.
CamparabiliEY af the findings
Ad hoc reviews of hospital use have identified varying proportions of
patients who are regarded as occupying a hospital bed for social or adminis-
trative reasons with figur",s ranging from 3 per cent to over 25 per cent. For
example, Butler ,~d Pear-son in their study of hospitals with officially classi-
fied acute beds in tho LiveI'pool region found that cf just over one thousand
patients who bad stayed in an acute bed for longer than 30 days, 22 per cent did
not need to be in hospital at all (Butler and Pearson, 1971). Similarly, Chant,
McGinn, Triger and HOlIes who reviewed all medical and surgical beds in two
district general hospitals reported that in 25 per cent of their observations the
patient reviewed should not have bClen in an acute bed. (Chant, McGinn, Triger
and Wales, 1975). Reviews vlhieh h,'Ive identified much smaller proportions of
beds u':led for primarily social Cl' administrative re,'!soos include a study by
Mackintosh, MeKeown and Garratt carried out in Birmingham in 1961, which found
that only 1.6 per cent of the patients reviewed in general and special hospitals
did not require admissic)l) on medical grounds and 6.9 ,;er cent were consideI'€!d
ready fur discharg" from the IOOd-ical point nf view, while a more rClcent study
carried out in th," NOl'thern Health and Social Services Board area in Ireland
found that 13.5 per cent of the medical patients and 5.8 per cen t of the
surgical patients reviewed did not I"J'1,uiro hospital oare (Mackintosh, McKeowu and
Garratt. 1961; Dona1dson, Wheeler and Barr, 1977). The proportion of patients
recorded in the present Nview as being admitt,,'d 01' delayed in the study ~mrds
due to social and/cl' administrative raasons thus lies e.t the lO'",,,r en'; of the
range of findings, vrith the proportions heinc; 10 per cent of the medical and
5 per cent of th~ surgical admissions.
While a large number of ad hoc reviews of hospital use have been undertaken
little attempt appears to have been made to account for the varying findings.
The factors which influence the results of a review e~~ however probcw1y of two
main typ"s; nam",ly, the faotors assGciatod with thl~ setting of the study and
the factors associate': 1'111:11 the method of review. The factors associated with
the setting of the study which may account for .:l 'real t difference in the
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findings of a review are on the one hcmc\ those of the age and soci"l ciroum-
stances of the patient. and on the oth,)r llimd those of the ch<'l!'llcteristios of
the hospital and availability of alternative facilities cmd servioes in the
community. Hith regard to the charaoteristics of the pi'ltients, it is known
that rising age tends to be associated with increased morbidity and thus with
a great"r n",ed for c1inioal ca!'e. Also. those with th0 fewest economic and
social resouroes appear to mak,., the groatest use of offici"'l services for
but a high social need will
prim?>!'ily social
for m~dica1 care
reasons. However ~ whethB:t' a person with a low clinical need
be catered for through the
occupanoy of a hospital bed will depend on the characteristics of the hospital
and the availability both of hospital beds and of alternative facili ti'o$ "'..nd
services in the community. "ith regard to the charact<-lI'istics of the hospital
I~hich may influence th.. way in which heds are used, perhaps one of the most
import<lIlt is the t'J1le of waM or hospital under consideration. For 6K'lmple,
the proportion of patients occupying hospiti'J. beds for what can be broadly
c1assifhd as social reasons will tend to be smaller in an acute than in a
geriatric hospital, due to diffeNnces in too functicn of these t';TO ty:;es of
hospital. However, studies have also pointed to differsnces within each broad
hospital group in the extent to which beds are occupied for priRk<rily social
reasons. One of the most important factors influencing the use of beds in a
particular facility is that of the availability of beds, or in other words the
sU\lply of beds in relation to the population. Where beds are in short sup;:ly
the clinical threshold for admission will tend to rise cmd expectations as to
the level of recovery expected o:m discharge will tend to be 1mrered, thus
b:r>inging into balance the sUPJ?ly and demand for beds (Ne~,ell, 1964; Fe Idste in '.
1966; Log"m, 1972). Thus, whero there is o. heavy deln<"lIld for hospital b"ds the
proportion of p'~ople who are admitted or retained in hospit'tl uhen they have ,"t
low clinical need fer care will tend to be roduc<id. The demand for and 1J."le of'
hcspita1 beds is however also influenced by the level of complementary and suj;,-
stitute services in the community. HneN! these ".re in good supply, this may on
the one hend reduce the demand for admission ".ne on the ot11."r h"..nd enable
patients to be discharged earlier than would be considered appropri"lte in th''''
absence of such facilities and services. The precise effroct of the availability
of alternative; faci.1itier. cnd s'Jrvic:es will of course va:!"f according to the;
extent and nature of the altarnatives available, and on th'dr being perceived as
suj;,stitutes to acute hospital care hy the general practit:;'oners ~md th3 hospital
peI"'soonel+ Whi~€ differences in the use lTh''lde of hospital beds may be 1argnly
!ilX'J?1aino<:1. in terms "f the f'unction of the hospital, the ch{wacter:istics of the
population and the avail~.bi.lity of beds and alternative facilit:5.es in the comrnunity~
ilnportant differenoes also exist in the use of beds made by firms working
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in a similar setting. Thr;,se differences reflect differences in their
leadership and the polioy they adopt with regard to admission, and perhaps more
especially the length of stay 1'1hioh they regaJ:'d as necessary or desirable for
a par'tioular condition (Heas!lk9n, 1964; HeasffiM and Carstai!'S, 1972). In
addition, the organisational 'U'rangements, and particul=ly the efficiency of
d.ischl'.rge planning and of Nferral procedures, ~rill influence the extent to
which pe,tients are 'dehy",d' in n particular' facility (Hunter, 1972).
Having identified some of the factors which influenc(l the ext'8n·t to whioh
pati'.mts are <~.dmitted and retained in a partioular facility hecause of their
social needs for care, it is necessary to examine the features of the study
hospital which may have accountad for the fairly sl'!',all pI"'Oportion of patients
recoI'ded as occupying bei'.s for 'social' reasons rmd the sInall n1.J.11Jber of
additional bed days arising ft>om such causes. One important factor is that the
study was based on ~"dical and surgical admissions to a district general hospital,
for the extent to which beds are occupied for prim'U'ily social reasons in the
acute sector is likely to be much slll<.'lllcr than in long-stay hospitals. In
addition, discussions 'nth th,) m-"dioal personnel w<lrking in the study hospital
revealed th3.t elderly patients 1~"ro often refm:Ted to an"ther acutfj hospital in
the looal area or to a geriatric hospital if their D'oed for hospital "ldmission
had a high social component and a lO~1 clinical component. Thus, this would
serve to select out many elderly people wIth a high social neod hut low clinical
need for caN from raferr~.l to the study wi'\!'ds. Evidence vf thCl op,}retion of
this selection process is provided by the fact that only ten of the 424 admiss-
ions to the study l'rards ~1ere recorded as being admitted for primarily nursing care.
quo I'0gard to discharge, the review showed that the surgical :firm involved in
the study 11k,de considerable use of a local hospital, with a large, llroportion of
patients being discb.:;,rgc,d theX'Q for pre"convalescent care. This means that the
surgioal patients >fere unlikely to h.J del:wed in the study w,I'd", for' soda.l
reasons, ~rith such use occurring if at all, in the second hospital. Unlike in
the c"'''''' of thu surgical patients, the rate of transfer did not aPP""lr to be
especially high for medioal l'a'tlents. However, there> was only one case of 11
'blocked bed' .-:unong th,.; medical admissions during the study pc.>l'i.od and several
jtmior doctors commented on tho short length of stay in both the msdical and
surgical wards comp'U'ed with their previous experiencf) in a tClaching hospital.
Indeed, long-stay patients were virtu--::ll1y iilis"nt from the study wlr'ds, with
only 20 of the 424 patients strying in the study He.rds for 30 days or more and
only 6 pat1ents spent QVBr 40 days in the study wlrds. !n contrast, patients
~!ith stays (,;,f 30 days Or' mere formed the focus of autl"r and P"'il.I'son t s study of
officially olassified acut0 beds in the LiveI'pool region and comprised n~aI'ly
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one-que~ter of the patients in surgical and orthopaedic beds in a London
hospital in l~hich 15 per cent of the p!.rtients were regarded as having no
medical need to :be in an acute ward (BuU",r a."1cl Pearson, 1971; Murphy, 1977).
Thus, evidence concerning the admission, place ,)f discharg'. and length of stay
in the study wards suggests that the fairly small proportion of patients and
bed days recorded as being due to social/administrative factors was to a large
extant associated with the partieukr characte'ristics of the studY hospital
end the availability of alternative facilities, combined with ~lell"organised
referraJ. procedures and discharge planning.
In addition to what rr.ay be regnrded as 'real' differences in hospital use.
the findings of a review may also be influenced by th<::- design ano method of
review (Brook and Appel. 1973). As indicated on pages 17-19, utilisation
reviews differ in terms or their timing, the pe!'sonnel acting as Nviewers and
the criteria used in r~viewing ~otient plGcement. These factors may all affect
the results obtained hut it is likely that the most important factor is that of
the criteria used in reviawing patient pl"cement. In tho pNsent study the
emphasis was on determining wh"Jther the p"'.tient I s admission or discharge h-::ld
been influenced by a consideration of their home circumst~nces. However, if
as in some other studies the y'C,view<oI' had been asked whether the l!(ltient could
have been treated in a:l alternativc lowJr level facHity, it is likely that a
higher proportion of ~,thnts would have beiJn recorded as not requiring acute
hospital care on clinical grounds. For Ew.ample. one study which involved a
I'evi.ew of 602 adults in six medica,l "llld four sUl:'gical wards of one te.'lching
hospital, found that only three of the l'''''tients admitted were classified as
having conditions which could be treated at home but 67 could hav,", been treated
in a GP unit. With regard to dischf.'.rge, 64 p:'tioots wen::, considered to have
been able to be discharged hOllliEl anrlier. ~lhile a further 94 could h,"Ive been
discharged earlier to a GP unit (Loudon. 1970). Besid;~s differene-3S in the
criteria specified for jUdging the appropriateness of h(~pital use. the results
of a wview will also depend on wheth'"r judgements as to p"tient ::lace"
ment arc made in the cont0.xt of an ideal or optimum situation, or as in the
present study in terms of the facilities and services p':lrc;'3ived 1'\9 being
availfwle locally (BElrg, B!'owning, CrUtnp and Wenkert, 1969). In addition. thEm"
are also differences in the type of hospital use which is considered. For
'Jxample, this study was concerncld exclusively with the patient's admission and
discharge and did not include <'I,..elays in the performance of in-'hospital proced-
ures exc<:>pt insofar as they weN directly responsible fol:' a delay in discha,rge.
;,'bile as]Xlcts of the design of the review may infhlBnce the tY'2'~ awl nature
of the judgements required, th",1"C is also the question of the ",.ccuracy of the
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recording and of the p:resence of Nvie~ler varii'lbility. No checks were made
en the revie'..rers' judgt'ments in th(, present study. However, i'. nu!ll1,er of
factors wr;;re identified which mC-\y heve influ,~nced the docte,rs; judgements .. These
included the fact that they were reviewing patients under the care of their own
fiI'lll, the tendency to take into account the G.P. 's tentative diagnosis in
reviewing the patient's need for admission and the revie~)er'3 o~rn previous
hospital experience. While such factors are thought to have reduced the
number of patients recorded as being admitted or delayed for social :reasons.
the amount of such under·recording is beli<lved to have been fairly small (see
pages 134-l~g). P~other factor which may have resulted in some under-
representation of the extent to which patients were delayed in the study "ards
or transferred to a."lother hospital because of their home circumstances is that
of the difficulty of disentangling the various considerations involved in
medical decision-making and of assessing their relative importance. Thus it
is possible that in some instances ~~he:re a patient was delayed or discharged to
another hospital for 'further medical care' the,t this was due both to their age
and medical condition as well as to their home circumstances. for eX'llDple a
married man aged BO years was delayed in the study wards for six days because,
"unable to manage at home until completely mobil~"'. In the absence of any
fUX'ther information such people weN recorded as being delayed in the study
wards or transferred to another hospital for medical reasons, Which may have
reducod the extent to which social considerations were recorded as influencing
medical decision-making.
While it is possibl<l to identifY factors "hich lnsy account for the varying
findings of hospital reviews, it is not possible to aSS<lSS the contribution of
these fac1:ors to the overall findings on th(l basis of th,?' studies that have Deen
undertaken to date. This is due to th(, diffiCUlty of l'Ik"L'<ing valid comparisons
between studies as a result of the lack of standardization in their methods.
Thus, while the fairly small proportion of patient2 identified in the pl'esent
review as occupying hospital beds for prim:<rily ,,,ocial reaSOi1S ca.'l be shown to
be influenced by both the chc.racteristics of the study hospital ,md the
particular lr,~thods employed in the review, it is not possible to ",ake precise
comparisons bet?een the bed use in the study ,,'Wds and in ott"r hospitals in
which reviews have been. carri,ed out.
Narital variations in hOSpital uee
The present review showed that in line with the findings from the ana~ysis
of the national HIPE data, the rate of admission tD the study wards W,lS highr,r
fur non-lll<"_wied than for married people, 0xcept for non-m"rried women aged
64-74 years who experienced a lower rate of admission than m~.rried people.
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Overall, the length of stay in the general medical wards was also rather higher
for non-married than for 1ll<."tr:dad people. HOt,e'7or, an examination of the mean
duration of stay of men and women patients showed that this difference only held
for lOOn. For t,omon ll''ltients in the medical wards and '.lJ"'!long both !l\€U and women
in the surgical wards the mean duration of stay was rather higher for ffi<"tl'ried
than for non-married people, although the differenc<~s ~lere small. 'The longer
mean stay of married than of non-married patients in the study wards is in direct
contrast to the pattern revealed by the national HIPE ,hta but was found to hold
for surgical admissions to the study hospital for the r~ll year.
With Ng-'lrd to the use of hospital oods, a total of eleven married and four
non-maJ:'r'ied patients \~<lre recorded as having ooen a&llitted for conditions which
could have ooen treated in tr~ outpatient department or by the general practi-
tioner, while of the twenty-four padents :recorded ,'W ooing delayed in the study
wards for social or a<:1.'ninistrative reasons, fourte<:m W'3re married and ten non-
maJ:'r'ied. In addition, some ?<"tients were discharged to another hospital for
what could be classified as social reasons.
'The ?~senca of the e~?ected pattern in terms of the ~~lative lengths of
stay of married and non-married people in the study wards and the fact that nou"
married people app.;ared no more likely than married peoplD to be admitted or
retained in the study wards because of their h01llE' circumstances may prob' hly
be explain,;d in t(;rms of th3 particular characteristics of the hospital and
wards in which the review was conducted. In a situation where the clinic,'!l
threshold for admission is fairly high and the length of st~y relatively short,
the total nU!!1l:x:r of ood days occupied for pril'Mrily social 1""J8SC11S is likely to
00 fairly small. This in turn will tend to reduce the extent to Which a
particular group, such as the non-married, are admitted or retained in h<:>spital
for primariJ.y social Cl'..:I'<il, and thus will J.imi,t th,,, ])os$ioility, and extent, of
difference" in the rate of bed-use bebreen married and non-rnnrried people. As
",e have seen, the proportion of hed days used for primarily sodi'.l reasons \<as
lOlWst in the surgic,'!l1 "ards a.'1d was assocL'lted >fi th a high transfer rate, which
in turn I:>"'y explain the absence of thE! expected pattern among the surgical
admissions }1ith regard to the relative lengths of stay of If>'lrried and non-married
people. It is therefore hypothesized th"tt the differences in th" rates and
type of hospital use by ID<'lrried and non-m'UTied people is likdy to be slll!1llest
WheN there is a high clinical threshold for admission and a relatively short
length of stay, and especially where it is Clssociated with a high r·:'lte of
transfer to another hospital for continued ca."",. Thus while the present review
has not demonstrated the existence of the expected pattertl \,ith rogard to the
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length of stay of married and non-married people it has identified the factors
which may determine the presence of differences.
The report so far has been based on infom.ation from the wviews of
424 acL"'llissions and has been primarily concerned with the rates and type of
hospital use of nv.uTied and non-married people. In the following sections
attention is turned from the pattern of hospital use to the question of the
causes of the variations in hospital use by married and non-married people.
These sections are maL~ly based on information obtained from those who were
interviewed after discharge from the study wards and particularly on the 245
people who usually lived in a private household. Tius part of the report
begins by examining some of the characteristics of marril')d and non-rn=riod
people which are thought to be directly related to the differences in their
rate and pattern of hospital use. These include differences in the levels of
health of married and non-marri"d people and in factors contributing to
morbidity such as bereavement and lon'"liness. as Hell as differences in the social
ne<:.-'ds of marrbd and non-married people arising from variations in the size and
composition of households, in the nature and extent of their kin network and in
too physical characteristics of their homes. While it is possible to point to
differences in the levels of health and home circumstances of married and non"
married people it is recognised that such differences may not be directly
translated into hospital use. Thus, the final section exa.llines th~ question
of the extent to which th.j factors identified from too patient L'lterviews as
contributing to the need for social care were actually taken into account in
admission and discharge decisions by c01!lparing the information from the review
forms and from the follow-up intervieHs.
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6. MARITAL STATUS. HEALTH M!D LONELINESS
This section is concerned with the levels of hcoalth of married and non-
m1'.J'rhd people. It fi1'st looks at 'the l?<lrceived sta't€! 0f health and func-
tional abilities of the mar:d"d and non-oorried people interviowed who usually
lived in a private househoid and then examines two factors which are regarded
as being associated \~ith increas'Sd morbidity. namely the break':'up of marriage
'll1d the experience of loneliness.
Marital stat",
An important question in considering the relaticnship between marital
status and health, i'll'ld esreci"llly the notim that th'J higher mortality rates
c,f ncn-married compared with llk"1rried people ar-3 associ,rted ~;ith the less
favcurable environmE.'!lt of non-married "eeple. is thi'lt of the length of tim'"
people have spent in Cl particular llk"\riti'll stat",. In th'.;l case of those WlK
reported that they were married at the time of the .i.ntervie~'. 18 pCI' cent
said they had been married more than once. Howev'n', ell but a small
propovtioo of those who were currently lll3rriec. (8 pr cent) had liv8cl with
their current l!3.rtncr for 20 years or m::>re and thus exp<,rienced a c~nsUer­
able degree ef continuity in their marital state. In the c·"lse af those who
reported that they w~re currently wido"fe(~, divorce cl or sQ:p8t'elted,. 11 pEir
cent said that i:h~~y haC. been rnar-riec mere than c~nea. flJ5 might LG expectec:
among people Lt) this age rroup~ thc)se who were currently wL'tn'i',ed or
divovced/separate'.! were IT",,",t likely to hEwe e~periencei] a recent chi"J1ge in
their marital status. with nearly on'" half (47 :?c,v cent) re,;orting that
they h~3.d lost their 5pC>USH withL~ the prt::vicus t{~n years and 0na-querter
within the previous five years. These who ,tr" classifier, as nc·n -married
thus include quite a large gr"up of I,eaple who {,<'O'le only fairly vecently
entered this state.
Percepticn ef healtl'l;
The amount and type of infc:ri"Jation cellected in the present study with
regard to the health and morhidity exrerience ef tl~e :;;eop1e interviewBd was
fairly limited. This was largely because it was expected that in many
cases people's )ercoption of their health and abilities \~('uld ;;rcbably be
influenced by their recent illness. It ;.:as therefore plann,)d to collect
fairly detailed informaticn C~ the health and abilities of different
marital groups in the prospective c"tse stu,Jies to supplement infoI'me:ticn
from the present study.
One question pecple weve asked in the present study was whether they
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woul{: rate their USU--ll state of health as excellent" good, f~iI" or p,)cr.
In :response 57 [-"or cent I',..-t"d their hee,lth as excellent Or goc.,' and 22 per
cent came into (~ach of the cateEcrics (';f ft:Lir (,r poer. The propcrt.ion wbo
rated their health as :pOO1" arpeaI\s tt.: l)E! rather hi:::;her thrnl has heen
:relJOI't"rj in community sttl,'ies. For example. in the cross--n£ltional study
of e1(er1y pe<Yfle carried out in 1962. 57 per cent c.f the responc:ents in
Britain rated their health as &,'od, 29 per cent as fair and only 14 ",.81' cent
as pOOr, while ;n a more recent study of elderly people in L'!'ivate hcuseholds,
78 per cent reportee. that they generally anj(~yed goo:1 health (ShMas et al..
1968; Hunt, 1978b). The higher proportion of peoph in the ;.;'resent study
~Iho rated their health as pOOl:' Illily reflect the fact that ",.11 those intel:'-
vievle:d h."!d recent ly been hospita.liced . These petlp1.e may therefore (~iffer
in terms of their usual stat", of health from th" population as a whole,
while their recent 1111"l6SS may also have influencec. their judgement as to
their usual state of h~alth.
Most of these who rated their health as i POO!l1 explained that this was
due to deteI'i0I'ation in their health through the onset of specific cCloplaints
Md in many cases peep1;:, identified fairly precisely whon this deterioration
had occurred. In contrast, five :>"ople wh{~ rated their h'2alth ClS 'poor'
stated that they had nevex' had good health:
UI W,9.S bern. delicat\3!.
('"idowed Hcman aged 90
H,'1d ,Jastric
yc~ars)
HI1 VC always had bronchitis!l (Witow(~,~. woman (!!ge:d 78 years)
"Epileptic since I was ten yea:rs ol(~" (Married woman a"~8cl 72 years)
As TalJle 21 shows, the single a,ppeered to rate thEir health mere;:
favourclt)ly than other marital groups,," while maXTie~l people were mc,st
likely to rate their health as 'pf'...or'. The higher prc~~crtion of f.1arried
than non-lf~:trt'if,H~, people who stated that their hr::alth ~1~S tpocrt t1HY Ileflect
a real difference in their state of health~ due ;)erhaps to m~rried l:>e0~')lQ
he-ing mere likely tc continue tc live in ~1 Frivate househ(!ld even when
fairly restricted in their 6ctivities~ or it ma:,'" be due to diffeNmces in
attitudes and perceptions bet1.'!B:on rr.a,ritt.11 grnU;d$ anQ to the possi]:',lG'
C!~istonce of ~ larger 'Pt"C{,ortiCin or health opti'iists among thE;! non-married
D"<!lfle interviel'ed (C¥.'U"Y'ity, Somes and t~arx, 1978).
There did not appear to be My increase in the proportion of 1'eo;:>le
who rated their health as 'r·OOI" with ac.vancing age, although there was i''-
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tendency for a rather larger proportion to rate their health as 'fair'
and a COrreS]?OIldil'lg decrease in the proportion who rated their health as
eXCellent or 800d (Ta.';ls Cl2). The fairly small proportion of people among
those aged 85 years and over who rated their health as poor may be partly
because althcugh health tends to decline with age, elderly ~eople who reach
the more advanced ages, and partiCUlarly these who continue to live it'!
private households are a highly Selected group in terms of health. In
addition those who have a.ttained a high age tend to have.: lower expectations
about their health (Shanes, 1968, pp.36-40).
{,
Table 21 Perception of usual state of h€alth
Perceived state All
of health Married Single Widowed Div/sep. categories,
.....--....
Excellent 25(18) 7(30) 9(13) 41{l7)
Good 57(40) 8(35) 28( 39) 4 97(40)
Fair 25( 18) 5 (;22) nOD) 3 54(22)
Poor 34(24) 3(13) 13(18) 3 53(22)
4--
Total 141(100) 23(100) 71(100) 10 245(100)
" Except where otherwise stated all Tables rerer to the 245 respond'lnts
who usually lived in a private household
Besides askinf, a general question about j,?eople t s usual stB.te: of
health, they were also asked whether thGY had any 1cng-standing illness,
disability cr h"ndicap, and if so, whethGr this restricted their activi,ties.
In reply to these qucsticns, t,nf,l-third se.id they suffered from an illness,
whom e.bout three-quart"rs reported that thedisability or handicap, of
condition restricted their llctivitiDs. In contrast to the findings ef
the General Household Survey. t."e ;r()pvrticm of widowed ;,'e"'pl," who
reported a long....standing il1ness~ disability or handicap was no highe.r
than for other marital groups (Office of Pn,lUlation Census"", and Surveys,
1973, 1976).
Table 22 Rf~J?orting of ~;;-standing ill,ness, disahilitl.
vr handicarl and activity r,~stricticns
Divl All
Illness condition i Married Single Widowed sep. cats.I
I
-',
No long-standing illness 92 (65) 13(56) 48(68) 162(66) ~
I
9
Long-standing illness Ibut no activity Irestrictioos 13(9) 3(13) 4(6) 20(8) 1
1
Long-standing illness I
and activity Irestrictions 36(25) 7(30) B(27) 1 63C26) \
i ~ ......
I lI
245( 100) II I 141(100) 23(100) 71(100) 10Tetal I~ !,
As might be expected, there was a :relationship hetwean people's assessment
of their usual state of health and the :Np"·rting of a long-standing illnfi!:ss,
disability (,r han<"J.cap but overall nearly one-quarter of th0se ·..rho rated
their health as excellent or g0",l !'foportec'. a lang-standing illness, dis<,J>i1-
i ty er handicap, while about One-h{llf of the,se who !'<"lted their health as
fair or pMr re"crted no long-standing illness, disability ,'r handicap
(Table C13). This may be 1'art1y due te differences in pe<:"ple 1 S cxpoct,,-
tions and assessments ef their health e.nd al"'0 to differences in the nature
of the l"'ng~standbg illness, disability "l' handicap. As ether studies hav~
shown, the presence of a kng~tcrm illness, disability tor handicap may not
anter into people 1 s assessment d' their hCllltb if it is of ;on intermittent
nature "r affects only particular activities (Baumarm, 1961; Gordon, 1966).
Similarly, people are mest likely to vieH their heaJ.th as poc,r if they
suffer from a long-term condition ,,'hich restricts their daily activities and
I'urticu1arly if it :restricts thei!' mc>hili ty. Exalir)les of :;>"":pl,, in the
present study who rated their health as good but "he re);J'Jrted that they
suffered m.m a lr.mg-stantling illness inclu'le~l 11 lllarrie~l man nl;ed 69 whe
rat'.ld his health a.<; geod, but sai(l that he hnd suffered from spells of
angina since 1967 and high blor,tl ::;ress\.tr'-~ for the last fcur years, and.
that he becomes, llfaggsl1. cut and can't breathe!lli while &iother man ~:l.geG
77 reteG his health as good but ellpl"1inad that h<;l had sl.lffeNlcl frr;ID,
"swollen ankles since I br'~'ka this ankle eighteen ye1lr'S agc)". l~hen aske"
whether this restricted his activities in any way, he "'l<l~1aincd that,
"It affeets my walking. I lose my balance sometimes."
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Functional abilities
Among those who rated their health as poor were a S1llall group of
people who were normally dependent on others for assistance and car',.
Altogether eleven people reported that they normally received assistance
with two or more of the personal care tasks ~isted in Table 23. These
ele'~en people all lived with others and consisted of nine married and two
single people. Host of these peoph W<ilre almost completely dependant on
other household IOOnibers and in the absence of ethers in the hDusehold
who were abl'" to provide the necessary care, they would h",ve probably
required institutional care. Two particularly dependent people in this
category were Hrs. P.B. and Hrs. A.S. who as we have seen were admitted
to the study vmrds because their husbands needed to go into hospital fcr
sUl'gery (see p 39). Anoth<'r such person was Mr, T.D•• a llk-uTied ml1n
aged 82 who lived with his 77-yeF.'J' old wife. Hr. T.D. is almc;st blind
and suffers from Cl long-standing illness> which means that he is mainly
confined to bed. He was described by his wife as being totally incapable
of doing anything for himself. He dc,es not usually Cl'ess and is helpGd
by his wife with washing, bathing ?.net shaving,
Table 23 Nu.'Uber of people who normally received.
assistance with specified personal care tasks
(based on 141 married and 104 non-married people
living in private hous(,ho1c\s)
Non-m=iedI Personal care task*
!Washing hands and fac"IHaving all-over wash or bath
!Dressing and undressingShaving (men) ('!' bI'ushinE~I and combing hair (women)
i









These who requirer', assist.:;l..,ce with personal. car"; tasks weN the most
soverely ha\'ldicapped but many others required varying degrees of assistance
and C<"'lI'e. The prcl)Ortion of people in the pepulation identified as han(li··
capped Ol:' impaiNd depends on the clefinitims used "U1e~ the mCltho'1 of
measurement. For ",xample. Harris' s survey base cl C>!'l s",lf-care ability
reported that 27 l}€r cent of the elderly were i1ll:Jairea and 5 per coni: very
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severely handicapped, while To~msend's survey identified 45 per cent as
having some limitation of activity (Ha=is, 1971; To=send, 1968). This
q1JJilstion of the comparability of the findings of different surveys of the
prevalence of impaired people and impairments has recently been the subject
of a detailed study (Knight and ila..""t'Cu, 1978). Howevel', while the proportion
of people classified as handicapped or impaiI"Jd will necessarily vary according
to the lIlathod and crit'Jria uSed in making such assessments, what is confirmed
by all studies is the existence of substantial, and increasing, n1.Ul'..bers of
elderly people in the co_unity who are severely restricted in their activities
and who are therefore dependent on other household members for assistance with
personal care tasks .
.Break-up of marriage and health
The crisis of the loss of a spouse has been sho~n to adversely affect
the physical and mental health of ·..ridowed people and to be associated with
an increase in mortality, with the affects being particularly pronounced during
the first year of bereavement (Young, Benjamin ,;,nd !,allis, 196,1; Cox and ford.
1964; Rees and Lutkins, 1967, Stein and Susser, 1969; Parkes, Benjamin and
Fitzgerald, 1969). There have been relatively fe1; studies of the effects of
divorce on morbidity and mortality but Chester's study of the self-reported
beelth experiences of female petitioners for divorce SUf,gests that the effects of
divorce on health is fairly similar to that of widowhood, while the maximum
disturbance was found to occur in the later stag'~s of !llawiage and separation
rather than with the divorce action itself (Chester, 1971).
Although there has been sho= to be a relationship between the termination
of marriage and health, relatively little is 1<:no= "s to the precise ways in
which this loss may affect the health of the s'.1r'Iiving spouse of divorcee, and
particularly as to whether it is likely to lead to an increased use of hospital
in-patient care. In the presiilnt study about one-third of widowed a."ld elivoreedl
separated people reported that the termination of their m~iage had affected
their health. The fairly small proportion of 1'eo1'1..<> who said that their health
had been affected may be partly due to· difficulties of memory. as
for a coosiderable number of people the break-up of their marriage had occurred
many years ago (Table ClS). Thus only o.,e-third of the,se who had been widowed
for five years or more repo!'ted that the break-Up of their marriage had afh1cted
their health compared with «..bout two-thirds of these vlho had been widowed
fOI' five years or l>lSS at the time of the study. In addition, in cases
where the death was expacted, and particularlY where the bereaved spouse
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had nursed their partner' during a t<lrminal illness, it appeared that their
bereavement was IHSS likely tc have afkcted their health than when the
death of their spouse was sudden.







Widowed under Widawerl 5 years Divor-ced/ All
5 years and over separated cats.
Nc.. No. No_ Nc, ..
-4
10 1'l 2 26
1 1 2
9 se 6 53
2 2 :2 6
Total 21 55 11 67
~. ..i.-. _
._-------+-----
Based on the 81 ~li(lo~Jed, divercod an" separated respondents living
in pri vClte householcs and t"Jw 6 in institutiGnal ,!).ccommodati(~n
Those who reported that their health had been affeeted.by·the-lo~of
'their spouse mainly repoI'ted an adveY'se -effacton their health but two people
reported an i:mproYementiii 'their health. One of these people was a woman who
had been widowed fer six years and who explained:
"I used to have epilepsy but the shock stoppe(~ m,~ from
having them (fits)."
The other person was a man wh, was sej?erated f:t;"(~m his wife. He >C!h1!lainr~d
t."at his health had improved since their separation, as his Hife often
became violent and teat him,. and her violence ~"lused him to have ~ mental
breakd~wn.
In most cases wh",w the respond.mt rep·-,rtecl that the brealc-up of their
marriage hac'. adversely affected their health, this appear,v! t,c, take the
form of a tempc;rary 5t,·,t6 of shock and eootional u1,set:
"Suffered frcm shock and had to h,:cve pills." (Widcw€;G 5 years)
"It ~ms a sho",.k to me and I diem't seem to grasp what h"ld happ<lned.
I 105 t a let of weight." (Wi '~ow"d 7 years)
"I cried aJ.l day and di cl not
to live." (Widowed 11 years)
caN about e.nything. I cHd not want
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"I was broken -heaJ:'t<:ld but no ODe ;lants you when you're miserable.
so I ''le bucked up." (Widowed 3 years)
In other cases the respondent mentioned more specifio conditions
which often appeared to have required medical attention and in some cases
were of a fairly long-term nature:
"I went off my food and started drinking" (Widowed 12 years)
"I was shocked that she died before me. Bvery so oft<m I USed
to come oval' bad and had to 11<.ve the doctol:' come and give me
injections and r ''le bile!'. on sleeping pUls ever since."
(WidC*led 2 years)
"I was upset of COUl:'Se. I had shingles afterwards."
(Widowed :2 years)
"Brought on an uloer frem the shock." (\i'idowed :2 years)
"More or less complete break -down. FoUl:' months off work. t1
(Widowed 4 years)
"That's when I Started having astlmk,." (Widowed 9 years)
"Since then I've had a had heart." (Hidowad 15 ye'3rs)
Although thE; present study Cilnnot provide any indication of the
relative fl:'equency of particular types ef states and conditions following
the b:roak-up ,~f marriage. it does indicate th1lt in a small proportion of
cases the bereaved spouse is likely to suffer fl:'om a ccndition :requiring
medical attention. and thi'lt f~,r some bereavem,mt has a fairly long-term
effect cm their h;-Jalth. It seems possible that in scme instimces the
experience ef widowhood may cause conditions which require br,spital
in-patient care but actual evidence of this was only provided in the caSe
ef onc perS(~I. This was a man aged 75 years who tri~d to take his lit"
with his decea.sed wife's pills two days after her <:',eath. As a !'eault he
was admitted as an emergency to the study wards whop" he spent 11+ days ood
was then discharged to his "en' is home.
Loneliness
Whereas social isolation refers to ml objeotive -situatirm. loneliness
refers tc, i'l psyc]'lJ~lQgical state Md has bc..en defined as all ul1welcr)me feeling
of lack or loss cf companionship. Loneliness has bean found to be associa-
ted with poor health. Hhile poor health m-~y contribute to feelings of
loneliness. loneliness whatever its origin may also affect health.
Durkheim in his classic study of suicide identified a relationship between
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feelings of anomie and suicide, while more recent studies have drawn att"n-
tion to the relationship between social isolation, lon"lines$ and mental
illness (Durkheim, 1952; Lowenthal, 1962; Gibbs, 1969). L<lss is known
about the effect of l(jueliness on physical health, althc,ugh recent studies
of b",reavement have "dnted to the I'elatiooship between the loss of a
spouse or other close relative and feelings of lonaliness, desolati~Al and an
increased risk 0f morbidity and mortality for the bereaved person.
~lost people have an understanding of th" meaning of loneliness and
those in the present study appeared to be able to place themselves fairl)'
readily into one of the three catego:des of 'often lonely', 'sometimes lonely'
and 'never looe1y'. As Teb1e 25 shows, married people were more likely to
rate themselves as never lonely thi'..n were non-married ],.'eople. A:mon,~ the
non-mmTied, those who were most likely to regard themselves as sometimes
or often lonely were those wtw hact been recently widowe'" an'l these who were
usually on their own (Tebles Cle and 19). In addition, in each marital
group people wh,~ rated their health as poor w,re more likely to regard th'lm-
selves as sometimes or often lonely than were those with more favourable
health ratings (Table C20).
Table 25 Feelings of loneliness
Feelings of All
loneliness ~lmTied Single Widowed Div/sep. cats.
~
I Often looely 6(4) 2(9) 10(14) 2 20(8)
I Sometimes lonely 15(1l) 3(13) 15(:21) 4 37(15), Never lonely 120(85) 18(78) 46(65) 3 187(76)
I
No answer 1 1(-)
----
Total 141(100) 23(100) 71(100) 10 2lt5(100)
!
Summary
This section has drawn attenticn tn the heterogeneous nature of the
group of ncn-married IlBo;;.le which consists of never-marri,"d people, those
whose marriage had ended for '" consider-:l.ble po;;riocl of time, and those whc
have lost their spouse within the last few years. Questions concerning
people's usual sHte of health a..'1C activity restrictiOlls l~ere then examined
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but did not reveal any major differences between l!l<'U"Tied and non-married
people, although attention was drawn tc the difficulties C'f using such data
to make assessments of tho relative morbidi1:',1 of social groups. There was,
however, some evie'Jnce th<lt the break-up of marriage may have contributed to
the m<:rbidity and service use of widOWed people. Similarly, non-married
people, and especially the recently widowed and those who live alone,
reported themselves as feeling more l<:,nely than did lJ¥:'lrried people.
7J.
7. AVAlLAllILITY OF ASSIStANCE: AND CARE
The previous section was concerned with the question of possible
differences in morbidity between marital groups which may account for
differences in their rate of hospital use, while this section focuses on
possible differences in their social needs for care arising from differences
in the availability of assistance and card from friends and family nrembers.
It begins by looking at the size and composition of the pool of potential
helpers available to married and non-married people and then considers the
perceived availability of assistanca with !>-pecific non"'tlUI'sing tasks and
in the provision of more comprehensive care.
*Household com@ositio~
The hOUSflhold composi tion "f those interviewed was similal' tC' that of
elderly people in tJ,e population as a whole, with most of the married people
interviewed living with their spouse only and the majority of the single and
widowed people living alone. The proportion of people in each marital group
who lived alone decreased with advancing age, with 57 per cent of the
non-~,rried people aged 65-74 years living alone compared with 40 per cent
of those aged 75 yuars and ever. However, despite the tendency for the
proportion of people living alone to decrease with rising age, quite a
lal'ge number of very elderly people, and particularly elderly wc,men, were
living ,,,lone. The smaller proportion of non-lIk'1.rried men than .1Gmen living
alone (17 per cent of non"'1llarried men end 43 per cent of women) appeared to
be associated with a higher prcporti= of ncm-lllilrri"d mem shAring a househcl,j
with a married daughter or with a non-related per>80n. Thus, those who live
alone include a high proportion of widc,wed peop le, and particularly wi,\owe':
wcmen, due both to the greater number of non-married w::>men thoo men and
their being less likely to share a hcusehold .dth others.
Elderly single people are rather less likely to live alone than are
the widowed but those single people who do live alone have generally been
living alone for a long period; about two-thirds of the single ;,e"l'le who
lived alone at the til~e of th" study had lived alcme for ten yaal'S er over,
--------------,-_.._-
The term 'h':>usehold'was taken to incluce all those with whr,m the respon,",ents
stated they lived. This was usually found to accord with the census
defini tion of a housohold in that all th')se identified gener>ally took
their meals together and appeared to live as on" fam:i.ly. H(··,rever, in
three cases the people identified formed two separate units in that
they did not eat together' and li'le as one fart>.ily. In tl,C, cases this
consist<:>d of a nusbe.nd and wife living in the same dwelling but separately
from a divorced/separated child and their offspring, while in one case
the two units consisted of a married man with his wife a~d three children
who shal'ed a dwelling with his mother-in-law.
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comparad with only one-thiX'd t>f the widowed who lived alone. As might
be expected, among the widows th()se who had been wi(:owe<:1 within the last
two years were mON likely to live alone th".n we!"" those who had been
widowed for longer periods.
{,
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Percentages based on mllliber of pe':>ple in each sex and marital
group (see Table CS)
Elderly people who live alrme tend as a group to enjoy better health
than those who live with others, with one of the main re<'Jsons for el'lerly
people going tc· share a household with otbt;rs being that thHy CA"ll'l no lC1np:er
manage on their own du," to the deterioration in their health. 1\1lK~g those
interviewee: in the present etu<iy only 14 per cent of the non-married people
living alone rated their health as 'poor', compared with 26 per cent of the
non-married peo"lo living with others. while only two ef the fourteen
people who rated their health as 'excell,mt' shared a household with
others (Table C16). There, was however. litt1e diffBrence in the lK,usehold
composition of those rop,ming the ].lX'"sence of a long-standing illness
disability or handicap (T?.ble CD). This may be p".rtly because thnse ~lho
live al,me are more aware of their activit'J restrictirms than are thc.se wtw
can normally ~ly orl other household members for assistance. However, all
th')se who were identified as being <"ependent on others for personal care
tasks ~~re sharing a household (Table 23).
Living alonE> but in clese proximity to t>elatel": peeple has been found to
be the preferred ;attem amoog elderly people given I"",asonable health. For
example, Townsend and Wedderbum reported that 91 per cent of the old people
in their sample who lived alone preferred to continue to do so. Similarly.
Tunstall found in his four-area study of elderly people that, "the popular
preference, given reasonable heaJ.th. is to maintain regular ccute.et with
chilrlren, siblings and others - without il1lJ.losing on them, or becoming too
dependent on them." (Toosto.ll, 1965). The extent t,,- which people in the
present study Who were living alone were actlli,lly living in fairly close
proximity to other re~>tives and the nature of their social contacts is
consi,'iere'] lilter in this section.






















In tW() cases 1llarried peo~;le shared a househOld with 1'eo;'le in two
of the specified categories
Elderly married Ileo:ple differ from non-married f,oo.,le in that they aJ.l
generally share a household with at le.",.st one othf'r person, ~;hereas only
about one-half ef the elderly non-mar!'ied people in the co'mtry as a whcle
share a household with others. Important differences also exist net>roetl
nk'I'ital groups in the composition
wtt, live with others mainly share
Single ~eoplf~
with is child. Married peopl" who share Cl hc,usehold with 'others besides
their spouse also ma:L"lly live with a child, but whereas wic'.C:Med people
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generally live with a ma:;.'riod daughter, married people mainly share their
home wi1:h a sinGle an d to a lesSG 1" extet"~ t ~!it h a clivoreed er- separated child.
The tendency for non-ma=ied people to share a household with female
relatives has been well documented and in the present sample all but two of
thE) non-married people who shared a household with a relative shared with a
female relative - usually a sister in the case of single people, 01' a
daughter in the case of widowed people. Similarly. in cases where married
people shared a household with -:'1 single adult child this was almost always
a single daughter. However, all but one of the group of widowed, divorced
and separated children whc, lived with their parents were sons.
Tbe cr,;mposition of household i!llTIong the patients interviewed in the
prIilsent study appears to be very similar to the pattern reve,ued by
cOlllllunity studies of elderly people i?.nd points to the importent differences
in the household composition of marrietl, single and wi,ic<wed people, both in
terms of the number vf people in the household 1.4"')it al,d their relationship
to the respondent. The reasons for related people forming a single house-
hold unit or sharing a dwelling are no ,loubt varied. In same cases it
forms the ccntinuati(,u of a household group, as when a single child. most
often a daughter, continues to live ,rlth her parents. In other cases a
household ereup is newly formed or I'e··estahlished. This may be fnr
economic Nasans, as is sometimes the case ,,-hen a separated er divorced
child, or a young ~~ied couple, go to live with their parents, or it may
be for reasons of assistance and care!l' as for exumI;le when n :;erscn in poor
health is taken into a relative's h01.4~ehold. on a more or less permanent
basis.
Contacts with relatives and nei.<,hbcurs
. )~
Children gen{;~ra11y fc-..r'Ul on~3 of the main sources of ~;v"}cial ccmtac't of
elderly married and wiriow.ad poople. HC1tll~W;lr, th~ aootmt 0f ccntflct parents
have with their children is influenced both by the nu.~'">er ef chil,oren they
have Md by their geographical proximity. The proportions ef married and
non-married people who had survivinl~ children ~ms fairly similar, "Hh
B2 1?er cent ef the ma.ITiod people. 79 per cent of the widNled and 70 per
cent of the diV1: ..rce,J!separated coming into this category. About t1,o-thirds
of these people had OM or two ehilc:ren. while just 'mdeI' one-sixth had four
or more children.
J).;?spite the factors which operat~ to dis~'()rse families, abcut four-
fifths of those with surviving children ha,2 their nearest chil.j living in
the same county and a large ;oroportion of these w"re living in the same
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locality. The "same looality" was rather loosely cefined, with ",11
places ,Iithin about fiv;l miles of "the respondent's home being classified
as being in the same: locality.. Although \>1idowed people were no mora
likely thiID llk.rried ?eopla to have"" child living in the Sffllle household,
they were mora likely to be living in close proximity to a child. Thus,
whereas only one-fifth of tho: miJrri')G peo!,l", who lived apart from their
children had at least one o.'1i1d in the, sam<J 10('..<111ty, about two-fifths of
the group of widowed, divorced and separated people who did, not share a
household with a child had a child living in th(7; same locality.. In some
cases the close proximity of children arises because the children set up
heme near to their parental home, wlile in clther' cases it is du" to elderly
pa:rents moving to be near one of their childmn. Moving to be near a
child is probably lIY...>st common among those who have lost their spouse and
probably accounts for the larse proportion of widowed people who lived in
close proximity to at least one of their c.'1ildrcm.
In general there appeared to be a consideral!le amount of contact
between Par<'..nts ,;me) their children, with 60 per cent of those who had one
or mc,re children living in a separaN household l'Gporting that they had a
child wh'.:>m they saw at least once a week. As a large pro:portion of people
had more than one child living outside the household, the total amount c,f
ccntact people had with their children was considerably higher than the




Proximity lives with div/sap. All
M~.ITiect others 1ives DJ.one cats.
---- ----I
Same household IB(13) 10(40) 2B(13) J
SCb-n" locality 26(18) 4(16) 22( 39) 52(23)
Same county 4l(29) <t(16) 15(27) 60(27)
Elsewhere in U.K. 29(21) 1(4) 3(5) 33(15)
Outside U.K. 2{l) J.(4) J.( 2) 4U)
No surviving
chil<'ren 25(18) 4(16) 14( 25) <t3(20)
Nl'> ans~ror 1(4) 1(2) 2(1) i
---r-
---- 11
Total 141(100) 25(100) 56(100) 222(100) ,i~
..-.J
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Tal)1" 29 F'reg,uenc-j of contact with child outside hcuseho1d
who is seen most often
Widowod:; Widowed,. I!
c',.iv/sep. dv/sep. IIlives with lives I AllF'requ;ancy of contact l1arvied others alone C<"'lts.
,j
j ISeveral times aweel< I 36(26)
2(8) 26(46) 1 64(29)
At least ence a week 20(1lt) 5(20) 10(18) 35(16)
At least ence a month ; 19( 13) 4(16) 4(7) 27( 12),
Several times a year I 18(13) 1(4) 1(2 ) 20(9)At least once a ye;>...!' 6(4) 1(4) l( 2) 8(4)
1.<:;ss than ence a year I 2(1) 1(4) 1(2 ) 4(2 )I
No answer 1 2(1) 4(16) 1(2) 7(3),
No child {}utside househOldl 38(27) 7(28) 12(21) 57(:26)
I,
Total 1141(100) . 25(100) 56(100) 222(100)I
The g}:lOUp of widoHed" divorced/sElparated people living alone ar];'earec.
to have the roost frequent contact with children llvin" outside the household,
with nearly one-half of these people having at least ene child whcm they
saw several times a week. Thus. to some extent the absence ef others in
the household was c'JllIpensated for by their more frequent contact with
child~n. ancl as we have seen. llJ,-:my of these people had at least one child.
living in the same l()ccl.ity •
contact with their d.-:lUghters thi".J1 with their sons. although the difference
was small. with 42 IH!' cent ef daughters livil'lg outside the househol·l and
36 ?"r C<lnt of sons being Seen at least once Cl week. In general. cc,ntact
appeared to tal("~ ?lace through a chHd visiting an aged p"rent. which is no
doubt largely clue to the better health and mobility of the younger generation.
However, some eJ/["'1'ly [.f90plc.l, and particularly those in better health. paid
frequent visits tc their offsJfring's homes.
Relatives other than childNn form another important source of ccntact
for elderly p(;cple. and particularly for the single and for others who aN
childless. People weN thewfore asked whsther they s,aw a relat,:>d ;erscn
regularly. other than a child. The ~,hNse "see I'e",:u1arly'· ~IaS not definEd
in the survey El.'\rl was l",ft to the ~s11onrlentsI subjective inter-,:,retation.
However, just over two-thirds of the,se who reported seeing a relativ"
regularly had a r",lative whom they sa" at l<oast onCi) a woek, while only
one-fifth who said they were in regular contact with a r"L.'ltive usually
saw them less than enee a month.
Single peoplo were most likely to be in regular ccmtaet with a relative,
other than a child or dependent gr<mdchJ.ld, with many actually sharing a
hc.usehold with a sibling or other related person. Married peeple ",nd those
whose marriage had terminated were ratber less likely to be in regular
contact with suc.1-t a relative but about one--quarter of these people either
shared a household with a relative other th<m 'ID offs?ring, or l'w.d such a
relative living in the same locality.
Table 30 ~oximity of nearest related person seen regularly,
other than a child









26(18) 2(9) 14(20) 1
21(15) 4(17) 7(10) 1
7(5) 1(4) 3(4)
79(56) 9( 39) 42(59) El







Table 31 draws together infornk~ticn on the proximity' of this E~ouP of
elderly pill.:!ple to their children and ether relatives. It shows that although
most people lived apart from rel,."tives abcut one-half of all people living
in non-instituti,mal acc~~odaticn either had at least one surviving child
living in the same household r)r locality, or had another related J:'erson
whom they saw regularly living in the salOO househol,1 or locality. Alth()ugh
the other SO per cent of the elderly people cou.ld be regarded as gBographi-
caUy isolatecl from their wider kin, in that they had neither a child, nor
another related person whom they saw regularly living in the same locality,
atout four-fifths of thest) pe,)ple had a child or a relative they saw
regularly J.ivin£ outside the locality. Thus, only 2~ l'cople (10 p,,,r cent)
were completely isolated from other kin in that they had no child in tho
United Kingdom and no ether relative whom they saw regularly. Single people
were particularly heavily represented alllOllg this group with JUSt over
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one-third of the single people having no regular contact with a relative.
The high "lI'Oportion of single people in this category no doubt :reflects their
smaller potential pool of relatives due to the lack of children. As with
single people, most of the married and widowed people who were not in
contact with a relative had no sUI'viving chi1dren. In the case of the
divorced/separated people it appeared that the reascn for the lack of contact
with relatives was not so much the absence of children as the breaking of
:relationships with children.
Table 31 Proximity of nearest child, or other related !?"rson
seen regularly ')thel:' than a s120us El
P1'oximity Married Single Widowed Div/sep. All cats.
Same household 23( 16) 7(30) 170ft) ft7(19)
Separate dwelling in
SMe 1cca1ity ft2(30) 2(9) 30{ft2) 2 76(31)
Outside locality 69(49) 5(22) 19(27) S 98(40)
None 7{S) 9(39) 5(7) 3 24(10)
Tota1 1ll1(100) 23(100) 71(100) 10 245(100)
Although th~ majority of people had at least one child in the United
Kingdom and/or another relative they saw regularly. it must be remembered
that there wer'<! probably important differences in the total amount of sooia1
contact enjoyed by these people, as well as important qualitative differences
in their relationships with kin. Such differencos are to be found evan
among peol?le of similar marital states. Some indication of the differing
amounts of contact with relatives Gxperienced by pcc,?le Who came into the
same broad category can be gained from the following examples of Veo?l'"
classified as having at least one rBlative living in the same locality.
One such person w<"s M!'. T.F., a 58-year old married man. !lr. 'r. F. lived
with his wife apart from any other relatives but had four of his six
children living in the same town. He saw three of these childron at least
once a week, including a married daughter whom he sa~1 every cay. and saw
the fourth child about once every three months. ,Ibm asked about this
neig)lbours he said that he had, "daily contact with both sides". [mother
pal:'son who appeared to have a considerable amount ef contact with relatives
Wi'..s M!'. P.C. > a widowed mall aged 79 years who lived a1nno. !Il:'. P.C. had
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three married children all living in the same locality. Hel saw one of
them daily and the other two twice a week. In addition he ha'~ a wido~led
sister-in-law living four doors away whom he saw daily and had frequent
contact with his neighbours. As he eltplained, "There's always someone
popping in." ,'lnother widowed person in this category was Hrs. C. T., a
79-year old woman who 11'led alone. M:re. C. T. had two children living
in the Si'llIle locality and saw one of them daily and the other at least once
a week. She also had a widowed sister who lived next door whom she saw
daily and remarked that, "People often call." An example of a single person
who lived a1<~'rle but had a considerable amount ef contact with kin was
Miss D.N., who daily saw her widowed sister who lived next door to her and
saw a ~~ried niece at least twice a week and a nephew at least once a week.
In contrast to those who have at least one relative living in the locality
who appeared to enjoy f".irly frequent contact with kin were a small group
who althoQgh having a relative in the locality had fairly limited social
contacts. One person in this category was Mrs. H.W., a 55-year old married
women who lived with her husband apart from any other rel'ltives. They had
two married children living in the se.me locality but Nhen asked how often
they saw them, replied, "Hardly at alL They "'..:£'El h(,th ilL" Mrs. H.\{.
had no other relatives. Another ?arson whe had limited contact with
relatives was Mr. B.S., a 70-year old widower who lived alone. He had
three children, including a son living in the same loce~ity whom h'l saw
once a week. He rarely saw his other two sons, ene of whom lived in
Glasgow and the other in Australia, e.nd was not in contact with any other
relatives. While the num1:>er of people Who had one or more relatives living
in the same locality but whe had relntively little c(,ntact with kin was
fairly small, those whose chilGren or other relotivas all lived outside the
locality had, as might be expected, much less contact with kin.
lln important source of social ccmtact for many eldarly people besides
their kin is that of their neighbours. The term 'neig;hbour' lllay be used
to refar <':nly to those living in adjacent dwellin"s or it may be t1'J<en to
include others nearby. In the present study the interpretaticm of the
term 'neighbour' was left to the respondent. However. the replies
indicated that although a few people extended the t",rm to include friends
who lived in the same road but not in adjacent dW';llings. most people
appe,u"ed to intaJ:'llret 'neighbours' as referring exclusively to their
immediate Mighbours. Altogether only just (wer ono-tenth of th" respcncl.ents
said they had no ccmtact 1011 th their neighbours, While three-fifths had
frequent contact. A national survey of elderly peo~;le il'ldicated that all
but a small proportien ef elderly people in the country as 11 whole dc have
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contact with their neighbours but no doubt there are im~ortant qualitative
differenc",s in the type of contact enjoyed (Hunt, 1978b). &'Ilong the present
group of people the main ·reasons for the lack of contact with neighbours were
the absence of neighbours due to the isolated position of their dwelling, the
fact that their neighbours were out at work all day or because people
preferred it that way.
JI.s a group the single appeared to have the most contact with neighb0urs,
which is probably associated with their having a smaller pntential ,'001 of
relatiVEl s than other ma.rital groups, and thus needir.g to rely lIlore ()ll non-
related people. There also appeare,l to be a difference between single and
widowed people living alone and those living with others. tC'l1ong the non-
lIl!'l.rried people living alone 71 per cent reported frequent contact with
neighbours and 12 per cent reported no contact, while the llercentages wore
53 and 21 per cent respectively for non-married reop1e living with others.
In addition to providing an important social contilct for clckrly pec-rle,
and particularly for those who lived alone, neighbours arr.,eared to play an
important role for many of those interviewed in ensuring that if they were
in difficulty their needs were made knmm. fer example, a widowed ~10men
who lived alone said that she had arranged to han;:; a red hat in the windcM
if she needs the ne ighbour 0DPosite, while another person exr.l·,dned:
"My neighbour's husband fixed me Cl bell an,; they told me I only
have to ring it for whatever I .rent .ft( The bell rings in her
neigl~~our's kitchen.)
Similarly, another widowed person who lived ,"llone commented:
"These people next do,,:>r are kinr..ness itself. They come in
several times a day and bring me coffee in the morning and
af1:ernoon. She neV1ar goes by the dc".,r withcut she peeps in."
Besides keeping a friendly eye on their neighbours, some appeawd to be
providing assistance on a regular hasis. As one respondent e>:J?lained:
"They fall over themselves to help. They fetch and carry.
They couldn't be better people. ft
Table 32 Amount c,f contact with neighl:aurs
(excludes the 12 ~~iij0pl~ living in warden-assisted accommodation)
:Ncn-me.rried
Amount of Widowedl \lives. with Hon-m,':lrried , All,
contact Ha.."'ried Single div/sl!lp. others lives alom) I cats.i i ~
l:'J:>equant
I
84(60) 17( 74.) 4lJ.(62) 18(53) lJ.3(n) 1 145(62)
OCCi'lsional 43(31) 6(25) 13(18) 9(26) 10(17) I 62(27)I None 12(9) 14(20) 7(21) 7(12) ~ 26( 11)
t
, Total I 139(100) 23(100) 71(100) 34(100) 60(100) 233(100)I I
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Sc) far, ~ec>ple·s sociul contacts have bean defined in terms of their
ccntact with specific gIY:>ujfs of people. Hcw"v~r, although a perElou may
be in faidy I'egular contact '.ith a reli'.Uve cmdhl' see Cl neighbour quite
frequently, they may usually spend a considerable I'".;.rt of the day alone.
This may even happen if an elderly person lives with others if the 'other
members are out at Wt'Jrk most of the day. PGoille were therefcre asked,
"When you are at home are you usually en yeur own m(">""lt of the day?"
As might be eXI',"ctec!. most of the ma=ied people and th" nen-married who
lived with others ~~re n(~ usually alone. In only seven cases were people
living wi th others usually alone during the day, with this being due to the
other household member(s) going out to work.
In centrest to those who lived with others, four-fifths of those who
lived alone regarded themselves as being on their own for mr,st of the day.
The maj()rity of these ll"ople sai<~ th<'1t they }~cnerally se," someone to talk
with dwing the day mid were therefore claBsified as being •mainly alone'.
However, one-fifth of those who regarded themselves as being on their own
for lOOSt of the day thought that many days usually went by without seeing
anyone to talk to. These people were theI'efore classified as wing
'usually alone' • This group included about one-quarter of the single people
but under one-tenth of the widOl~.~d.























Total 14l(100} 23(100) 34(100) 70(100) 1245(100) I
! I
! -~
Information on people's social contacts thus indicates that a large
proportion of thooe who live alone, and particularly the widowed living alone,
have relatives living n"a:rby. In additi?n. the lack r,f other hous<lhold
oombers "..nd relatives living nearby appears to be cC'rtrp<;lnsated fc;r to some
extent by greater contact with n",ighbours. However, although many single
and widowed peDpl;~ Who live alone ha.ve relatives living ncnrby and a large
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proJ)ortion have fairly frequent contact with neighbours, a considerable number
are alone for most of the day. :tn addi tion, it is among the non-l!L.'Wl'ied
living aJ.one and particularly among the single, that those with the fewest
sociaJ. contacts are found, and especially those who have few or no contacts
with related people.
Availability of assistance
The provision of assistance depends not only on the availability of
relatives and friends but also on their ability and willingness to provide
assistance and on the nature of the help that is required. In the case of
elderly people it is likely that a particularly important factor affecting th<,;;
avaUability of care, and the nature and duration for which care can be provided,
is that of the h1"alth and abilities of other household members. Some indication
of the health of other household members and their ability to provide care it.
times of illness was gained by asking the respondent the age of the other
household members and to rate the health of other household members as excellent,
good, fair or poor. For tOO:9o whose health was rated as ; fair' or 'poor', a
further question was asked as to whether this made it difficult for hbn/her to
look after the respondent in times of illness.
With regard to the age of household members it was found that three-fifths
of the married people were living in households in which the youngest household
member was at least 70 years of age, with the proportion being 37 per cent for
the married men and 47 per cent for the married li10men. In contrast, only
one-quarter of the non-married people who lived with others were living in a
household in which the youngest adult member was aged 70 years or more. Among
non-married people living in multi-person househOlds the widowed were more likely
th~1 the single to be sharing a household with a person aged under 70 years, due
to the large nurnber living with their mart"ied children. Thus, although a
larger proportion of widowed than other non-married people lived alone, those wbo
lived with others l'lere more likely to be living in a household in which there was
at least one adult below reti1~ment age.
Table 34 Age of younge;st household lll<ilmber other tha.":l res~~
in multi-person househOlds
t Age group l'.arried Non-married All cats.!
I 20··64 years 46( 33) 20(59) 66(38),
i 65-69 years 34(24) 4(12) 38(22)I
I 70 years and over 60( 42) 9(26) 69(39)
~ro answer 1(1) 1(3) 2(1)
I Total l,+1(lOO} 34(100) 175(100) iProportion living in -jj ,multi-p~~son households (100) (33) (71) jj
>
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Replies to the question conceming the health 0::£ hc,usehald mombers were
tabulated with respect to the health of the most healthy member other than
the respondent. The results are prescmted in Table 35 ane. show that whereas
only three-fifths of the marri<Jd people rated the hoalth of the most healthy
household member as excellent Or gOOd, three-quarters of th.. non-married
people regarded the health of the most healthy household member as coming into
this category. While it is recognised that such he.-llth ratings i'l.re of a very
subjective nature, the higher proportion of non-marI'ied people who rated the
health of other household members as excellent er ;;ood does correspond with
the YOu.l'lger age distribution of households occupied by non-married and
especially by single people. In about cn,~-half of the cases in uhich the
health ,;f the llIost healthy household member was rated as fair or poor it was
anticipated by the respondent that this household me1l'.ber would have consider-
able difri cuIty. er 00 completely unable to. provide care in time s of il1ness.
This category included. savel'al ,,,,e,,le who were normally dependent on the
respc.'ndent for assistance and C<--:lre. For example, Hr. H.S. explained that
his wife:
"Had a stroke down one side. If I had to go into hos,ital again
I would ha"'" to talce her with me."
SimiJ.e.rIy. Mrs. R.P. ex-;:>lainad that her husband:
"Had a bad heart attack two years ago. ,1$ can't do Cl thing for me.
:r have to look after him."
It.rlO. R.P. also looked after her sister N"Jl::, had lived ldth them fc)r 20 year's
and who had a bad heart, so, "She can't do anything either."
Table 35 Health of most healthy household mf'lllber ·::>th"r
tha."l respondent in lllulti-;pe:t'son househol'l~
i
I
Health rating Married Uon-rnarrie~ All cats. !
Excellant!good B5(60) 26( 76) 111(63) 1!
Fair!por;r 54(38) 5(15) , 59(34) II !No answer 2(1) 3(9) 5( 3) t
- I ITotal 11+1(100) 31+(100) l7SnOO) ,i
-
! ,
I ,Propertion living in ,
multi-person households (lOO) (33) ( 7J.) i1
~........ ...L .-I •
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Assistance with specific tasks
A task that people may require assistance with in times of illness,
and especially if they are without a telephone, is that of contacting the
doctor. The respondent's replies to the qw:stion of how they ',.;ould get in
touch with the doctor sholored that thooo who liVlld with others but who lacked
Cl phon" were generally able to rely on other household members for contacting
the doctor, whil.. those who lived alone mainly contacted a neighbour, or the
warden in the case of those Hving in warden-assisted accommodation. A few
people who lived alone and who had no contact with their neigr~ours relied on
friends or relatives calling and in some cases appeared to often have to wait
for several days. This latter group includad two peoph who explained that
they would have to rely on a passer-by. One of these people, a widOWed man
aged 68 years who lived ·31one explained, "I'd have to write a note C'nd get a
passer-by to take i t", while the other person, a ~rid?wod woman aged 78 years,
explained: "1 'd have to call0ut to SOlnBone going by." However, with only
a few Gxceptions, the task of contacting i;t doctor did not appear. to be viewed
as posing problems. This was la1'gely doo to the help expected from neighboUI's,
who often let a household member use th..ir phone or contacted the doctor them-
selves for the raspondent. Aotu..'llly getting to see the doctor did net
app",ar to be rega1'ded as a problem, fer although only one-thirc of the raspon-
dents said they would travel to the surge!'y by car, just OV<ilr one-half stated
that the doctor usu..,~ly visits them at home,,1Ud probably a home visit could
he arr-3nged in other cases if this was nec..ssary.
imotber task Which of-ten needs doing in times of illness is that of
collecting a prescription from the chemist. HI but two married people ,me
five widowed people were ablo to identifY someone who would normally be able
to do this. As might be <ilxpected, the majority of those living with others
relied on a household member for this task, althnugh the propvrtion relying
on another household member was rather lower amcmg the mal'I'ied the.n for
single and widowed penpl"" which probably reflects the infirmity of those
of the same generation as the respondent. Wi(lowec people livine alone relied
about equally on relatives living outside the household and on friends Ilnd
neighbours. A few people relied on the doctor or the home-help to bring the
prescription or had established scme other kind of al'I'an2;ement. For example,
Mr. J.C., Cl 75-year old man who li""'d with his Hife who sufferod from
a1'th!'itis of the hips and .Ialked with Cl zimmer, eKplained that he would;
"Write to the doctor with prepaid envelope." Similarly, ~liss D.K., a single
women aged 80 years who lived with a younger woman >lhom she desoribed as
having poor mental health, explained that, "Doctor'S secretary gets them and
1 pay people their petrol to colleot it", while Mrs, H.B. who lived in a
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sma~ village without a chemist explained that there was an arrangement with
the garage for collecting prescriptions,
Thus it appears that the majority of people felt that there was scmeone
on whom they could r<.lly for assistance with specific tasks th.:'t generally
need doing in times of illness. HCMevar. whereas married people and single
widowed J:.eople who lived with others mainly reliet! on a hcusc,hold member,
non-married peoI>le who lived alone necessarily looked outside the ~ousehold
and relied most heavily on f.r>iends and neighbours. In addition, it was
among this group that the small number of people who could not idontify
anyone who would undertake these tasks ~ras ~.inly found.












































Pin indication of the pet'Ceiwc i'l'lailabili t'J of care during illness,
rather than merely the assistance with specific tasks, was g<'!ined by asking
the respondents whether there was somaone ~lho would be "LIe to ca!":: for them
if they were ill in beel for a 'reek. The' phrese 'ill in bed for a week' was
used in order to give some, although necessi?.rily only a fairly gen()ral
indication, of th,~ nature and extent of the assistance 'IDd ca!", that would
be required.
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In line with the findings of other st1.ldies that thoi; burden of care
tends to he borne by ono individual, most people identified only one person
who would provide such care (Cartwright, Hockey and /lnderson 1973; Isaacs,
Livingstone and Naville, 1972). In the case of the married people this was
mainly their spous". while the Iddmled tended to rely on a child and the
single on a sibling. Those who lived alono, and particularly the single.
were the most likely to rely on friends and neighbcnre but often expressed
doUbts as to the type and alllOunt of oare that such people would be able to
provide. TheSe who were least able to identify anyone who \K'uld be able to
look after them if they were ill in bed for a week inoluded a high proportion
of singl" people and of childless widowed people. who ere groups which
generelly have only a small potential pool of relatives. Others who could
not readily identify anyone who we,uld be able to perf'Ortll this :t'ole were
people who though not lacking relatives did not think that their relatives
would be able ta care for them in times of illness due to their own health, or
particularly in the case of the younge:t' gI!ll;Leration to their other cOlllI1litments,
in terms of their own family responsibilities or their elIlJiloyment, as the
following faUI' widowed people explained:
"Daughter-in-law liws near but she is vary busy, so oouldn't halp."
"My sister is elderly and my daughter is expecting a baby."
"Not really, my son <'..nd his wife work."
"!'\Y daugt.ter OHns a transport cafe and So S ht~ can't really."
Whereas a large propo:t'tion of people a~l'eared to rely on neighbours f,):t'
assistance with specific non-nursing tasks, the l'roporticn identifying a
friend or neighbour as their main source af care during a pario,~ of illness
was much smaller, which probably reflects the difference in the nature of
the assistance required. For example. Mr. A.F.. a \~idower aged 71 \-lhG
lived alon", but had frequ'Jnt contaot with his neighbours, commented:
"I have good neig,hbours who wculd do anything for me and they pop in
and see me every day."
However, when asked if he had any neighbours who would help in any way if he
were ill~ he said:
"Well, I don't think so. !f I was taken to my bed 1 don't think
they coulc. hdp me because that is a responsibility, isn't it."
This finding of the pEl:t'ceived differences in the funotion of kin and
neighbours hes bean noted in other studies, with neighbours often forming the
prinary source of assistance in an immediate emergency, ann espeoiaJ.ly for
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those who live alone, while kin are the major provicers of long-term care and
of assistance with personal caN tasks (Litwak and Szelenyi, 1969; Croog,
Lipson and Levine. 1972).
Table 37 Person ( s) id<i>ntified whc, w<:,uld provide care
















































This section has pointed to important differences bot\4een those who
live with others, ·,qhich includes all thEl mal."l."iec: people but (Jnly about
one-third of the non-m-:wried people, and those who live alone, in terms of
the availability of assistance and care. Single and widowed people who
live alone were least likely to be able to identifY anyone who would be able
to assist with specified non-nursing tasks and also wlied to ,'3 much greatar
extent on non-related people, and partiCUlarly on neighbours for assistancE>.
With regard to the availability of care if the res~(Jnfoent was ill in bed fo~
a week, it again appearec that such care was mere likely to be perceived as
being available to thr-"se who livad with others. However, the presence of
others in the househOld does not mean that carE> will necessarily be
available in times of illness, due to the pON' health or other commitlll€nts
of household members. Similarly. living alone does not necesse.rily menn
that care will not be available in times of illness or that a person is
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socially isolated. HOHever, in general, it appears that married people and
the small gI'oup of single and widowed people who live with others, are more
likely to believe that assista.'1ce and care will be available in times of illness
and are less likely to be on their own during the day, or to often feel lonely.
then are single and I~idowed people who live alone. Those who appear to be most
isolated and to have the gI'eatest difficulties in times of illness are the single
and childless widowed people who live alone and especially those who have ff-M
relatives and little contact with neighbours. Thus inforrr~tion on people's
social contacts and on the perceived availability of assistance a.'1d care lends
support to the view that non-married people as a group may have a greater social
need for care than ma=i"d people but also points to important differences
between non-married people in terms of whether they live alone or whether they
share a household with others.
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8. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THEIR HOMES
Tw home c1rcU!ll$tilllC'-'S of married and non-married people may contribute to
their.diffeI'ential rates of hospital use not only through differences in the
availiability of care but also <'.5 a re.sult of differences in the physical chaI'ac-
teristics of theil' homes. For ':lltalllJ?le it is possible that poor living conditions
and partiCUlarly inadequate heating may direct:Y contribute to a grc,aNr clinical
need for care, while :it may also be the case that peoplQ clr~ rererred to inpatient
care or deL.yed in hospital if their home is perceived as lacking certain 'basic
amenities or is regarded as inconvenient in other respects. This section
the~fow "'ltal!lincs th€ physical char-acteristics of the homes of married and
non-m<'l!'ried people, While the influence of the patient r s home environment on
admission and discharge decis'io'lis is consideI"ild in the following section.
Type of accommodation and home o!'tllership
Most people lived independently in private households, with the majorii:'J
living in a house, followed by a bUllgalow with flats ranking third (Table cn).
However twelve people lived in warden·assisted accommodation which consists of
a g:roup of self-contained flats or bungalows with a warden rosident on the
premises.
Over three-fifths of those who lived independently in private households
were classified as owner-occupiers in that they or their relatives owned thei!'
own house. while of those who rented accO!JllllOdation about one-half "lere in privately
rented accommodation. As might be expected there was a marked variation in home
ownership by type of dwelling, with 84 per cent of thOse living in bungalows
being owner-occupier" compared with 58 per cent of those living in houses f'..nd
under one·quarter of those living in flats (Table C2Z). There did not appear
to be any marked differences in the type of accommodation or home ownership of
married and single people. However, the widowed were more likely than other
marital groups to live in institutional and in warden-assisted accomrrKKlation and
of those who lived independently in pri~te households a higher proportion were
in rented accommodation, and parti.:".larly in wnted flats, compared with
married and single peopl".
nearly three-fifths of theDe living in a private household 1'1.ad lived in
their current home for ten years or more and a considerable number of people had
lived there for thirty yews or more (Table C23). However, 51 people, or
approxiDlately one-fifth. had sp<mt less than five years in their present home.
The proportion of people coming into this category was rather higher for the
widowed (29 per cent) than foI' the married (18 per cent) or the single (8 por
cent). This is probably due to the tendency for ~lidowed p"ople to move up to
live with. or near, their children. Howav,"r •• While about one-fifth of those
interviewed hSld spent 1es6 than five years in their curNnt home. about one-half
of these people had moved from an address in the sa'lle locality. Thus only
10 per cent of those living in private households could be re€\'::trded as newcomers
to th" area in that they had lived in their present home for under five years and
had previously lived outside the locality. (Tabl~ C24).
Household amenities
The pNsence or al,sence of certain hou-'lehold amenities. such as hot and
cold water, an inside toilet, a telephone and central heating affects a p~,r$on's
everyday living but is probably particularly imp<:>rtant in tim;;!s of illness.
Infomation on the availability of these four facilities was therefore obtained
for all those living in private households, other than caravans and warden-assisted
accommodation.
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The n1.llllber of household:> throughout the country which lack piped hot water
and an inside toilet has steadily decreased as the older properties have been
modernised or demolished. although there are still significant regional variations
in the availability of these facilities. The figures for elderly people in the
study were very similar to those for the county, with 9 per cent of the
households having no hot water supply and 7 per cent having no inside toilet.
As might he expected, about half the households which lacked one of these
facilities also lacked the other; 5 per cent of the households lacked both a hot
water supply and an inside toilet. while 6 peI' cent of the households lacked only
one of these facilities. Households lacking a hot water supply or an inside
toilet appeared to be fairly evenly distributed between ma!'ital groups, with 9 per
cent of the non-married and 11 per cent of the married people living in households
which lacked one or both of these amenities. However, as Table 39 shows. there
was an important difference between non-mawied people living alone and those
living with others; with the non-~ied people who lived alone being least
likely to have these basic amenities in their homes.
A telephone is perhaps particularly important to elderly people, and
especially to those who live alone and those who are restricted in their mobility.
However, despite the importance of a telephone to elderly people and the possi-
bility of one being provided in certain cases by the social services department.
only just over one-half of the elderly people interviewed had a telephone in their
horne. The proportion of homes with a telephone was almost identical for single
and for widowed, divorced/separated people but was slightly higher for married
people. However, there again appeared to be an important differencE' het~1Elen
non-married peopl'" living alone, among whom 39 per cent had a telephone. and
non-married people living with others for whom the figure i'as 65 per cent.
Table 39 Househo~ds with s~cified amenities
(Based on 230 private househOlds and excludes cS!'avans
and warden-assisted accommodation)
































Telephone 81 11 3lt j 22 23 126
i- -+ ...::(..;::.5"'8)'--~(..:.;4a:.<)__('_1+'""9.:..)_1_....;(:,.;:;6::.15)'-. .......l.(.;::.39~)'-_-1!-'(,.;::5.::..4)~:
central heating 62 8 25.1 12 21 95
(1+5) (35) (36) (35) (36) (ltl) i
....._-------.......---~::.:.._-"'=:.;...--=::.:..- ...,-,--'~"-----...:..;..;..<.---+--'-=-
Percentages based on the number of people in "ach marital/hous€lhDld group
The fourth household characteristic considered was the type and adequacy
of the heating. Central heating is gradually becoming mow "ddespread and among
the present group of elderly people, 41 per cent l,ere living in centrally-heated
homes, while 31 per cent relied on coal fires as their main source of heating.
AJ.together, 45 per cent of the married people were living in centrally-heated
homes compared with about 36 per cent of both the single and the widowed,
divorced/separated people. Unlike in the case of the other three amenities there
did not appear to be any differences in the possession of central-heating betwee~
non-married people living with others and those living alone.
Although the majority of people were living in households which did not have
central heating, 94 per cent of those living in private households stated they
were able to keep their home warm. However, although most people had the means
of keeping their home warm, 11 per cent added some qualification in terms of the
cost of heating and many tried to restrict the amount of heat they used because of
the expense. The proportions of single and of widowed, divorced/separated
people who were either not able to keep their home warm or ~lho mentioned problems
of cost were identical (22 per cent) and was only slightly higher than the
proportion of married people (14 per cent). TheI'e was, howevc"r, again a marked
difference between non-married people living alone and those living with others
in this respect.
Table 40 Whether able to kaep home warm
(Based on 230 private households and excludes caravans
and warden-assisted accommodation)
INon-married IWhethar able to Non-married Ikeep home warm Widowed j Uves lives AJ.1Married Single div/sep. 1with others alone cats.I! (
Yes - unqualified ! 118(86) 18(78) 54(77) , 31(91) 41(69) !190( 83)
1
I
Yes - cost mentioned 13(9) 3(13) 10(14) 3(9) 10(17) l 26(11)I
Not able to 6(4) 2(9) 6(9) 8(14) I 14(6)I iI
I -<II ITotal i 137(100) 23(100) 70(100) 34(100) 59(100) 1230(100)1\j i I
So far. the possession of each of the four amenities - hot and cold wateI',
an inside toilet, a telephone, and central heating - have bean considered separ-
ately. Hmlever, as might be expected these a.menities tended to be concentrated
among households; 'dth most of the households which lacked an inside toilet also
lacking the other three" facilities considered - those of hot water. a telephone
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and central heating. Overall about 30 per cent of the housaholds possessed
all the four facilities considered, while on the other hand nine households
(4 per cent) lacked all these facilities. As a group, non-married people living
with others had the best housing conditions in terms of the facilities available
in the household, with none of these people living in househOlds "ith less than
two of the four amenities considered. The relatively well-equipped homes of
too single and widowed· people ~rho liere 11ving with others is probably partly
because the inclusion of anothel' adul1: member often increases the amount of money
available to the household unit and may prompt the acquisition of certain facili-
ties, such as a telephone if this has not already been installed. Also, in the
case of the wido_d a large proportion were sharing a household with a child, and
in general people of a Y01IDger generetion occupy more recently built or more fully
modernised accommodation than do elderly J?<lople.
*Table 41 Household by number of specified ameni1:ies
(Based on 230 private households and excludes caravans and
warden-assisted accommodation)
Although a fairly large propor1:ion of married people. and single and widowed
people who lived alone, were living in households which were well provided for
in terms of facilities, it was among these groups that those "lith the poorest
housing conditions tIara f01IDd. The seventeen people whose home had none or only
one of the four facillties considered consisted of ten married people and seven
non-married people living alone. l1<my of these people were of quite advanced
age with ten being 75 years or mOl'e. They had mably been living in the same
d;1elling for over 30 years and in the case of thirteen people were living in
accOIllIDOdaticn which was privately rented or tied to their employment, 01" more
cornl1\Oll.1y their former employment.
Inconvenience of housing
Besides obtaining information about the physical characteristics of their
homes, people wet'e asked for their subjective view as to whether there was
anything about their home that they find inconvenient when they are ill. In
t'eply, nearly one quarter stated that their home was inconvenient in some respect.
Most people mentioned only one inconvenient aspect but nine people mentioned more
than one feature which they regarded as inconvenient. This latter group
included one person who stated, 'the whole house'. This person, a married man
aged 70 years, had been living for 39 years in the same rented house which had
only cold water and an outside toilet and which lacked a phone and central
heating. Because of his difficulty in climbing stairs he had moved his bed
downstail:'s.
The presence of stairs or steps was the characteristic of homes most often
cited as inconvenient. In a few cases. steps between rooms on the ground floor
caused difficulty but in most cases the difficulty was due to the need to climb
stairs. Because of this problem nineteen pe ople had moved their bed downstairs.
Table 42 Aspects of homes regarded as inconvenient
(Based on 230 households and excludes caravans and
Warden-assisted accommodation)
I
., P(~rcen tage of
Aspect of home Number households
!
I Stairs/steps 34 (15)
I Outside toilet 10 (4)I
INo hot-water tap 8 (3)Heating difficulties 7 (3)
I Size, location 4 (2)
I Gard'an 2 (1)'Everything' 1 (-)
I
...
categories are not mutually exclusive
As might be expected, those with the fewest household amenities were most
likely to t'egard their home as inconvenient. HO~1Elvcr. six of the seventeen
people living in households Which lacked three or' more of the amenities listed
in Table 39 did not regard their hous ing as inconvenient. while, in the case of
some who did regard their home as inconvenient this appeared to be because of




The fact that some elderly people whose aOOO1lll1lOdation lacks certain basic
amenities do not regard theit> housing as inconvenient may reflect the general
expectations of people of this age and may also be associated with the consider-
able time many people had spent in their cu:r'J:'ent home. Four of the six people
in the study who regarded their home as convenient although it had none or only
one of the four amenities considered, had lived in their present home for
30 years OX' more and none of them had lived there for less than 14 years.
Summary
This section has pointed to important differences between non-married
people who live with others and those who live alone in terms of the facilities
available in their homes. It appeared that single and widowed people living
alone had less well equipped homes than married people, while single and widowed
people living with others as a group were living in the most convenient
housing in terms of the facilities available. Information on both the availa-
bility of assistance and care and on the physical characteristios of their homes
thus identifies the non-married people who live alone as having the least
favourable home environment.
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9. HONE CIRCUMSTANCES AND HOSPITAL USE
This section looks at people's experience of hospitalisation and in
particular at the extent to which th"dr home dt'culllstances, and especially
living alone. influenced theit' hospital use. The relationship ootween a
patient's home circumstances and their hospital use is considered both in
relation to the reasons given by the reviewing physician for the patient's




Information provided in the previous t:'"o sections concerning the home
circumstances of married and non-married people suggested that a distinction
could 00 made between non-!IEI'ried p"ople who live alone and those who live with
others in teI'lJlS of the availabiEty of assistance and care and the physical
c~3I'acteristics of their homes. Those who lived alone were least likely to
regard themselves as having someone to provide assistance and care in times of
illness, and as a group had the least convenient housing in toms of the
a:menities available in their homes. \iith regard to 1:he n-'"'!t'ri"d people the
main distinction appeared to be beuleen those who Uved in a household in which
another household member was p'ilrceived as having &Qod health and ~1Ould probably
be able to provide care in times of illness and those who shared a household with
someone whose health was rated as fuir or poor. An indication of the distribu-
tion of those interviewed between these categories is shown in Table 1+3 (co1.1).












61 3 1 3







(a) excludes the nine admission 1'tlI' whom no ma-rital status was racorded
(bY- excludes the one patient for ~tr.om no reason was given for his delayed discharge
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As Table 43 shows. almost all tho single and widowed people who were
recorded as occupying a bed in the study wards because of their home circumstances
or for administretive reasons were people who lived alone, with the fact that
they lived alone ganerally being recorded by the hospital doctor as the reason for
their initial, or continued, hospital use. A similar situation cccu!'Nd in
relation to non-married people discharged to anoth€ll' hospital for non-skilled
care. In the case of married people the main reason for their admission or
delay in the study wards, or their being transfetTed to another hospital for
non-skilled care, was recorded as being that their spouse Has unable to cope.
The patient interviews indicated that only in three cases did their spouse
usually have fair/poor health with the main factor responsible for the
initial or continued hospital ~qe being because their spouse was temporarily
unable to provide care dUe to his/her health, or in a few cases because of other
commitments. No specific reference was lll1lde on the review form to the physical
characteristics of the patient'S home as a factor influencing their hospital use.
However, one widowed woman stated in the follow-up intervie'.... that her discharge
from the study wards had been delayed because "the doctors dicln't want me to go
home because of the outside staiI's." Thus it is possible that there was some
under-recording of the influence of such considel'<"'ltians on hospital use. It is
also possible that the small number of ~ople who were recorded as being admitted
or de~"'lyed in hospital because of the general state of health and activi~J
restrictions of their spo~.,e or because cf the ;;>hysical characteristics of their
homas was in part because the hospital doctors were not often aware of these
factors. However. what did emerge from the review was th"t living alone formed
an important factor in admission and discharge decisions and especially in the
case of very elderly patients, ~lhile in the case of married people an important
determinant of hospital use was that of the temporary inabili'l.'Y of their spouse
to provide care due to their own health or other con~itments.
It was not possible to analyse the length of time that all non-married
patients spent in the study wards by whether they lived alon.. or .Iith others, as
information on household composition was only collected for people who were
intervie\~ed after discharge. However. an analysis of the number of days spent
in the study ward...s of those interviewed after discharge shewed that tha awrage
length of stay was almost identical for the 141 married people interviewed and the
34 single and widowed peopl'" who lived with othars, ,11th their mean stays being
10.2 and 10.9 days respectively. In contrast. the mean stay of the 70 single
and widow()d peopl.. who lived alone was 12.6 days. It was recognised that at
least: part of this difference may be due to differences in their clinical
condition. Hso, those interviewed after discharge necessarily formed a
selected group in that they excluded patients who died in the study wards or
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shortly after discharge and those who were re-admitted to hospital prior to the
interview or who were staying with relatives. Ho~,ever. the finding that those
who lived alone had a longer mean stay in the study wards. despite their younger
average age. does lend support to the notion that people who lived e.lone were
regarded as having special needs for care.
Experience of hospitalisation
Some indication of the experience of hospitalisation from the point of
view of the patient was gained by asking them about the circUlJlStances surrounding
their admission. the appropriateness of their length of stay. and on how they
managed on discharge. Three-quarters of the people intervie~led reported that
their admission to hospital had been an emergency. !Is might be expected, most
people had been taken ill at home and in the majority of cases a household member
had 'phoned for the general pr-actitioner. Those \iho lived on their own and
who were not able to contact the doctor themselves were faced with the greatest
problems and in a few cases appeared to have .,ait"d until they were· 'found'
by a relative or neighbour:
"Apparently they found me. I
found me. I was lIDconscious.
tho curtains were not drawn.;;
must have blacked out. My neighbour
He had let himself in <1£ th"y saw
(Single woman ag(>d 79 years).
"Nurse W..,st called and fOlIDd me in such pain. so she called a doctor."
(Wid~"ed woman aged 78 years).
"Neighbour· called doctor- when he found me having breathing difficulties."
(Widowed man aged 80 years)
HNeighbour 'phoned GP when she found me ill."
(Widowed WOll'k1It aged 68 years)
"A friend came in end found me and called the doctor."
(Widol~ed woman aged 78 years)
"Neighbours wondered why he had not COllected their paper. They both
went to work and duri!1g the oorning the neighbour felt ,mrried. so left
his work to come back and check on him. They found him unconscious
and sent for the doctor." (Widowed man aged 75 - reported by daughter)
Information on admission to hospital thus provides further evidence on the
difficulti.as experienoed by thos.a who live alone and ef the important role of
neighbours in ensuring that their needs are ll".ad(~ known. DeliTJ in oontacting
redical attention while arising from a patient's home circu!llstances may in turn
result in their having a greater clinical need for hospital care. due to the
deterioration in their condition caused by the delay.
Information on people's perception of their length of hospital stay was
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gained by asking all those who !'ler'e not in hospital at the time of the
interview whether they thought they had stayed in hospital for 'longer than
necessary'. for 'less time than necessm>y' or for' 'about the right length of
time'. It was J:'ecognised that there is a tendency, and especially among elderly
people. to accept, often unquestioningly, whatever course of action is prescribed
by those in authority and especially by those with specialist knowledge, and that
this might result in their' choosing the response, "about the right time".
Ho~re>ver, six medical patients chose the response, "Long<>1:- than necessary", while
thirty patients. representing just oV'sr one-tenth of both th" medical and
surgical patients question"d, chose the response 'less time than necessar'y'.
Wha"1 asked why they chose the response "Lenger' than necessar-,/', one person said,
that he thought his discharge had bean delayed because of the doctors'
work-ta-rule, while another person reported tl'....~t she had bee.. delayed because of
her home ci:t'CUlUstances. The other four people who chose this response did not
appear> to feel that their discharge had been delayed but instead expressed
general feelings of discontent about having been admitted to hospital at all and
explained they had, "had too much of hospit:'lls". In c<A"1trast, those who thought
they had bean in hospit,ll for "less tilOO than necessar'y", mainly spoke of the
possible benefit of a longer period of hospital care in aiding their :recovery
and explained that they did not feel fit on roturning horn". Nearly all these
people had been discharged home directly from the study wards.
"I feel I wean't capable of coming home when I did.
when they said I could go."
I was sU:t'prised
"I could have done with a few days more. I can har'dly get about now."
"They culy got me up once before I was sent home. I had to go to
bed as soon as I got hotl>~. Then had to stay in bed over a week.
I am still very sha.'<:y and have to have an afternoon nap."
Although the nurribers were fairly small, it appeared that a r'ather larger
proportion of married than non-married people thought th'Jy had been in hospital
for less time than necessav.:r ~rith the proportions bBing 15 and 10 per cent
respectively. As Table 44 shows. there appeared to be little difference between
non·-maI'r'ied people who lived alone and those who lived with others in their views
on their length of hospital stay. However, it must be remwered that non-ma:t'I'ierl
people who lived alone experienced the longest mean stay in the study wards and
ware the most likely to ~"ve been discharged to another hospital, thus increasing
their total length of stay.
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Table 44 ,'iews en len/rth of hospital stay
(excludes the 14 patients who wet>e still in hospital
at the tim of the interview)
Non4!lil.l'I'ied
lives with Non-married All
Harried others lives alone cats.
'+( 3) 2(3) 6(3)
20(15) 4(12) 6(9) 30(13)
109(81) 26(!l?) 56( 86) 193(84)
1{l) 1(1) 2(1)








134{lOO) 32(100) 65(100) 231(100)
Of the people intervie.rod, 34 (14 per cent) wet>e discharged to another
hospital. 110st of the others .ront dit>ectly from the study wards to their usual
home but thirteen >lent to a t>elative's home and three to a friend's home. It is,
however, possible that those who went to a t>elative 's home and p"rticularly those
who stayed there for more than 1;1'0 >'eeks are rather under-t>epresented among those
interviewed due to the difficul1:'.r in locating such people.
AJ.most all the marriod p€OJ?le interviet-led went directly to their own home on
leaving the study wards. A,"nOng non-married people there was a difference in the
place of discharge bE,tween thos" who lived alone and those who lived with others.
As in the case of married p€ople, most of the single and widowed p€ople inter-
viewed who lived with others returned directly to their own home on leaving the
study ward. whereas single and widowed people who lived alone ~lere more likely
to be transferred to another hospital and to go to a relative's home. As the
hospital review indicated, in many cases, an important factor in the decision to
transfer a patient to another hospital 1~as the fact that they lived alone.
Widowed people who ~1ent to a relative's home mainly went to stay with their married
son or daughter. although tht>ee widowed people ,rent to their sister's home and one
to a niece. Hhile in the oase of two single people one went to stay with her
sister and the other with her niece. Thet>e did not app€ar to be any general
relationship bett~een the patient's place of discharge and the amenities available
in the patient's h0ID8. However. it is possible that the relationship between a
patien1:'s place of discharg" and the physical environment of their home might be
grea1:er in 1:he win1:er months than dUl:'ing the study period which covered 1:he
spring a'1d early summer mcn1:hs.
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Table 45 Place of dischars:a from the stur.Jx wards of




' Place of discharge lives with Non-married All I
;i- -1i-._Ma_ rr_i_"'_d o_t_h_e_rs l_i_V_"'_,s_a_l_on_e_-+ c_a_t_s.----1
; Usual home 127(90) 29(85) 37(53) 193(79) I
I Relativ,a's home 13(19) 13(5)
I Friend's home l(l) 2(3) 3(1)
:1,.1;. Another hospital 12( El) 5(15 ) 17( 24 ) 34{14}
, Nursing home 1(1} 1 -
+-1_O_t_h_er ..... . l_{_l_} 1_(1_} 1
Total
* Refers to the 245 people interviewed who usually lived in a private household
At the time of the interview fourteen p<lople wer'e still in hospital and four
in a nursing home. The 227 people who were no longor in a medical facility were
asked about how they had managed after' coming out of hospita,l and particularly
during the fiI'st week after discharge. Most people reported that they had
needed to take things easily after leaving hospital and a few had not undertaken
one or moN of the tasks specified in Table 46 at the time of the interview.
Of those who hed undertaken these tasks the majority had done them without
assistance, although some people reported that they had experi(l11ced difficul.ty
and had needed to proceed wry slowly. The number of people who had received
assistance was fair'ly small., except in the case of having an overall wash or bath,
with nearly 30 per CfJnt receiving assista.'lC<:l with this task during the first wclek
after discharge. It is difficult to draw firm conclusions from the data
presented in Table 1+5 concerning the Nlative needs for care of married and non-
married people, for it is recognised that the reporting of diffiCUlty in under-
taking these tasks may be influenced not only by a person' s physical condition
but also by differences in people's perceptions and in the ava11ebility of
assistance. However, such data does indioate that people living alone, who
appear as a group to have the fe~rest social supports a."1d the least favcur'able
housing conditions, did not perceive themselves as having particular difficulties
in managing after discharge fl:'Om hospital. This may be partly clue to the fact
that as a group they were most likely to enjoy good health and may therefore
have achieved a more rapid Ncovery. In addition. a gI'eilter pI'Oportion of those
who lived alone and who He,',,, p'Clrhaps most likely to have had difficulty
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Table 46 Perf~ce of specified personal care tasks during the
first week after' discharge froom hos12ital
(excludes the 18 peoo1" 1'11'.0 were still in a lIt€dical institution
at the time of the intervi<1lw)
Washing hands and face
,~"Ii Total
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Had help - not usually helped
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,.,." , Not done yet
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,IIIII.! Total
78(57) 18(56) 44(75) 140(52)
10(7} 3(9} 4(7) 17(7)
31(23) 7(22) 8(14) 46(20)
12(9) 2(6) 2(3) 16(7)
5(4) 2(6) 1(2) 8(3)
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on returning home were transferred to another mHdical institution, or went to
stay with relatives, rather than returning directly to their o~m home. As
Table 46 shows the married people reported a fairly similar level of difficulty
to single and widom:>d people who lived with others, although they experienced
rather gx-eater difficulty and received more assistancH than did the gx'Qup of
non-married people as a "hole.
A large proportion of people reported receiving help ~ith shopping, cooking
and other household tasks after their discharge from hospital. iUtogether 79 per
cent of those who usually did the shopping received assistance ~Iith this,
55 p<ilr cent of those who usually did the cooking received help with this alld
I'; 7 p<ilr cent reported wceiving help with other household tasks. There app<ilared
to be little difference between those who lived alone and those who li7~d with
others in terms of whether or not they had received assistance with these tasks.
However, it is possible that there were differences in the a!!lOunt of help received.
As might be expected, married people were mainly assisted by their spouse and the
widcr"ed by a daughter, while friends and neighbours played an important role in
assisting with shopping for those who lived alone. In addition, those ~lho
lived alone were most likely to have received assistance from the community
services.
Questions concerning the use of a wide range of community services indicated
that 30 t>er cent had l'eceiv"d at least one visit from a district nurse since
their discharge from hospital, but only a small proportion (14 per cent) said
they had received any other typ<il of community service. However, a few people
commented that they were expecting to receive a particular service, while a small
number reported that they had been offered a service, mainly a home-help or
meals-on-wheels but had refused it. Those who lived alone were most likely to
have received meals-co··wheels and/or a home halp, although as a group they had
spent less time at home prior to tha interview. Many of the single and widowed
people who had received these services after coming out of hospital were
normally in wcej.pt of such services, While in other cases the fact that a
patient lived alone fO!'llKld an important factor in such services being arranged
by the hospital personnel or general practitioner on their discharge from
hospital.
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Table 47 People who receive1:!ElCified services after
discharge hospital
(exdudes the 1'1 people in hospital at the time of the












lives with Non-married All








each marital group 136 32 59 227
Percentages aI'e based on the total number of people in "ach marital group.
categories are· not mutually exclusive, with some patients receiving more
tha'1 one service.
Summarx This section has examined the I'eJ..stionship between the patients'
home circumstances and their hospital use. !t has shown that the absence of
other household members form,d an important factor in medical decision-meking
and was the main factor responsible for single and widowed people being delayed
in hospital OI' discharged to another hospital for non-skilled care. The otheI'
main factor which appeared to result in people being dalayed in the study wards
for social reasons or discharged to another hospital ,qas that household members
were tempoI'aI'ily unable to cope due to their own health or their other
commitments. Rather less emphasis appear,.ld to be placed on the gGnera1
ability of household lilerrJle:J;>s. and especially a patient's spouse, to provide CaN
due to their age and activity restdctions, or to the amenities available in
their homes. How"v"",. it is possible that greater attention is paid to the
physical characteristice and amenities available in a patient 1 s home during the
winter months·. ~obably hecaus'il tho"" tIDO lived alone were more likely to be
discharged to another hospital and to receive assistance from the social
services after returning home. they did not appear to experience any more
diffiCulties than those who lived with others aft':l!' thei.r discharge :from
hospital. Indeed there was some evidence that married Piilop16 experienced
the greates1: difficulties as th,oY were more likely to sh"re a household with a
person of advanced age than were non-merried people who lived with others and
yrere less likely to be trensferred to another hospital or to receive community
services than were non-married people who lived alone.
VII DISCUSSION AND RECOl1MSNDATIONS
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DISCUSSION AND RECOmlEllDATIOllS
This section begins by examining; the use of a hospital utilisation
review as a research tool in the light of the experience gain<:ld in thee pre.sent
study and considers some of the insights gained from the review with regard
to the interpretation of the routinely collected hospital statistics. It
than examines the relationship bGt~le'm mil!'ltal status and hospital use in
relation to data from both the hospital review and follow-up interviews and
points to soma of the implications of these findings. F:L'1ally the qu,-'stion of
the type of facility and services necessary to cater for elderly people in tim(~s
of illness and thus reduce their need for admission to or retention in an acut::;
bed is considered.
Utilisation reviews as a reseil!'ch tool
The review carried out in the present studY provided an opportunity of
dewloping a method of revimr which could be set up and l:'Ull by the hospital
personnel to gain inforornation about the use of beds i.n a particular facility.
The experience of the present revi"w suggested that the design and method of
organisation was such that it could easily be set up and carried out by the
hospital staff. However', attention was drawn to several factors which should
be borne in mind in setting up such a review. One such factor is that of the
involvement of the hospital staff. Although the restricted length of the
review form and the fact that it Wi'lS kept in the patient's case notes meant that
the amount of time spant in completing the revieu form W"lS quite small. the
method of reViewing patients at different points during their hospital stay does
require the participation ef the hospital staff over a consid("rable p"riod of
time. Thus it is important for the success of the data collection th...t the
staff should attach importance to the review and are prepawd to co-operate on
a regular besis over a specified period. /lnother important factor to take int"
account in undertaking such a r6vim1 and especially in having the junior doctors
act as reviewers is that of their turnover. In a situation of fairly high
turnover due to holidays, study leave and the movement to new posts it is likely
that only a fairly small proportion of the jw,ior dr,ctors will be present
continuously from the setting u9 through to 'die conclusion of the study. This
lOOans that ne~ staff will nGed tf' become involved in an on-going study. While
this should not form a major difficulty. it does requirc, the close monitoring
of changes in personnel cmd depends on the co-opet>ation of new junior doctors
to pil!'ticipate in an on-going review.
The experience of carrying out th.' present review also served to draw
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attention to the difficulty of making comparisons behreen the findings of the
various ad hoc reviews of hospital use which have been undertaken. In the
present study 10 per cent of the medical and 5 per cent of the surgical
admissions were recoroed as being admitted or delayed in the study wards for
social or administrative reasons. These figures were shown to be at the lower
end of the range of findings reported by other reviews of hospital use. The
findings of hospital reviews may suffer from defects in the recording. However,
the main factors \-Ihioh account for the varying findings of hospital Nviews were
identified as being 'real' difftrences, due to factors associated with the
setting of the study, and 'apparent' differences due to factors associated with
the design of the review. With regard to the present study it was suggested
that the fairly small proportion of patients recorded as being admitted due to
social/administrative factors in part reflected the existence of a high clinical
threshold for admissio."1 due to the pressure on beds and the powsibility of
admitting some patients with a fairly high social need but low clin:i.cal need for
care to a geriatric hospital or to another acute hospital in the area. Similarly,
it appeared that the small proportion of patients who were reccrded as being
delayed in the study wards larg,,,ly reflected the relatively short lengths of
stay. and hence the presumably incomplete recovery on discharge. The short mean
stay of the surgical admissions was associated with a high rat,; of tranefGr to
other hospitals, which appeared to be accomplished with the minimum of delay in
the study wards. In only OM case did there appear to be a 'bed blocker' who
was retained in the study wards because no alternative accommodation could be
arranged. The main aspect of the design of the review which was regarded as
i.nnuenoing the proportion of patients Ncorded as being admitted or delayed in
the study wards was that of the criteria used in assessing hospital use. The
present study was primarily concerned with examining the extent to which hospital
use arose from a consideration of the patient's home circumstances. However the
results would have been very different if the patient's need for acute care as
opposed to care in a lower lev"l facility had been considered. The analysis of
the factors which influence the findings of a review thus points to th8 diffi-
culties (Jf interpreting and comptwing th" results of th", diffl~rent reviews that
have been undertaken and in particular of determining the ext,.nt to which differ-
ences in the findingS of the various ad hoc studies !'eflects t'eal differences in
the hospital setting, and in the patient population. A greater understanding of
the relationship between the characteristics of the hospital 3nd the use of bedS
thus requires that a standardized method of review be employed in different
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types of setting. In addition, th~ present study indicated that a full
understanding of the reasons for a patient's admisslon must take into account
the wferral behaviour of genfmal practitiooors, for it is the grJner-al practi-
tioner who selects some patiants and not others for referral to hospital and 'Who
may influenc the hospital doctor's decision as to the patient's need for
in-patient care on clinical and/or social grounds.
Interpretation of routino hospital statistics
The review carried out in this study involved following individual patients
through the course of their hospital stay and served to provide information on
the total hospital use of patients in the study population. In particular it
drew attention to the difference between the length of stay in a particular
facility and a patient's total hospital stay in situations in which there is a
high rate of transfer between hospitals. This points to the importance of
taking the rate of transfe:r> into account when making comparisons bet<..reen
lengths of stay over time or between firms, hospitals, or geographical areas,
as the routinely collected data relates only to a patient's stay in a particular
facility. The review also drew attention to the fact that ,~hile the routine
data relates to admissions to a particular facility and does not allow such
information to be linked to patients, a considerable portion of the total
hoopital admissions are due to individual patients eXj:eriencing more than one
episode of in-patient cars during a specified period or to their being trans-
ferred between hospitals. Further information on the characteristics and
needs of thooe admittod on more than one occasion during a specified p6ri01
would provide a greater undarstanding of the extent to which hospital use is
concentrated among particular groul's of people and on the reasons for multiple
admissions. It might be possible to folloW-up this question on a modest scale
through examining the case records of those admitted to th(-; study population
and identifying the numb",r of periods of hospitalisation they experi.enced and
the reasons for their r'e-admission over a t>telve-month Cl' 1:1-ro-year period.
Bed use in the study wards
The wvi(~w showed the expected pattern in relation to tha rates of
admission or married and non-married peopl', with the rates ooing higher for
the latter' group. However" whereas the national HIl'E data showed that non-
married people had a greater average length of stay than married people, in the
study wards this only held for men admitted to the medical wards. '1ith regard
to the \.lee of beds in the study war'ds the !'eviEm indicated that married as well
as non-married people were admitted or delayed in the study wards due to their
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home circU1JlSt;:mces and that there l<ere no marked differences between marital
groups in this re spect •
One of the important questions posed by the review is that of the reason
for the lack of the expected pattern in relation to the relative lengths of
stay of married and non-married P€lOP1e in the study Hards and for the absence
of any marked differences between marital groups in their occupancy of beds for
primarily social reasons. The sp"'cial tabulations of the HAA data for the
South East Thames region indicated that the higher rate of use by non-married
than by marI'ied people occurred in the acute as well as in the long-term sector.
However, the present study suggests that such differences are not distributed
evenly between hospitals. It is hypothesized that the differences in the
rates of hospital use by married and non-maJ:Tied people and the extent to which
non-married people occupy hospital heds fot' primarily social reasons will be
greatest where there is a fairly low clinical threshold for admission and a
high level of recovery is expectCld on discharge. It is difficult to assess the
level of such thresholds,but information concerning the length of stay in the
study wards and the ~se of other hospitals in the district. both as an alternative
to admlssion to the study wards ;:mdas a pre-dische.rge hospital, suggests that
the study wards were characterised by 1.1 fairly high clinical threshold for
admission and a relatively low level of recover<.! at the time of discharge.
Thus, it is libly that the small amount of bed use in the study w,'U"ds recorded
as being due to the patient's home circumstances and the lack of a,~y marked
variation between marital groups in this respect I'eflec1S the p'3rticular charac-
teristics of the study wards and the availability of alternative facilities.
Such relationships between bed usa ,md the characteristics of the study hospital
and local a1:",a can at pr8sent only be stated in fairly bro,..d terms but it is
hoped to look mOIVil closely at this iss11(, by comparing the rates of admi.ssion <".nd
lengths of stay of married and non-married people in hospitals with different
overall langths of stay Md rates of transfer using the routinely collected
hospital data.
Clinical and soci~needs of m~rried an~_non-married peopl~
In the Introduction three possible causes of the higher rate of hospital use
by non--married compared' uith marI>ied p'~ople are identified. OI;<" possibl+J
cause is that non-married ]?(lOple have a greater clinical need for
hospital caro, with evidence in support of this being provided by ni',tioM,l
morbidity data and infOruYjtion on self-perceived lnorbidity collected in t~e
General Household Survey. 8ec0'!ldly, it is possible that married people h,w" a
greater unmet clinical need for hospital care due to differences in their
illness behaviour and thirdly, the higher rate of USe by non-married people may
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be due in par.t to the medical prof"ssion's p'Clrception of the greater social
needs of non-married p"ople. The present study llk"linly focus,.d on the question
of the social needs for care of marri"d and non-married people but provided
some information with regard to their morbidity experience. Information on
the self-perceived morbidity of patients interviewed did not pl"'Ovide any
support for the notion of the greater clinical need for c~~ of non-married
people, although it was recognised that this may be largely b,,,cause of th<?
timing, and nature of the group interviewed,with theSe being patients recently
discharged from hospital. In addition attention w~s ~~qn to the difficulty
in interpreting such data due to differences in people t s attitudes ",nd general
eJ(]?ectations. However. While the present study di.d not provide ",ny direct
evidence of variations in morbidity betw<l",n marital groups it pointed to a
number of aspects of the environment of non-married people Which m.-"y contribute
to their morbidity; one such factor is that of the adverse effect of bereave-
ment on the health of widowed people. which in a nUlnber of cases appeared to have
led to the increased use of medical services. other factors which may contri-
bute to the morbidity of nono·married people and especially those who liy,~ alone
is that 1lS a group they have less f'lV'ourable housing conditions and lv'LV'e greater
difficulty in contacting assistance in an emergency situation. Indeed. about
a dozen people who lived alone and who reported that their admission to hospital
had been an emergency explained thi"t they h"ld ne"d"d to wait until they were
'found'. While the effects of such delays are not known it is possible that
they contributed to the severity of the condi tiOll and the need for hospital
in-patient care.
\,ith regard to the distribution of social needs for care. the hospital
review indicated t..'lat both narded and non-married people were percei.ved by
the medical profession as requiring hospital in-patient care because of their
home circumstances. In the case of ""'=ie1 people this was mainly perceived
to be due to the temporary inability of their spouse to provide the necessary
care, while in the Cc"\se of non-married peeple it Has mainly b'~cause they were
of fairly advanced age "'.nd liv3d alone. '!'he follow-up interview provided
detailed information on the home chcurnstances of married and non-married
people and suggested that l!),'uwied people as a gI'OUp may hav," had greater unmet
social needs for. caN than did non-married people. For exCt1llJ?1El, the pro\>ortion
of people who thought they had been in hospital for less time thi'm necessary
was greatest among th" l1li'nTied. In addition, of those living in multi-person
househOlds the married were most likely to be living in .'1. household HIWN the
youngest household member apat't fI'OlTl the 1:'<ospondent was !'!ged 70 Y"·ars or morc
,'.Od in a large proportion of cases it W'"S thought that this household llliJrnber
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would have considerable difficulty in providing assista~ce in times of illness
due to his/her age and activity restrictions.
With regard to the home circumstances of non-married peopl" it appeared
that the mcst important distinction was bet-ween those who !iv.3d with others
and those who lived alone. Single and widmred people who lived alone as a
group lived in the poorest housing conditions in terrrc~ of the amenities
available in their homes. In addition they were the most likely to be on
their own dUl'ing the day and were least likely to [lerceive that il,ssistance and
care would be available in times of illness. Hm~evcr. thos() who lived alone
appe",.red less likely than llk"'lrried peo?l", to regard their hospital stay as
being shorter than necessary and and reported relatively few difficulties on
discharge. This appeared to :t", due to the longer """,rage hospital stay of
single and widowed people who lived alone compared with other groups and to the
fact that they .rore like>ly to be discharged to a relative's home and to receive
social services when they returned to their own home.
Information on the soda). circumstances and hospital use of married and
non-married people therefuN bdicates that attention should )le paid in
admission and discharge decisions to the home circumstances not only of those
who live alone but also of elderly married people. and esp.,cia11y those of very
advanced age. In particular, it might be useful if information on th£!
abilities of other household members were recorded by the medical pm:'sonnel 'lS
a lili.'lans of identifying those who may have special social neads for care. It
is recognised that many doctors do collect such informaticu but it might be
useful to btroduce this as a standard practice, and perhaps to incorporate a
question as to whether or no·t a person li"NS alone on th,~ HMRI form which is
completed routinely for each hospital admission. In addition. the finding
that ll'.arried people lllay have a considerable unmet need for social care draws
attention to the need recognised by the 1970 Seebohnl Report for the social
services to support family members in caring fn¥." the sick rather than to be
IOOwly seen as a substitute for those who lack relativ.as or live on their own
<committee on Local Authority and Allied Personal Social Services, 1968).
With regard to the future co!!'.position of the population, projections to
the end of the century suggest that the ",ain change will be in the decrease in
the proportion of single people and an increase in th.e. pl:'::>portion of divorced
people, but the::>VEH:all proportion of non-"nJn'ied people i'l.'llong the elderly is
expected to remain fairly stable and to account for about one-half of those
aged 65 years and oVer (Office of Population Censuses ,~~d Surveys, 1977).
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It is difficult to determine how the marital composition of the population will
affect household structure, and particularly the prevalence of one-person
households, as marital state represents a legal condition but forms only one
element in household composition, with the most important factor being that of
behavioural patterns. However, to the extent that the proportion of single
people among the elderly decreases and divorce and remarriage incl'€ases, people
will experience more changes in their marital state over their life-span and
the difference between married and non-mar:l'ied people in terms of their economic
and social circumstances may become less marked. Similarly, the increasing
extent to which women of all marital states engage in gainful employment will
probably serve to reduce the economic differences bet'"een maITied a"'ld non-married
people. These trends therefore suggest that differences between elderly
married and non-married people in terms of their economic and social circumstances
are likely to decrease. However. the same groups of people as were identified
the present study are likely to have the greatest social needs for care - namely
non-married people living alone, and especially those >rho have few reletives,
and people sharing a household with an elderly person with severe activity
re stI'ictions •
Marital state, household cOIDp?sition and the need for acute hospital care
'fhe Nview of the literature concerning the possibl" causes of the diffllren-
tiel rates of hospital use by married and n~n~rried peopl~, ,together witn
evidenee from the present study. suggests that a substantial part'of ~be varia-
tions in hospital use between marital groups revealed by the analysis of HlPE
ililld HAA data is Glue to the greater use of hospital beds by non-married,peo?la
fuJ:> primarily social reasons. Tl'ds'sugg"sts that the differences in the rates
of bed use of marri9<i and non'1Ra!':t'i",d people should not ha regarded as an
m<licat~r of their needs fop the treatmen.t and care> that is only provided in all
acute hospital. However, on the assumption that there is not a significant
amount of unmet need for social care among ""lrri"d peop].,", the higher ra1:" of
hospital USe by non-""lrriedj?Bople d<lmonstra1:ed by the routine' statietics may
be regarded as an indicator of their greater general need for care from ti.~
official services.
An important question which is often raised is tha1: of ~rhether household
cornpositio~and especially the presence or absence of other household members, is
the key variable rather than marital state in the differential rates of hospital
use of married and non-married people. In particular i1: is pointed out that
while non-marriage cannot be equated with living alone, a high proportion of
single and widowed people do live in one-person households. For example in
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Great Britain, 1971, less than 2 per cent of both married men aged 55 years and
over and married women aged 60 years and o"er were record..d as living alone,
while the proportions for single and wido'led/divorced people were 68 and 46 per
cent respectively for men aged 65 yea1='s and over and 81 and 52 per cent respec-
tively for women aged 50 years and over.
One way of examining the influence of the presence or absence of other
household Il\'>..mbers on the differential rates of hospital use of married and non-
married people is the look at the causes of such variations. Insofa1=' as these
differences arise from beds being occupied for primarily social reasons it
appears that the main reason for such use by single and wido;;''5>d people is the
fact they live alone rather than their marital condition per se, although it
is recognised that non-marriage incveases the chances of a person living alone.
However, whereas living alone forms a primary reason for the occupancy of
hospital beds by single and widowed people for primarily social reasons, living
alone probably exerts less direct effect on th" clinical needs for care of
maJ:'J:'ied and non-married people.
Two hypotheses have been put forward to aCCOmlt for the higher morbidity
and mortality rates of non-married people. One hypothesis is th1' selection
hypothesis which postulates thc"lt those who are least fit and carry therefore
the greatest morbidity and mortality risks are more likely to be selected out
of marria",') and to remain single t ban are those who en joy good health. Th.) fact
that age specific mortality rates ironically show the greatest excesses of single
over married deaths in the younger (marriageable) age groups is importe"lnt con-
firmation of the selection effect, while selection may also operate at older
ages to ensure that those who Nmain widowed or di'l/'o1"Ced remain in a non-married
state (Zalokar, 1960; Medsger and Robinson, 1972). To the axtent that such
selective processes operate, the ~bidity experience of married ~~d non-rnarried
people can be directly associated with marital state, Idth m3.rital state forming
the dependent variable. An alternative hypothesis to explain the differential
mor.bidity of married and non-married people is that of the unfavourable
environment llypothesis. This hypothesis takes a number of forms but postulates
in essenCi;l that there is something about the married state that enhances health
and well-being, and conversely, that there is something about the non-ma!'l'ied
state that threatens health and precipitatas illness and death. One way in
which marriage, or the absence of marriage, may affect he2.1th is through the
behavioural expectations of people occupying various Uk<l'ital statures. For
example, it may be the case that those Occl.lpying the married status tend to
enjoy b''ltter health because their status is more socially acc ptable, which has
the effect of reducing stress. Thus Gove exploves the possibility that.
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''psycho~ogical states and life sty~es associated with the different marital roles
in our society affect life choices with respect to selected t'JPes of mortality".
(Gove, 1973). However, as he points out, the protective effect of the married
ro~e may differ between men and women, ar,d afford less protection for women due
to the greater risk of role conflict. Another way in which marriage is thought
to exert a pro'tective effect on heal'th is 'tlu'ough the presence of close emotional
ties ~rith a partner. The presence of s'tI'ong social sUH,orts, and especially
close emotional ties, has been shown to be an iJl'lportant factor in precluding the
effects of stresses on health (Kaplan, Casse~ and Gave, 1977; Pilisuk and
Froland, 1978). Such ties have also been demonstrated to have a posi'tive effect
on rehabilitation and Ncovery (Litm<m, 1968). While the presenc'S of strong
emotional ties with a marital partner may have a positive influence on health,
the break-up of marriage through the death of one partner has been shown to have
an adverse effect on health. Thus there is evidence that the tlmotional impact
and subsequent stress resulting from bereavement is associated with increased
morbidity and higher mortality rates among the widowed, with such effects being
particularly pronounced during the early months of bereavemant (see pages 66--68).
While it is possible to point to a number of weys in which the marital role or
marital relationship may exert a positiw or negative effect on health it may
also be the case that the nl<:lI'ital relationship serves as a risk factor or confers
immunity in relation to specific conditions. For example there is evidence to
suggest tha't cervical cancer is associated with sexual activity, and particularly
the age at which regular intercourse starts, while conversely childbearing
appears to offer some immunity to breast cancer (Logan, 1953). However, while
it is possible to identif<j ways in which the presence or absence of marriage may
affect health, it must be remembered that a person's legally defined marital
condition may not determine" theb hehavioUI'a~ pattel"ns and livbg arrangemants.
In addition, while the environment of married people may generally serve to
promote health it may also exert an adverse effect on health. Thus divorced
people, and especial~y divorced women, have been found to he healthier than the
1.h":lhappily married (R;;moo, 1971). In addition, while specific aspects of 'the
marital role and marital relationship may have a direct effect on health it is
likely that the presence or absence of another household member, irrespective
of their relationship, may be conducive to an environment which is favourable to
health. For example, living with others may contribute to regularity in
patterns of eating, s~eeping and working (ShurtlGff, 1956>' Also, as the present
study showed, elder~y people who live alone as a group have less favourab~e
ho\lSing conditions than thOSe who live with others and are more likely to live
in privately ronted accommo&~tion and in households lacking basic amenities.
It is also knomthat househo~d members fom an important source of advice in
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illness situations and generally serve to legitimise tr~ occupancy of the sick
role (Twaddle, 1969; Robinson, 1971; Booth and llabchuk, 1972). Thus it can be
hypothesized that the absence of household members may giva risa to differences
in illness and sick rol" behaviour. In addition. the present study showed that
the absence of other household members may pose problems in contacting assistance
in emeX'&"ncy situations a'ld lead to substantial delays.
This brief examination of the possible caUSes of the greater clinical need
for care of non-marI'ied people and their greater use of hospital in-patiant cat'e for
for primat'ily social reasons suggests tr~t while living alone probably forms a
major factor in the higher rates of hospital use by non-married poople but cannot
entirely explain such variations. This is because important elements in the
differential lllOrtality rates and clinical needs for cere of married and non-
married people appear to be those of the selective effect of marriage and
remarriage on the relative levels of health of married and non-married people
and the direct influenCe of the marital role and marital relationship on the
morbidity and mot'tality pattems of marital groups. Thus marital stat.. can be
regarded as having a direct effect on the clinical needs for hospital care of
married and non-married people through its influence on morbidity patterns as
well as forming an important determinant of household composition and thus of
perceived social needs for care.
Alternative provision
The present stUdy was set up to examine the causes of the higher rates of
hospital use by non-married compared with married people with ono of the funda-
mental concerns being that the higher rate of usa of acute hospital beds by
non-ma~ied people may be due to their being more likely to occupy beds for
primarily social reasons. This in turn raises questions as to the appropriate-
ness of resource use and particularly of the alternative faci,Hties and ...:?rvices
that might be requi:red to :redUCe the extent to which acute hospital beds are
used by people who do not require the full medical facilities of an acute
hospital. The two main Substitutes for acute hospital care for elderly people
during a short episode of illness of the type that is not judgod to normally
require admission or retention in a district general bospital ar", care at homa,
or care in a lower level residential facility. Car" .'jt hom" largely re'lies on
the provision of care by £amily lJlllmOOl's. The quastiqn of the extent to 'Which
the contemporary. family is and should be provi,ding such care is a
perennial issue (/1oroney, 1976). However, despite the concern that the
contemporary family may be neglecting its responsibilities and handing oval' its
caring role to the state, there is evidence of a sUbstar,tial involvemant of
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family members in cering for' the sick. for example, despite the increasing
proportion of elderly poople in the population from 4.7 per cent of the popula--
tion in England and \lale8 i!l 1901 to 13.3 per cent in 1971, the proportion of
elderly people in institutions has declined from 5.17 per cent in 1911 to
2.88 per cent in 1973 (Moroney, 1976, table 3.13). Many of those being cared
for by f<l>11ily members are heavily dep,mdent and require substantial amounts of
assistance and care. FOI' example. Harris estimated that 711,000 non-institution-
alised elderly pt.'Ople in England and Wales were handicapped, of whom near>ly ona-
half were very severely or severely handicapped (Herds, 1971, 1'.24). Similarly,
it has been estimated that in 1970. 62.5 per cent of tha sevuNly mentally handi-
capped WElN not institutionalized, with the majority of these people living with
their families (Moroney. 1976, table 4.8). If one looks at the figures in
terms of those providing care, one finds that in 1965, 5 per cent of all women
aged 16-64 years were responsible for the care, to a greater or lesser extent. of
at least one elderly or infonn person in their households and 6.3 per cent weI:"l
responsible for at least one person outside the household but that less than one
per cent were responsible for persons both inside and outside the househOld
(Hunt. 1968a). In addition to the assistance provided by the younger generation.
either ~, a temporary or per~~ent basis, many elderly married people are caring
for a dependent spouse and thus enabling them to continua living in the community
and are also generally relied on to be the [!k:ajor provider of care during a period
of acute illness. Thus contrary to a widely held belief that the fanlily has
shifted its responsibilities for the care of the sick to the state, the evide11ce
suggests that family members are heavily involved in this task, and indeed it may
be the case that demands for care by family members have acutally increased due
to the advances in medical knowledge which make it possible fur people to
continue to live with severe disabilities. In addition. the availability of
new tec!mology and medical procedures means that f-a.'flily mem.oars may be activuly
involved in treatment, as in the case of renal dialysis, rather than !MIrely
providing non-skilled care.
Changes in policy or the provision of set'v-ices which increase the extent to
which family member's are relied on to care for the sick, either in terms of the
care of the chronically sick or the short-tern care of those with 6.'1 acute illness
need to talce into account both the availability and ability of family members to
perform this role, and also tJile cost in both social and economic terms to the
patient's family. With ragat'd to the availability of relatives it must be
remembered that some elderly people lack relatives, and perticular>ly single and
childless widowed peopl". ~lhile in othet' cases their relatives may be unable to
cope due to own health or other commitments. Present trends suggest that the
availability and ability of :rolatiws to provide cere will become increasingly
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restricted in future years, du.; in part to the increase in the propoI'tion of
very elderly pt.'Ople, for while the proportion of elde!'ly people in the population
is likely to remain fairly stable theN is elCpected to be a 35 pCI' cent incI'ease
in the pI'oportion of those aged 75 years and ovaI' by the year 2001. There is
theI'efore likely to be an incI'ease in the porportion of elderly people who suffer
ft'om seveI'e activity I'estrictions, for incI'easing age is associated with an
increasing level of morbidity. In addition, the impI'oved treatment of acute
conditions may well result in a greater level of chronic illness, thus increasing
the dependency of the elderly population. These trends suggest that there is
likely to be both an increase in the pI'oportion of people requiring assistance
and care, and particularly during episodes of illness. However, the extent to
which relatives, and particularly elderly spouses, are able to provide such care
will also be restricted by their age and activity lL~itations. Indeed, it must
be remembered that the eldest child of an SS-year old person may he 65 years old
themselves. In addition to the restrictions arising ft'om the age and incapacity
of relatives it is also possibl" that the pool of potential caretakers t,i11 be
further restricted by a larger proportion of married daughters being engaged in
gainful employment.
Besides the question of the availability of relatives, there is also the
question of the social costs of providing home Car<l in times of illness. Cari.'1g
for sick people may sometimes place an intobrable burden on the physical and
mental health of relatives and especially in cases of chronic illness and disabi-
lity and psychiatric disorder. In addition the long-term care of sick people
may have a disruptive effect on the family unit (Isaacs, 1971; Gresswe11 and
Parker. 1972. Stevens, 1972; SainsbuI'yand Orad de Alarcon, 1974). Thus it
is important in designing policies which increase the extent to which the family
is relied on to provide care to take into account both the availability and
abilities of family members to undertake this role and the social costs it places
on the family group. While cal'e by family members may be supplemented by assis-
tance from the official services in the form of visits by a district nUt'se, a
home-help or meals-on-wheels, home-based care essentially places the main burden
of care on family members. Thus it is likely that in the absence of alternative
lower-level facilities many patients will he regarded by the medic~l practitioner
as 'needing' an acute hOS'J?ital bed, although it is recognis'"d that they do not
require the full medical facilities of a district general hospital.
Care in an intermediate facility may form an alternative to both home-based
care and acute hospital care during an episode of temporary acute illness or in
the case of terminal illness. '!'he main types of intermediate care facilities
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available in this country are nursing and convalescent homes, ~Jhich provide
primarily nursing care, and community or general practitioner hospitaJ.s.
Nursing homes ,~t present play a fairly limited role in the NHS and are mably
independently-run facilities. Altogether there are about 1,200 registered
independent nursing homes with a capacity of 32,000 beds, or about B-9 per cent
of NHS hospital capacity (Davis, 1978). These homes are oriented to the
long-term care of the elderly rather than providing short-term and pre-conva-
lescent care, with this role being undertaken in convalescent beds associated
with a hospital or in a separate convaJ.escent home. The number of beds
designated as convalescent or pra-convalescent beds is h011ever fairly small,
with there being only about 4,300 convaleSCent heds in annexes to or units of a
main hcspitaJ. in L"ngland and Wales, 1976, and 1,200 beds for convalescent
patients in convalescent hom"s, department or annexes (Institute of Health Service
Administration, 1976).
Community or ' general practitioner' hospitals provide a greater element of
mBdical care than do nursing and convalescent homes. However, whil" these
different facilities have distinct rol',s, there is some overlap in their function,
with both types of facilities prOViding continued nursing care for patients dis-
charged from a district generel hospital. Considerable uncertainties have
surrounded the development of GP ICommunity hospitals in terms of both their plaa"
in the provision of health care and in the role they should perfot'lll. However,
despite the move to"-aI'ds the integration and consolidation of hospital facilities
into a central district general hospital (Ministry of Health, 1962), community
hospitals continued in existence and have developed in different ways in
relation to local needs and services (Israel and Drapar, 1971; Bennett, 1974).
The importance of GP/Community hospitals was officiaJ.ly acknOWledged in 1974 in
the publication of Community Hospitals: their role and development in the NHS
(DHSS, 1974). This document laid down a firm framework in which they could
develop and saw them as fllling a role complementary to that of the district
general hospitaJ.. Community hospitaJ.s .Iere seen as being needed to provide
IOOdical and nursing care, including outpatient, day-patient and in-patient care,
for people who do not need the specialised facilities of a district general
hcspital and cannot properly be cared for at home or in residential accommodation.
It was envisaged that some patients would be admitted direct to and discharged
from them, for others the COlllJllunity hospital would serve as a bl'idgi;' between the
district general hospital and primary care, whi:l.e a third group would consist of
patients who are originally admitted to a community hospital end then lllOVlO on to
a district general hospital for more specialised care or attend as ou~?atients
for particular forms of investigation. Th" 1976 Consultative Document envisaged
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that up to one-quarter of all in-patient beds and many day places might
eventually be in community hospitals and that about one-third of these pL~ces
would be for medical or post-operative surgical patients. including pra-conva-
lescent cases transferred from the district general hospital (DHSS. 1976a).
However, the subsequent discussion document. The Way Forward. while acknowledging
the importance of community provision in terms of community hospitals. hostels,
day hospitals, residential homes. day centres and domiciliary support. warns that
such developments are likely to be slow and that progress will vary from place
to place depending on economic constraints. local choice and differences in the
existing level of provision (DHSS, 1977a).
The main advantages of cOllll1lunity hospitals as opposed to concentrating all
services on the district gene~l hospital. are generally regarded as being those
of the more economic use of wsources, the educational advantages from providing
a meeting ground for general practitioners and hospital doctors. and the benefits
to the patient in t.;I'f!lS of their convenience (Bennett, 197,+; Israel and Dreper,
1971; Loudon, 1977). With regard to the use of community hospitals, studies
have shown that a large proportion of their patients wel'a judged to have
required acute hospital care in the abSence of these facilities (Benn"tt, 197'+;
Humphreys. 1973). Similarly, studies of acute hospital care have identified
substantial numbers of patients who could have been c"lJ:'ed for in a lower level
facility were such accommodation available (Carstairs and Heasman, 197'+). The"
existence of patients who require car€ on an in-patient basis in timcs of illness
but who do not necessarily l'aquire the full facilities of an acute hospital is
thus well documented, but what is more open to debate is that of the most
efficient and effective method of providing such care, especially in view of the
limited extent to which family members are likely to be able to cater for those
who are currently occupying hospital beds. Thus as this study indicated, in the
absence of alternative lower level facilities meny of the patients who are
currently occupying acute hospital beds for primarily social reasons will be
judged by the medical practitioners to 'need' acut'~ hospital care.
The uSe of €lcut" hospital beds by patients who requir" primadly non-skilled
care is generally regarded as being an uneconomic use of roesources. I'Jith the
resources of the acute hospital heing more efficiently deployed when heds are
used by people who require active medical L':Iterwntion. With regard to the
costs of care it must be remembered that the costs of hospital care are variable
over a patient's stay and will be lowest whE'.n the patient requires only 'hotel'
care. Thus the actual cost of keeping a patient in an acute hospital bed when
they wquire only 'hotel' care may be quite small. It is nevertheless the caSe
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that the occupancy of a hospital bed carries an opportunity cost in that it
prevents another patient from using the services and facilities that can only be
obtained in an acute hospital. This opportunity cost may however only be present
in the long-run, for in the short-term it may not he possible to use beds more
intensively due to the shortage of persoonel and equipment (Gibbs. 1977).
However. while it may not be possible to mMe changes in the use of acute hospital
beds in the short-term. it is important for planning purposes to identify the
most efficient and effective means of catering for those who require in-patient
care because of their home circumlrtances. Two of the ffie'tin arguments for
catering for such patients outside the acute hospital is that of the opportunity
costs inVOlved in such beds being used for primarily social care and the economic
costs involved. The relative costing of the use of differant facilities for
such patients is however un... .lear. Thus although one of the main argUlllents in
favour of the use of community hospitals has been that the cost per case is
smaller than in a district general hospital (Cavenagh, 197~; Weston Smith et al••
1973), such economic argwoonts have not gone unchallenged (Rickard. 1976). This
points to the need for fuvther costing studies to he \lt~dertaken. with the
economic costs of care being precisely defined in relation to the n"eds of tfrJ
patients and the characteristica of the particular institution mder oonsidera-
tion. In addition it is i.mportant that such studies do not focus exclusively
on economic costs but also take into account the social costs to the patient and
their family of the different types of service provision. \~hi1e the social COsts
of alternative provision in th", fbrm of. for examplG, patient satisfaction and
the effects on the patient's household and family members, are widely acknow-
ledged to be important considerations in assessing the :relative costs and
benefits of particular types of services and facilitias. few such studies have
included social costs in their analysis (crease, 1977).
Recon~ndations and suggestions for further rase~
The recommendations for policy and planning that arise from the present
study and which have been identified earlier in this section are now briefly
summarised, together with some suggestions for further research.
Ona important issue concerns the availability and ability of family members
to provide non-skilled care and the suggestion that such information should be
routinely recorded on hospital notes and that particular attention should be
paid to the care available fer those who live alone and for elderly married
people in admission and discharge decisions. In addition it was emphasized
that attention should be paid to both the availability and capacity of family
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members and the social costs to the family unit in :relation to any policy
decisions a..d planning that might increase the involvement of the fa'1lily in
caring for people in times of illness, such as fbr example might occur as a
result of a rise in the clinical threshold for hospital admission or a I'!lduction
in the l<,.ngth of stay.
Neighbours were identified as performing" a vital role in .
contacting assistance in an emet'gency situation, and eS')ecially for those who
live alone. This underlies the importance of t good neighbours i schemes and
of developing community awareness of the role people may play in pt'oviding
assistance, and especially in contacting the medical services for elderly people.
With regard to the use of acute beds the study pointed to the need for
residential care for many of those who currently occupy an acute hospital bed
for primarily social reasons. Thus, the question is that of the type of
residential care that shOuld be available. In particular, there is the
question of the role that convalescent beds and nursing-home places might play
in catering for people who require extended care in times of illness and of the
relative Costs of caring for such patients in a cOlllmtmity hospital compared with
an acute hospital bed.
Another important issue to which attention was drawn by the present study
is that of the use and misus<J of routine statistics. In particul,JU' it was
shown that the length of stay in a particular facility is influenced by the rate
of transfer, which must therefore be taken into accolIDt in making campal'isons as
to the length of stay of patients over time or in different hospitals or geograph-
ical areas. In addition it was shown how the results of the review of hospital
use are influenced not only by real differences in the characteristics of the
hospital or patient population but also by differences in the method of review,
and particularly by the criteria used in assessing hospital use. Thus, the
results of a review of hospital use should always be related to the context in
which they wat'e collected and especially to th<:J criteria used in judging hospital
use ..
With regwd to further rese;wch, the review of the literature on the
:r>elationship bet~reen marital status, illness and service use raised a large
number of questions concerning the health and morbidity experience of marital
groups and of possible differences in their pathways into care (see pages 5-9).
In addition, the study posed severel questions concerning the use of hospital
beds. One question is that of the influence of general practitionera t'eferral
behaviour on the use of hospital beds, for as the present study indicated. it is
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not possible to gain a full understanding of hospital admissions without the
knowledge of general practitioner refert'al practic,",s. !\nother quostion to
which this study drew attention is that of the t'l"lasons for readmissions and the
extent to which they result in a concentration of bed use among particular
groups of people. While there is evidence of a substantial proportion of
re-admissions during a specified period, little is known about the character-
istics or causes of such hospital use, nor of the contl'ibution of l'e-admissions
to the routinely recol'ded figurss on hospital use. Another question to which
attention was drawn is that of the relationship between the availability of
hospital beds and the extent of their use for primarily social reasons. While
the Clinical thresholds for admission and discharge are thought to vary
according to the availability o:r beds and other facilities in the community, we
have little knowledge as to the precise relationship and effect of these factors
on hospital use. A pa:r>ticularly important issue with regard to the present study
is that of the relationship between the availability of hospital beds alld the
relative rates of bed us;,) by marl'ied and non-married people. The hypothesis
put forward was that the difference in the rate of biild use between lJl<:trried and
non-married pf.ople is related to the amount of pressUl'El on beds and the availa-
bility of alternative facilities and servic8s in the community, which in tu.~
influences the extent to which patients are admitted and retained in an acute
hospitel bed for pt'imarily social reasons. Finally, attention was drawn to the
need for fut'ther studies to examine the economic and social costs and tho
benefits derived from catering for people who are currently adrrdtted or retained
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Characteristics of the samples
The study population consisted of 327 medical and 97 surgical admissions
to a distdct general hospital. These admissions comprised 33 per cent of the
medical admissions of people aged 55 years and over recorded in the HAA for the
full year and 12 per cent of surgical admissions. The smaller proportion of
surgical admissions in the study population was due to the fact that all the
medical firms were involved in the study but only one of the three surgical
firms.
The studY was carried out during th", spring and early s\l1lll'OOr months and
it is possible that the period covered was not typical of the full year in te!'!llS
of the case mix, or in the demand for hospital beds. There appears to be little
precise information as to the effect of seasonal variations on hospital use,
although the1;>e is evidence of a seasonal variation in mortality rates, with the
rates in England and Wales t,~nding to be highest in the period December-lI.arch
and lowest during the months of JlJl"le-September. It is also likely that there is
a seasonal pattern in the incidence of morbidity from pl'll'ticul.ar conditions and
that during the warmer summer months people are less likely to be admitted for
such conditions as pneumonia and bronchitis, which are known to be subject to
seasonal influen<::es and are affe<::ted by social circumstan<::es. There may also
be less tendency to retain people in hospital for primarily social care during
the summer months, as homes are less likely to be cold and dslnp and to require
fiNS to be lit. It was hoped that further information on possible seasonal
variations in the use of the study wards could be gained from the HAA data on
admissions and lengths of stay duaing eac,'1 of the four quarters. However, in
view of the cost of obtaining special tabulations of HAA data this exercise was
not undertaken.
Altogether 60 per cent of the admissions to the study wards were interviewed
after discharge, with the proportions being 58 per cent of medical admissions
and fi9 per cent of surgical admissions. Despite the exclusion of a substantial
number of admissions from the follow-up intervietJS for the Nasons given on
pages 66-68, the age distribution of patients in the hospital &rid follow-up studies
appeared to be fairly similar, with 60 per cant of hospital admissions ill each
of the broad age bands, 65-7'1 years and 75 years and over being interviewed
after discharge. However, a rather smaller proportion of married than non-
mar.t'ied people were interviewed except in tbe case of WOlOOn admitted to the
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surgical wards. Among those interviewed there is therefore an tmder-repl'€sen-
tation of Jredical admissions and OE:p'~cially of lll<-"'lrried people adnlitted to the
medical wards, and of men admitted to the surgical wards. Overall, only 58 pCI'
cent of the men admitted to the study wards were interviewed compared with
64 per cent of the women.
Table 48 Peopl'~ interviewed after dischargEl by~cialty,
sex andliiarital gt:0up *
(Includes the 9 people who usually lived in institutional
accommodation)
r------..,..-------;---------;-------'-----,




















* Percentages based on nUlnbe!' of admissions reviewed in each
sex and marital category
The various factors which operated to exclude SOmB people from the folloN-Up
interview may have sorved as a source of bias. for example, the follow-up
interviews necessarily excluded those ;/ho died in hospital or shortly afterwards
and who it can be inferred: were among the most seriouoly ill. Simile.rly. it is
possible that those who were discharged to a pSYChiatric hospital er who were
staying with relatives and who could not be located for an interview may have
differed in important ways fi>om the study population as a whole. As it was not
possible to obtain information on the health or social circumstances of those
tfho were not followed-up, the differences between these groups can only be
surmised. However. information on the home circumstances of tho.se interviewed
after discharge, in toms of both the size and composition of their households
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and the amenities available in their homes, suggested that they did not differ
markedly in these respects from elderly people in the community as a whole. As
might be expocted, nearly all patients in the study had retired from gainful
employment, or in the case of m-::my of the IDi'..rri"d or ,~ido·..recl women had never had
a paid job (Table C25). An indication of the occupational distribution.of those
interviewed was obtained by asking people about the job which they (or their
spousa in the case of all but singl<;; women) rv:id done for most of their working
lives. On the basis of this information approximately 40 p",r cent were
classified as being in non-IDi'...nual occupations, while of those in manual occupa-
tions the majority were classified as skill"d manual (Te.bh C26).
The data
Few checks were made of the accuracy of the d"'\ta obtaint,d in either the
hospital revie.m or in the follow-up interviews, although considerable attention
was paid in the design of the research tools and in the conduct of the studies
to try and reduce the possibility of errors in recording and of misunderstandings
arising ill the interview situation. For example. with regard to the follow-up
interview it was recognisad that about one-thh'd of the respondents would be
over 75 years and all would have recently teen in hospi tal. Thus. the number of
questions requiring the detailed recall of past events and which are liable to
errors of memo!"] were strictly limited. It was also planned to interview the
respondent alone although this did not always prove possible and especially in
the case of married couples. However the respondents generally completed the
interviel-: themselves, although in about a dozen cases a Nlative provided a
substantial amount of help and acted as int'orpreter or actually ansNered a
number or factual questions.
vlith regard to the key variable, that of marital state, a comparison was
!tade between the marital state of patients which was recorded on the review form
with that obtained in the follml-up interviews. This L'1dicated that three
people interviewed who reported themselves as divorced were recorded as widoNed
on the review form. This suggests that di-forced people are under-represented
and widowed people slightly over-represent"d in the HIPE a'1d HA!'. data, for the
information as to a patient's marital state '$S recorded by the ward clerk on
the reviEM form at the same time as complClting the HAA form.
11 particularly important question in relation to the quality of the data
collected in a hospital review is that of the validity and reliability of the
reviewer's judgement as to the appropriateness of patient placement. Studies
have demonstrated that inter-reviewer variability tends to be low due to
differences in medical 'opinion' not absolutely definable as 'right' or •"TOng , ,
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from attitudinal factors or biases, and from differences in the accuracy or
quality of the information obtained as \1e.ll as to possible methodologic errors
~.de by the observers (Zimmer. 1967, Zimmer and r>roomes, 1969; McClain. 1972).
Various aspects of the present revieH were designed to try and reduce reviewer
variability and to ensure that similar types of judgements were being made by
the different reviewers. For example. fairly specific questions were asked
concerning the patients' use of in-patient care and discussions "/ere held
regulal:'ly with the junior doctors who ~rere acting as r()viewers to try and ensure
that they were all employing the same criteria in assessing the patients I use of
in-patient care. In addition. the review Has planned to be completed on an
on-going basis. which should have helped to reduce the element of retrospective
rationalisation. althc)ugh with the Pl"E'ssure of work some forms were inevitably
completed when the final case summary was written. It was how}ver l"E'cognised
that several factors may have influenced the results obtained. For <Jy.ample.
the large number of doctors acting as reviewers may have contributed to the
element of reviewer variability. However. ~lthough a total of 14 doctors acted
as reviewers due to changes in housemen and temporary absences, four doctors
were responsible for carrying out over half of the reviews. Thus the reviewing
~IaS more concomtrated ..ban might at first appear (Table 49). HO~Hver it
is pO"...sil:>l~ that the mdhod of reviewing patients under the care of their Ol'ln
firm. may have led to an under-reporting of the amount of hospital use
arlsmg from the patients' home circumstances. In order to try and reduce
what might appear to be the threatening nature of the review and thus the
tendency to record all hospital use as necessary on clinical grounds, it was
emphasized that the aim of the review was merely to identify the factors which
influenced their decision to admit or retain a patient in hospital and that no
judgement was being made as to the appropriateness of their action. However,
it is l:'ecognised that the position of the reviewer in relation to their patients
may stil~ have ~ed to some undel:'-r-ecording. Anoth"r. factor which may have
influenced the results obtained is that in a number of cases the reviewers I
judgements may have been influenced by the fact that they had recently arrived
after holding a post in a teachil1g hospital. where the averag" l",ngth of stay
was considel:'ably" longer than in the study hospital. A further factor which was
commented 'In by some of the reviewers was that they generally reviewed the
patient's need for admission in the light of the possible diagnosis recorded by
the general practitioner, whose tentative diagnosis ~,y have been influenced by
his desire to secure admission for the patient.
A consideration of the types of factors wlich may have influenced the
judgements made in the hospital review, such as the fact that the doctors were
reviewing their own patients. their previous experience and the tendency to make
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their judgements in the light of the general practitioner's tentative diagnosis.
suggests that their effect was probably to reduce rather than increase the number
of people recorded as being dolayed in the study wards or admitted for conditions
which oould have been traatod in the out-patient department or by the general
practitioner. However, it is thought that the influenC€ of these factors on
the overall findings was probably fairly small due to the regular discussions
held with the reviewers, which helped to ensure that they were using similar
c:riteria in assessing patient placement. Also in a number of cases delays of
only one or twc days were recorded. which indicates that the method of review
served to identify patients who were delayed in the study wards for only a very
short period of tirle, as well as the more :readily recognisable cases of discharg,,:
delay.
Table 49 Admissions :revie~led by each physician











































Letter sent to general practitioners in the district
University of Kent at Canterbury, Health Services Research Unit
Hospital utilisation project
As part of onE: of the studies of hospital utilisation currently underway
in this Unit, it is planned to follow-up patients aged 65 y'Hrs and over who
have been discharged from the general medical and general surgical wards of the
Kent 'md Canterbury hospital. Patients will be visited in their homes between
two and three weeks after discharge and invited to participate in an intervi6w





intervieWing will begin in l',arch, 1976, and continue over a six-month
It is therefore possible that a £e'l of the elderly patients on your
enter the Kent and Canterbury during this time will be included in the
The aim of the follow-up study is to build up a picture of how elderly
people manage on discbarge from hospital and to identify the factors ~lhich may
have helped or hindered a person's discharge. Questions will be asked concerning
the person's l,ousehold comp-~sition and living arrangemonts, the availability of
care from friends and family members, their length of stay in the Kent and
Canterbury hospital and the types of assisti'Ulce and services r;:,ceived on discharge.
It should of course be emphasised that all the information given in the inter-
views will be treated in the strictest confidence and that the complete anonymity
of respondents \,il1 be maintained in the reporting of the research results.
If you would like further details about the project I will be very happy to
discuss this with you if you will contact me at the following address:







Lette~ sent to res20ndents who lived
more than about 10 miles from the Research Unit
UNIVERSITY OF KENT AT CANTERBURY
HEALTH SERVICES RESEARCH UNIT
DIRECTOR








I am writing to invite you to help with an important study that we a~e
carrying out at the University. You will know, of course, that most people
tend to suffer mo~e illnesses as they get older, and many people find it
increasingly difficult to get about and do things f~ themselves. As a result,
older people often need extra help wben they are ill or when they come out of
hospital.
In this study we ~ examining how older people manage when they return
home from hospital and the sort of help they receive. We are doing this by
contacting people aged 55 years and over who have recently been in selected
wards in the Kent and Cante~bury Hospital and asking them if they will kindly
take part in a survey.
YOUI' name has been given to us as you were ~ec€mtly a patient in one of
the waros we are studying at the Kent and Cante~bury Hospita1. He hope that
you have not experienced any serious difficulties yourself since leaving
hospital. However, as you ~lill realise, it is important that we talk with
everybody in the study population. On the morning/afternoon of ••••.•.•••.•.••
one of our interviewers will call on you. She has bean specially treined to
work on the SUI'....y and she will talk to you about your health, your family and
how you have managed since coming out of hospital.
There will not be any dramatic improvements in the quality of services as
a result of this study but OUI' investigat:!.on and similar studies elsewhere in
the country, will contribute towards a bette~ basis for planning the health and
social services. I very much hope that you will agree to take part in the
survey, but I must emphasise that there is no obligation for you to do so.
However, you may· find it helpful to know that we have spoken to yOUI' hospital
doctov about this study, and he is fully satisfied about what we are proposing
to do. All the information you give us will, of cOUl'se, be treated in strict
confidence, and will be seen only by those who are authorised lOOmbe~s of the
research team. When the report of the study is written, nobody \~il1 ba
identifiable in any way.




3. Letter left with respondents aft"r the intervieu
UNIVERSITY OF KENT AT CANTERBURY
HEALTH SERVICES RESEARCH UNIT
OIRECTOR







The survey in which you have just taken part is one of several
investigations being carri."d out by this Unit into the working of the
health services in this area. In this particular investigatioll we are
interested in the difficulties which people face when they Nturn home
from hospital, and with the sort of help that they are getting from
relatives, friends and social services. Th<1 'luestions that our inter-
viewer has just asked you are all concerned with these kinds of problems.
We hope that you have not experienced any serious difficulties yourself
since you left hospital, but even so, you will appreciate that many
people do face a variety of problems. The health and social service
authorities are always looking for ways of improving the quality of
serviC€s, and it is here that research work Cim help them. There will
not be any dramatic improvements as a result of this one survey. but
our investigations. and similar studies elsewhere in the country, will
contribute towards a better basis for planning the health and social
services.
TIle information you have given to our interviewer will be treated in
strict confidence. and "lill be seen only by people working directly on
the study. When the report of the study is written, nobody will be
identifiable in any way.
We are very grateful for yoU!' help, and we hope that you have enjoyed
co-operating in the study.
4. Hospital review form
,.._-..,....-----..,....----'"'
!'--.........:..._...J-_..:..-_.~
Patien"t's nalOO "1 .. ' ••••••••• • •• •••••••••••••• .. •••••••
consultant .. """ " "" """ .. ".. " " "
Confidential
Health Services Research Unit
University of Kent
canterbury




1. Name: Ml /Mrs./Miss (surna!ne) " " " (forena'Tie) " ..
2. Permanent address
Tel.no.
.. " " ;,. " " ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. " " " " ..
.. " ..
3. Age (yrs)












7.. Consultant under whom admitte d " ..
El. Date of admission to Kent and Canterbury
9. Route of admission:
via casualty emergency






Date on waiting list (if applice~le)
--
. .
give name " "..




Name of hospital admitted from





Please complete this section when patient is first seen as an in:eatient










therapy - isolated '_lpisode
therapy - recurrent
admitted primarily for observation






3. Could this patient have been troat",d in the out-patient department or by the
general practitioner, if his/her home circumstances were favourable?
required hospital admission
could have been treated by
GP or in out-patient departrr£nt
I








If the patient dies in hospital, enter date
Transfers
1. If patient was admitte d. f:rom an.nher hospital
and transfe!'I'ed back. enter date of transfer
:;>. If patient was admitted through casualty and
than transferred to their local hospital,
enter date of transfer
3. If patient was transfe!'!'ed to another hospital







Please coselete this section when the provisioTlal discl>ar>ge decision is made
1. The patient's provisional discharge data was
2. Was the provisional discharge decision delayed as




'--1 go to question 3
(a) What were the social factors which influ,nced the provisional discharge
decision?
14<1:
(b) How much eat'lier would the provisional discharge date h'lve been set
if the patient's home circumstances had been favourabl.a?
No. of days
;l__.......l






How much later would the provisional discharge date have b"en set in
l1normalH circumstances?






~ " '"" ..
.......... It "" ..
J.l''l
Part IV
~. On what date was the patient actually discharged?
5. If the date of actual discharge (recorded in question 4) differs from the
provisional discharge date (recorded in question 1), please give the
reasons for this:














r--;L---'-': specify ," "" " .
7. Have any special arrangements been made for discharge (e.g. attendance at
day hospital,
meals-on-wheels, etc.)?
8. What type of care did the pcttient require at the time of discharge?
capable of self-care
required non-skilled care




9. (Patients discharged to another hospital, old people's home, etc.)
What were the social and/or medical factors responsible for the patient's
place of discharge?
,1,1,,----------------------· -----_._-------_.








Table Cl Admissions I'evi,med by sex, age.
marital status and specJ"'·.a;;.;l"':ty"" _
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1ab1~ CZ Patients interviewed by sex, age,
&'It''ital status and spec ialty 1~
\-_----- ._------'....--•._---
•






















65 - 74 Y"8.1'5
75 and over




















18 1 64 I

















* This consists of th,"~ 2t~5 people interviewed who usu~lly liv~d :tn 8. private·
housebold and the 9 who usually li'fJ'(1d in i.nstj:tution~::Ll accornmodation.
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'Table C3 ?8:tient~ intar.....!Qw"'d who lived in a private
household by sax, "ge "!ld nnX'1.t'11 st"ltus
i




.- 74- years 66 < 13 ~ B8~
75 and o..,·(~r 25 1 15 3 4~~
\ Women
[ 65 -- 74 years 45 '7 20 1 73
75 and ov(-~r 5 10 c)~ " 40! -" <.
-------
Tot?1 141 23 71 10 2l~5
152
Ti'lble 0+ Population in fo1Xl' _local 1l1.1thority areas and numbers
of ·~dmission$ to th,;? study frmf} thes'J ~'l.reas









. {~ .... ~~o·pulat:Lon ~ hdm:(.ss:,oDS l.U the ?tudy
c -~""'--4- .~,._.....,._..---~,~.,","",.,.." ..~-_ ........ ".....~;-~...,
Non- ! All! ;)on- All
1!"'>f:tt":t:ied. t cats. ; t'1l1.rricd m-:Jrri(~d cats ~




































'" from Census 1971~ CJ~~ty R{~port (Kent) Table 8
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Table CS
Admission rat"s per 10,000 Population
Hospital In-P-3tient." Enquir:·,t (Eng.mn,.l and W:1.165) ~
































































75 and o~e:r 2157 171+3 1907
._--------_._-
h:irrdss:i.on rate ::: no~ (:ischarlgos and dCi:\ths x. rl"'(!s$i~l;~ .factor' :x. lO~OOO









Blood and bleod ·"forming o:::ga.TIS
Mental disorders
Nervous system and &~ense organs
Circulatory systen1
RespiI"latory system
Dige s tive syistem
Genito-urinary systerll.






























TablB C7 Nenn dUT,>;:ition of stay in study hospital 1975-75
________________g~;~Gn~·~G~r~a~l~rn~Grlicino and g~ncral surger.~y~ _
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C9 Level of care ·~qui~d at time of dischGrge of study patif.mts
































Ncn- Not J All I




and level of care










3 '+ 1 8
_______-1- ..J.. .........._
I \









Nursing homo -T-- I ~---'1
I-_N_o_n_-_s.k_~_·1l_e_d_c_ar_e__ I 2 :;: J-~_,---------J-:-J
-, I i ' •
. 1 I !I 123 14 h:17 f 6 5 11 '
I '"-.~ !'SB • 27 3 :~ .





No. of years I No. Percentagesi
Less than 10 I t+ (3)10 - 19
f
7 (5)
20 - 29 13 (9),
30
-
39 I 24 (17 )40 - 49 54 (38)






Length of time since break-up of marri<tge of
currently widoWGO and 4ivoreEV1/sep,~ate2 pC0plG
(Eased on the 81 poq,le in this category wh() usue.l1y live ix, ,~








I No.of ye:f!!rsLClSS than 2
2 but under 5
5 hut under 10
10 but under 20




















65-79 70-7'1 75-79 SO & ever "ges
!-- .........
i i,,
Excellent 1'1(17) 17(21) 6(12 ) 4(12)
t
'11(17)I Good 38(,+9) 23(27) 24( '18) 12(35) ! 97(1+0)! Fair I5( 19) 15(18) ·14(28) 10(29) 54( 22)
Poor 12(15) 27(33) 6(12) 8(23) I 53(22)i,




Se~f-per-cepticn of hoalth and reporting ef ~l lcng"'$t2~nding il1ness~
disability Ol:' handicap ~.nd ",otivity l:'estricticns
i
! Excellent GO!Jd Fair Pr)or,
34(83) 72(7'1) 31( 57) 21+(45)




Perception of usual state of health by age ~.nd marital state
Perception of usual i
state of health All t
by age Mwried Single Wic:oWQo. Div/sep, cats, Ii
!
65 - 74 j!
Excellent/good 64(59) 8(73) 16(52) 1 age 57) !Fair/poor 45( 41) 3(27) 15(48) 3 66(43) !
Total 109(100) 11(100) 31(100) 1+ i155(100)
75 and over !I
j
13(56) 49(54) IExcellent / goed , 7(58) 21(52) 3•Fair/poor ! 14(1+4) 5(42) 1'3(1.8) 3 4l( IH'i) I
·1 " ..l--"-I




Reporting of a long-standing ilL'less, dis;,bility or ha.ndicap












12(37) 5(1+2) 12(30) 2S( 32)
20(63) 7(53) 28(70) 6 61(68)





Presence of illness, ; I
disahi1ity or hall<ticap I All
by i1ge '_o--_I_'l"_,.r_r_i_e_d Sl_·u_g_'l_c_' W_i_d0._,'_;'/lO,_'C_' D_i_,v_/_S_CI_:'_'.,.1_C_'~,~
65-74 I




















living with r-T()n -mC'~r'ria~l
Marrir;:u others living ~l:.;,ne
25(1(, ) 2(6) 14(20)
57(40) 12(35) 2t1(,+O)
25( J.8) 11(32) 18(26)





ll' Illness and Non-lr,wried .--.-----------..!'
',_ aotivity lives with Non-m;:i:r~r'ie,~. 11.11 .










I Long-st?.nding illness, l
~ disability"mr: !
r activity re"'Stricticns 36(25) 9(2~~) 18(2f-) i (3(:2:::·)
; 1f-------- ------+----------------..------, 1
, l ;























Total 7 12 19 39
(EKcludes four people for whom no information ....as given as to the length








LonelL,ess and self-perceived he~
Feelings of ~ Self-parcel"'od healthI Allloneliness I
! Excellent Good Fair Pocr cats.,
-,
t
1(2) C(6) 6(11) 7(13) 20( 8)OftGU lonely I
Sometimes knely I 6{l5) 10(0) 12(22) 9(17) 37(15)
Never lonely , 3<+( (3) 81(83) 35(65) 37(70) l87{76)
No ans~wr 1(2) 1 I<
f <
"-;-.- I{






















SH 57) 13(57) 37(52)
10(7) 5(26) 7(10)
















* Includes people living in a few rooms within a house
Tab}" 022
Home owner::hil' by typE' of dwelling
(Excludes warden-assisted accommodation)
I Home Allownerf~hip House Flat Bungalow Caravan cats.~ :'-----1
! Owner-occupier 77(58) 5(19) 60(S,+) :< 1Lf4(62)I Local authority
I rented 24(18) 10(38) 6( 8) 40(17)
! Privately rented 27(20) 8(31) 2(3) 1 38(15)Other 5(!1) 3(1l) 3( '+) 11(5)I J 233(100) I~ Total 133(100) 26(100) 71(100) 3
165
T,tble 023
LGngth of time sp€lnt in current home
All
Nu.'llber of years Harried Single Widowed Div/sep. oats.
i --~T"
Under 1 yeaI' 5(3) 5(7) 10(4)
1 yr. but under 3 YI's. 9(6 ) 1(4) S{e) HID) 17(7)
3 yrs~but .mdeI' 5 yrs • lI{e) 1(4) 10(14) 2(20) 24(10)
5 YI's.but under 10 yI's. 30(21) 5(22) 9(13) 4(40) 48(20)
10 yt's .md over 86(61) 16(70) 38(53) 3(30) 143(58)
No anSl're:r. 3(4) 3{l)
,
-,
Total 141(100) 23(100) 71(100) 10(100) 2'+5(100)
Tabl'" C2'+
Previous I'esidenN of those who had livr"d ~"esent home
for less than 5 yea~-

























Total 25 :2 21 3 51
*16&
Table C25
Work status of married and non-married !Jl<)U and ~Joman
Harried non-married
Work status Hen Women Men T.1ome:n
Works full-time 2(2) 2(5) 2(3)
Works part-time 6(7) 1(2) 5(12) 1(1)
Not working - retired 83(91) 2l(112) 31>(83) 32(51)
Never had paid job 28(56) 28(44)
--










Based on the type of job done for most of th" Horking life of men
respondents ,:md single women. -;mu on the occupation ef their' husband
in the case of married, widowed and divorced/sep. woman.
